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1' RURAL DEVELOPMENT

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1971

L U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE-ON RURAL DEVELOPMENT

OF THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY
Bowling Green, Ohio.

'', he subcommittee met,. pursuant to notice-, at 1:30 .ii.m., at the-
riiivvrsity Union Building, Bowling Green State University, the
Honorable Hubert H. Humphrey (chairman of the subcommittee)
presiding. -

Present: Senator Humphrey (Ire. cling)..
Also present: Repregentative La a.
Senator. H umpmmy. The Senate .Uliconunittee on Rural Develop-

ment of the Senate Committee on 'Agriculture and Forestry will
proceed with this hearing.

May I respectfully suggest that those %vim are in the back of the
hall, Cr they would like to come forward, it may convenience everyone
mill be of -ikelp. You are more than'weicome to (19 so.

I regret that the Senator from Oklahoma, Mr. Bellmon, who had
planned on being with us, is unable to attend today. I Shave asked

Congressman Latta of this congressional district to share this ,
stand with. me. He has a statement that he will subsequently read.

, as 1,), part of this record to acquaint us with his district and also to
express sortie of his views

STATEMENT OF HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, A U.S. SENATOR.

FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

I sbeuld like to make a very brief statement and then I will include

in the text of this record the prepared statement which I have for

this particular hearing. .,

This is the fourth of our hearings outside of the Capital City of
Washington. Our first hearings were in the Suite of Iowa and South
Dakota. The next hearings were in the State of Oklahoma 'and the
State of Nebraska. The hearings that followed that were in Alabama
and, Georgia. And now we are here in the State of Ohio.

We have heard from literally hundreds of witnesses in Washington
'D.C., before the subcommittee in its official headquarters at' the

Senate. It has been m judgment that hearings of this nature are)
better served by taking the hearings in the countryside. We are
dealing with problems that affect people's lives and we are dealing

with problems theft are essentially local in their application but
national in their significance. Our Nation has never had what we call
a national growth policy, at least since the late 1800's. At one time we
had a, program or a policy to encourage migration of our people to

, (I)
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populate this land. The extension of the railroad system of the United .States came, about not erel.v becauseof private investment, butbecause of Govermu4nt while policy. The great areas of plai57andthe agricultural areas of Arherica were opened by such inducements
and incentives as the Hothestead .Act.,the Land Grant College,Act,
the County Agent or the Kxtensiou Act, program of farm credit,and,
gricultural assistance.

In recent, years, since the 1920's:there has been an ever-increasing
number of people leaving rural Ancrica going into the great urban
centers: In the last 3() years or 25 years, should say, 30 million
Americans have left their homes in rural America to go to,our large
metropolitan centers. Those urban eenk4s were not Oil:. pared govern--
mentally or financially to absorb this mass migratidn: And so' we havehad two evils that have plagued us ort wo difficulties. One, the eatn-

-pression into urban America, with governmental' structures, -butfinancial resources inadequate to meet those preslinres, and the .bleed:-
ing of rural America of its Young' and of many of Its enterprising
'citizens. So tliatAoday We 'find ap ever-smaller percent itge -of thepopulation in rural Atherica ,turd' an ever-large number in' urbanAmerica.

Over 71) percent of our people occfyy less than 3, percent of the land.It is estimated that in the next 20 years 85 percentof our peoplewill occupy about 3 percent of the land. This is neither good public.policy 'nor good social structure. We are attempting, therefore, inthese hearings, to get some ideas or. some guidelines or suggestions
from the people, form local goyernment officials, from State officials,
from. farmers' representatives, from business and labor people, fromaademie life; from students, as to how we can better 'structure
American Society for the good life or a vality of life.

We have no immediate answers. Quite frankly, there is nothing
immediate.. But there is an immediate neceessity to try to find someanswers. And that.is what we are attempting to do. So, today, we willhave a number of witnesses representing, first, the State of Ohio inits official eapicity and then a number representing the local govern-ments of Ohio, others representing the business and financial insti-tutions of your State, otheLrs representing the agricultural organizations
of your State, some of them representing community action programs,the labor movement, churches, religious groups, and a host of othergroups and individuals.

We have a large number of witnesses. We have some ground rules.
We 4.111 try to adkre to those in terms of the amount of testimony.

The first pr&ientation that I will ask for is-from 'air Congressman
here, and then following the Congressman, may I suggest that the
distihellished Governor of Ohio, Governor Gilligan, Dr. David Sweet,of the Ohio State Department of Development, and Mrs. Rose Papiercoordinated of the Division of Administration of Aging'of Ohio,
Departmerft of Mental Hygien:e and Correction, come to occupythese chairs nd they will proceed then with their testimony.it
v.Now we Writ' hear from Congressman Latta and I want, von toknow, Congressman, that I am very pleased that you have taken the

time to be with us tod and I want to thank Bowling Green Uni-versity at this time for its generosity and hospitality In makingthese facilities available to us. Proceed, Congressman.
(Senator Humphrey's prepared statement folds:)
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Senator HUMPHREY. 1.adios and gentlemen, it is a great pleasure
for tts to be herein itortINvest Ohio for the fourth in a series of hearings
911 rural communit y development. And,'of course, we are pleased to '

have Hoye nor Gilligan -with us as our leadoff witnes .
I've become an old hand tft this sort of thing now. T e subcommit tee

began these field hearings early this year in Iowa avl South Dakota.
Our next trip took us to Alltfuffritt and Georgia. And most recently
we %vent to Oklahoma and Nebraska. ,

As you can see, we are trying to get a big, nationwide picture of
what the people ate thinking and doing about the problems of rural.
America. ., - -1/4..2

And we have found that those problems are enormous, with impli-
cations for those who noww live in the large metropolitan centers,
as well as for those who have -been left behind in the countryside.

America is .having growing pains. But these pins are-a lot more
serious than the implications of the Votes little children have.

Seventy ,percent of our people live on 2 percent of,the land. That
may seem a little silly. After all, why should %ye impose overcrowding.
upon Ours'elves. But that is what we have done. Thirty million Amer-
icans have fled the countryside in the past 30 years. It's. the biggest
migration o( human beings in the history of mankind. And, I for
one, tu i hpt convinced it took place only becaus sonic people tend to
like bri t lights,

i.,44.
1.6

We have found in our investigatipns that for the most part, these
migratring Americans were shoved out of their rut al homes by economic
and social, conditions which they could riot overcome.

They were forced out by unemployment or underemployment.
They were forced out by low-farm prices and income. 1 hey were
forced out by a lack-of adequate community facilities and poft
.,Avols. They were forced out by a system which has paid no X
tent ion at all to the way this Nation has been developing. Like Topsy,
we just grew, and we grew in all thc wrong places, like a matron who
is losing her figure.

Look at what ha )pened ia Ohio. During the flies, eour State. was
a growing place. People were migrating ,here ter than to most
Slates, and where (lid they go? They went to Metropolitan Cleveland
for the most part. - , ,

But in the 1960's, Ohio joined a number of other States. It becatne
%vha,tt-lv demographers call a State of net outmigration. More people
leff that came in. You lost 125,000 _Ohioans to outmigration m the
sixties, and 55,000 of these people came front Your rural areas
mostly from 1' counties in southeast and south central Ohio. All of
those 17 counties' were rural counties.

Even up.here, in a portion Of the State which is considered to be
good farm country, these counties are barely holding their own,
despite the industry von have been able to attract. There are 300
marginal farmers in this immediate area. Will these families be able
to remain here and jmake a living? ,I doubt whether a conscious
decision has been made about this in either direction.

at am a strong advocate. of a viable, economically sound farm bre
in rural America. That's. the foundation upon which we must build
real rural development. ,

But rural America, and rural Ohio are not just farmers. Farts1)
people represent only,one-sixth of Ohio's rural population.
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And, nonfarm rural people from Ohio- and all across this country-
have little voice or political muscle in Washington. In addition,' they
have less and less voice as the application of the one-man one-vote
law moves political representation more and more into the metro-
politan suburbs.

But whether or not . the American countryside ha:,, the political
clout., it is the m'ellspring of most of our national growth problems,
and vou don't stop a flood downstream. You have to go to its source
at the headwaters.

There are those whit will may that rural to urban migration is over.
I sax it isnot. There are still 600,000 people a year Making the trip.

This a prosperous area. Family incomes are high. You are close
enough to the big cities, but not too close. But viiu know that with
unplanned growth this part of Ohio could be swallowed up into what.
is now Metropolitan Toledo if growth is uncontrolled;
,Thet:r are 100 million more Americans expected in this country

in the next 30 to 40 years. The chances are that most of them will.
live in the metropolitan centers, and .:611, nay friends, here in quiet .
Bowling Green, could become t tart of. a vast city that stretch(
from Milwaukee to Chic+), t etrait, through Toledo and Bowfin
Green and on to Cleveland

We must plan now, all levels of government for a balanced
national growth. And, that's why we are heretoday.

Now we*want ,to Make a good record with these hearings.,and so
we have invite-4 many people to testify. Our ground rules are simple,
and must_his followed. Witnesses Will be called to appear in groups,
with each individual being given no more than 5 minute.$ each to
orally summarize his written statement which will be inserted into
the hearing record as of read. Both the oral testimony and written
statements submitted here today will be carefully read and analyzed
by the members of our subcommittee and staff.

STATEMENT OF HON: DELBERT L LATTA, REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE FIFTH CONGUSSIONAL DISTRICT OF
OHIO

4

Mr. LATTA, Senator, first., of all, let me sax I am highly honored
by your invitation to join you here this afternoan. Let me point
out to my good constituents out front that I am not about to announce
for ihe Senate. I kind of like my job in the House.

Let me say I am pleased to welcome you and your subcommittee
staff to our district, I am sorry that Senator Bellmon could not be
here.-A couple of years Wgo he visited out district and we were delighted
by his presence.

I. am pleased over the reason that you gave in your December 8,
1971, news relaese for coming into our tiro to hold these hearings.
The reason stated has that our area was 'Beginning to show strong
signs that it had feversed the trends that have displaced 30 million .

rural Americans in the past 30 years and that you were anxious to
find out the secret so that you could do whatever possible to curta,i1
the how of rural people to our overcrowded cities and permit them to
ramaih at home.

It is true, gentlemen, that people in northwestern Ohio like living
here and have not been forsaking their home5 for our more urban

8
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centers. Population figures for our area do reflect the'fact that hey
run counter to the national trend for rureAmerica. The question is,
why haven't our people- been moving to the cities?. That question,
could probably best be answered by asking, why should they?

You probably noticed coming in from the airportdepite the
bad weather that we live in what has often been called the 'Garden
Spot" of the Nation: Living on this rich soil in northwestern Ohio,
are some of the friendliest, best educated,, most energetic and deeply
dedicitted people you will be privileged to meet anyplace. Today
you have met matty of them.

These hearings are being held on the campus, of one of onr finest'
and fastest growing State universities. Our people are proud of its
administration, its faculty, and its student both'. It has played and
is now playing an important part in keeping them prom rushing to
the cities.

In the interests of time, let me turn quickly to some ainazing
statistics on our congressional district. Yes, our diArict is predorm-
nintly rural. The total population of the district as presently consti-

-tuted was 354,537 in the 1960' census. Today, it is 398,208 for a 12.3 -
Percent increase. Our population in places having less than 2,500
Inhabitants has increased from 222,880 to 235,420. We Wad 17,396
farms in the fifth Cangressional District in 1960; today we have
1.5,565. However, we have had a 16-percent gain in the size of our
farms.

This is up front an average of 142 acres to an average of 164 acres.
In fact, _we hose more acres under cultivation today than we had
in 1960. Our total land in farms has gone from 2,456,336 to 2,545,073
acres.

Our unemployment figures are well below the national average,
and many of our large and small industries have the "help wanted"
signs out, particularly for skilled workers. The county by county
unemployment figures are as follows: Defiance, 4.7:Fulton, 4.8;
Henry, 5.3; Ottawa, 5.0; Paulding, 3.7; Putman, 4.3;,Sandusky; 4.3;
Van Wert 6.6; Williams, 4.7; and Wood, 4.3. A part of Lucas County
is in this-district and it has a 5.4 figure.

Since we are so deeply involved in agriculture, many of these unem-
ployed are migrant workers whir have chosen to stay in our area
rather than return to their homes. They not only have added to our
unemployment figures but they have place a real burden on the
schools, hospitals, welfare, and other local governmental agencies.
I might interject at this point that additional Federal assistance is
needed by many of these agencies if they are to continue to dispense
the services they have been dispensing in the past:

Our area has been able to attract and keel) some of our Nation's
largest companies. In fact, if Congressman McCulloch will permit
me to look 8 miles into his district., we have in northwestern Ohio
plants of all three of the large automobile producers. We have several
of the Nation's largest food processing companies located, in our
district. In fact, I could not begin to mention all of the hundreds of

- smaller companies located here. For the interest of your subcommittee,
let me say that all of this just 'did not. happen. Practically every
communitylarge and smallin our district has an active group
of civic-minded citizens constantly working to secure new industries
and new jobs.-

cs)



We have two multil.mnity vocatiotill edheational schools located in
our district trailing young people in dozens of skills to be used .by
these industries. In fact., one of our larger empThyers cited the avail-
ability of these highly trained graduates from one of the schools as
_a primary reason for locating here. We have alt the transportation
facilities -necessary to attract new industries including access to One
of the busiest ports on the Groat Lakps. I could go on and on telling
you about our district and what has helped us stem the tide of migra-
tion to the overpnpulated cities. Let. me offer a couple suggestions for
attracting even' more jobs -and in turn more people into.our ruralareas.

First: More money and less redtape for small communities in rural
areas to secure Federal assistance for water, sewer, hospitals, parks,
schools, and other local needs. Industries and jobs do not usually
locate where these- basic needs are not being filled. -

Second: Industry must be given added incentives for locating in
rural areas. Since all companies mug mpiti6 a profit, to exist, tax
incentives and low-interest long-,korm loans sill elppeal quicker than
most others.

Third: We must expand the services and provide sufficient appfo-
priations for,FIIA and SBA. Senator, I could go on and mention other
Government programs but I feel that we. have some witnesses here
this afternoon that might want to touch on other areas, and I wind
to say that I appreciate the opportunity to make this statienient
for your subcommittee's record, I want to commend you for the
leadership that you are showing and have shown in the past in rural
development and I tun particularly concerned about the bill that you
and your subconimittee have already recommended to the full com-
mit toe.

Senator DumPtritEv. Thank you very much, Congressman.
The Congressman refers to a bill that is know as the Consolidated

Rural Credit and Development Act, also know as the Rural Develop-
ment Bank Act..It relates very much to the testimony that he has
given, particularly as to financing needs and the long-term financing
atAow interest rates. This bill, by the way, is the product of our
hearings. It has 50 cosponsors-It is bipartisan. And it is the- result
of a number of recommendations that we have received around the
country. And I would commend it to the audience and to those
that are listening for your study and for your observation. Wp will
welcome any of your critical analysis as well as your suggestions
for improvement of the provisions of the bill. We will welcome any of
your critical analysis as well as your constructie criticism. Might I
add also that when I mentioned my thanks to this university, one of
the reasons we like to come to a university--we have done this in
other Statesis that the matter of national growth policy, where we
arc going to live, how we are going to live, what kind of a life
we are going to have, I think relates directly to what students are
concerned about, what a university is all about, and it is a good place
to get some thinking on it because we have two choices. We can
either let things take their way, go their way, which means trouble.,
deterioration, br we can set a course in the sense of direeotion,which
probably requires a little stamina and some self-discipline as well as a
matter of policy and direction, and then maybe we can build a better
life. t ,

10.
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So we Imo engaged essentially in hearings on national grthvth e
.

policy, how to make our growth better balanced, how to 'nuke it, .-

1 think, much more wholesome atosphefe, environment, in which to
live.. . .

We now will listen to, and we luive the privilege of hearing from the
Governor of this State and members of his 'administration. .

........, Governor Gilligan and his associate; are herd;. We welcome them
to the vt itness stand. ..

._

Might 1 say while the Governor is approaching, that. we have some
ground rules that 1 mentioned It 'licit I. -now to have followed metic-
ulously . following' the Governor and the State's presentatiOn. Wit-
nesses will be called to appear in groups with each individual having
!to more thn.,ji niites each to orally summarize his written state-

:.111(sIlt. That written statement will be inserted into the hearing record
as if read. Both. the oral testimony and the tvkitten statements sub-
mitted here' will be carefully read and analzed-by the members of our
Slibe01111ittett ail staff. . .

I.

.4 We have it good staff. Mr. Thornton is here with me, a twiner
executive of the Department of Agriculture. \\e have economists
and we have people that are knowledgeable in the field of sociology
and environmental problems -,0'l

These staff members are professionals Their duties are to analyze
the testimony from each hearing. to summarize that testimony for
Members of the -Senate, for the full committee and the subcommittee
and atthe time of our executive hearings, to make the analysis avail-
able to as so that we can receive benefit from the observations which
are made by the witnesses.

J;Overnoirwe want to welcome you and thank you for your invita-,
tion to come here.

VOICE FROM FLOOR. Question front,the'floor.

i 'SuNATon. Ilumeoi.EY. No. We areohaving witnesses first and we. will ,
come 'to that later on. We have the Governor of the State of Ohio,
Governor Gilligan, and Mr. 1...ivid Sweet and Mrs. Rose Papier and b
we will listen ft) the distinguished Governor now aml we welcome
you and thank you very much for your ;presentation and for -your: u

par*cipation.

STATEMEN? OF HON. JOHN'.J. quamiq, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
OHIO, COLUMB,US, OHIO t

Governor GILLoAs. Thank you very.much, Senator, Representa-
tive Latta, and ladies,and gentlemen.

do have a prepared statement. I know we are running on a tight
scitedulo I will try. to summarize it therefore, and leave the full
text of the statement for the record, for the later perusal of your staff

liegple and members of your subeommit tee.
I watild like to begin by thanking the distingui7;hed Senator from

Minnesota for bringing his subcommittee to Ohio andI want to thank
as well Cong,ressmati Latta for participating in these hearings.

They hearings that have been conducted through but the United
State, are a welcome relief to a public that all tog often feels'that it
has no voice in Government decisions made in Washington..

,,a,
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Personally I appreciatthe opportunity to appear before you.today
to discuss the problems* of rural Ohio and what my administration
is doing to help in its ilevalopme.nt.

Ohio with its many largo cities is often thought of only as an
urban State. This is understandable but wrong. Despite our reputa-
tion as an urban State, six out of 10 Ohio counties ' 'have a greater
rural population than`urban.

In tact, over 2.6 million Ohioan; live in rural areas, giving Ohio
a rural Ripulation which is more than the,total population of over
half of the States.

In sho t, Ohio really i,s- a midi ocosm of the whole country, with
/Very su tom tial rural as well as urban and suburban areas. And as
the i ersity of Afnerica is matched in Ohio, so too the problems of
America are the problems of Ohioincluding the problem of our rural
areas. '

Seventy-five percent or Ohio's iural counties experienced a net
outmigration between 1960 and 1971). Most of the-people leaving the
rural areas moved into our central cities. And because of the current
recession, the cities have not been able to provide adequate job
opportunities for these rural migrants, especially, for the majority
who are in the lower skill categories.. The irony of this situation is
that it was job opportunities that led most, if not all, of These people
to come to the cities in the first place.

The mechanization of agriculture and the growth of agribusiness
have narrowed eremendmisly rural employment opportunities in
farming. In addition, the rising burden of property taxation has
become increasingly intolerable to family -farmers, and certainly
contributed to the dkappearance of over 9,000 farms in Ohio in the
5 years from 1964.to"1969.

The cities seemed the most promising job market for the rural
inhabitants facing shrinking employmejit opportunities: Now they.
have arrived in the cities and they find there are no, or very few,
jobs available. The scarcity of low skill jobs in, the cities is not due
only to the recession. Due to a combination of factors, indlistry over
the last decade has been abandoning the cities and .Irading, for the
suburbs at an accelerating rate, and thus creating severe 4tdditionitl
employment, problems, especially for thot!le, like the rural migran6i,
who are in the lower skill categories.

The 'lack of employment opportunities in, rural areas is thus an
urban problem, too, because with a recession and industrial relocation
in the suburbs rural migrants beceine urban unemployed, thus adding
to the burdens of the cities. To solve this problem requires the revitali-
zation of rural areas as places. of employment opportunity and
economic well-being.

r am. confident, that with the present and steadily growing interest
, and concern for the environment and for getting away from the smog

and pollution, frantic pace and traffic jams of the cities, many people
would like to stay in, or -move to, more rural areas if only there :,vere
job opportnnitiA for them.. And there is the potential for such
opportunities in rural Ohio.

I think that through the proper use of Federal, State, and local,.
resources, we can prbvide employment opportunitieswhether in
farmink, manufacturing, tourism, Or other service industriesoutside
of .ottr large inetropolitan centers.

12



As 'a,,fi6t step at the State level, I dffered a budget proposal 144-
Itarch which contained the'most far -reaching program of tax reforin
in The history of this State: The thrust of that program was to shift
the'revenue Lase df ti e'State away from regressive .and unfair property
and sales taxatioitand t6Ward establishment of a State income tax
based onthe,fundamental principle of ability to pay.
, included in that program *itS a provision' for a mandatory propert- y
'tax. rollback totaling some $410 million. This rollback would have

.liftecna"substantial, bur4C1 from the 'shoulders df Ohio farmers and
would Rave 'aided .in halting the decline' in-, Ohio'" family farm

1 ",
oth a .propertv.taX rollback and a State income tax were strongly

endorsed by the Ohio Farmers Union and thel'arm Bifreau.
As you knew, last Friday- evening the legislaturb finally enacted a

.pernianent Site budget' and ;tax program for the biennium.- The bill
approved Friday includes both, a rieperty tax reduction and a State'.
irreome tax. 0

And althoi4gh the-mperty;tax reduction is not asyreat as I recom-
- minded,' it,shotilSI still offer some relief to overly. burdened farmers

findther property owners. In'addition to these:tax reform 'proposals,
I recently endorsed amendments to tit tax bill enacted by Congress
which would iirovide a T'0- percent investment tax credit for businesses
expanding or °eating in rural commtmities with a declining population.

In testimony before the House93anking and Currency Committee
I had originally, CalINt.,for a 25-percent credit, which substantially
exceeded ,the.Mxtin administration's original proposal of only 7 per-

, cent. Istill believe;that a 25-percent credit would be best, but I agree
that 10 pere'en t.. would, provide sonic addition al impetus for rural
development..

The adoptiO 'of n investment tax credit will also help us imple-
mutt anew rural stClectivt4 development program. Dr. David. Sweet,
director of the Ohio Department of Development, will go into the
details of the program, litter, but essentially it is a. prograth of State
technical 4sistarice to rura,1 areas helping in establishing their in-.
dustrial development programs.. .

An addition, we Iptve .effected the expansion of the U.S. Depart-
mentof Agricultures,fOOd stamp piug.,rain,' so that for the first time,
food stamps are now 'available in all of Ohio's 88 counties

As of December 1970, 82:counties were involved in the food

supplement program. The six cpuntieS recently added to the pro-
gramPike, Union, jackson,;llighland, .Brown, and Treble are
all in rural Ohio. The food stamp piigrana,u1So was expanded in the -

23-county northwest Ohio area to help the area's economy and
provide better food- supplies to the area's !age migrant- population.

In addition to improving the nutrition of,low-income people an
helping provide for a more orderly distribution of farm surpluses,_
'this food stanatigiram has brought more than $74 million in new
mpney into Ohio du ng the first 9 months of 1971.

In all, $ 127 million was spent for domestic food at local grocery
r,

stores through the prdgram in the January-September period..
We have also been working to give greater assistance to Ohio's

farmers. Our agriculture department is in the process of installing, a
livestock and 'grain reporting system to give immediate reports to -
farmers over q, direct telephone line to the department.

1 3
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This instantaneous crop and liveitock reporting system was madePossible by combining Federal funds with expenditures 'already
being used in the printed daily reports.

All you have to do to get the report is pick up your phone andplacp a toll-free call on an 8Q0-watt line to the agriculture department.I /am also supporting the creation of uniform multicounty Statedistricts for the improved planning and delivery of State government
services. , 4 .
"Worth State 'districts will enable local officials from rural areastogether. to work more effectively with State agencies toward the

solution of, common problems. Because .of their si4e, these districts
also allow for the professional staffing necessary to compete success-

Eederal 'funds by expediting'State and local grant applications.
For. years, Ohio has been ,receiving less than its 'proper sham ofFederal gyant money. Imight say to you Senator, that in the lastfull year, 1970, Ohio on the basis of per oaffita distribution of Fedogil

funds in all program areas, wad tied for 49th position aong the 50States. That is slupething we dope to improve a little bitfimn the yearsah4d.
Partly, this is due to the State's failure to appropriate the Statefunds needed to trigger' Federal matching grants.
For example, .if we in Ohio taxed ourselves at just the national

aver,age in State taxationnot high, not low, just average wewould have brought intb Ohio an additional $379 million in Federal
funds last year, $379 million.

Another obstacle to obtaining Federal grants is simply a lack of
information and expertise about Federal programs on the part oflocalities who ,would in fact be eligible for Federal funds.' We expectthe uniform distributing plan to be"of substantial hell) in eliminating
this obstacle. The districting plan will also make possible the pooling
of regional resources needed for planning and the effective addrinis-
tration of programs; but keep the necessary staffs close enough to the
district to be knowledgeable and concerned with the particular needs'
and interests of the local. units of government in the district.

In my judgment, a State which is going to expand as rapidly asours in terms of population by the year 1980, we have to have acarefully planned development of our land and our water resources.
It would be absolutely; necessary to the more effective use of ourhuman resources.

These results oLuniform State districting are especially importantfor rural areas which id the past have not been able to provide thekind of professional staff often ,available to metropolitan areas. In
sum, this plan will give the people of each district a greater opportunity
to guide State services to best meet the needs of the people of that-district, thus bringing State government in Ohio closer to the peopleit ser,ves.

These 'examples of State action are, I hope,, clear indication that
this administration intends for Ohio to take 'a strong leadership
position for the first time in assisting the economic development ofthe Stlate's rural areas.

But no level of government is going to solve the problems of bur
rural areas by itself. We need a partnership of State, local, and Federal
Government, where each level contributes the resources it is bestable to provide.



' 'At the 'national level, for example, the Allen substitute amendment.
o the' rural revenue-sharing bill, endorsed by' this subcommittee
ow great proMise toward providing financial assistancewell-suited
the capacities of the }Mend Government, financial assistance

n &led for planning and public works construction.
eyom ,specific proposals, we greatly need a national growth and

de -elope ent policy, a policy that include~ plans for workable and
effi iept delivery systems such as we have in the Appalachian regional
development .program -in short, it national' policy, ,and the means
to impINnen t it. .

..And I am Confident, Senator,, that the hearings which your sub-.
committee has been conducting in various areas of this country- will
provide to your colleagikstin the Senate, the colleagues of Representa-

-tive Lat4a in The House, the kind of information which will lead to
the adoption of a national gr,owth and development policy and I am
grateful to you for this opportunity of appearing before you today.

Senator, Ilumenany. Governor, we %vent to thank you. May I
indica that the revenue-sharing proposal that you alluded to,- the
substitu t amendment proposed- by Senator Allen to the rural revenue-
sharing ill does provide as you know, for substantial 'direct assistance
to the m lticounty planning uniGs that you referred to in your testi-

v mony. Li ewise, the rural development bunk works through the multi-
county pl ning district as an agency for the .purpoke of financing local
develo ape ts, both industrial, commercial, and wliltt we call public.
Sp we believe that these two measures are,on target with some of the
new developments at the State levels for rural development plans.

.
Might I ask youyou have your asA6ciato here, Dr. Sweet. Is Dr.
Sweet's job primarily rural development or is it total economic devleop-
ment across the State? .

Governor GILLIGAN. It is total economic development but up until
now we think that the increinent of-tural development has been almost
totally neglected. Almost all of the efforts of the State heretofore
have been in terms of industrial production development largely in the
great.tnetropolitan centers and we think, indeed are fietermined, that
there will be a more balanced program Mr the developtnent of all areas
of the State rath r than what has gone on heretofore.

Senator lIumP REY. COngressman Latta, do you have any questions
you would like to,.., Aare to the Governor?

Mr. 1,..krrA. Governor, I want to < thank you for the statement. I
appreciate that. I qweially appreciate the reconumndation that we
have a 25-percent credit rather than 10 percent. I think it would.be a
little bit difficult to sell in a non rural dominated llouse and Senate:.

What di) you think abimt that, Senator? po you think we could sell
25 perhen t?.

Senator lIn,menitEr. It is a difficult one but I happen to think if we
are going to get the kind of industrial economic developtnent in rural
America that we need there has to be a substantial incentive. I believe
this is what the Governor has pointed out-for us but that figure may be
ii. rather large one. .

Governor GILLIGAN. I, as a matter of fact, in making, the proposal
to the Banking and Currency Committee, included some of the inner
city econotnically depressed, areas as well as rural depressed areas but
I felt when we were in the habit for a great many years of vranting
27% percent depletion allowance to the oil companies for the devel-
opment of those great natural resources of reserves of oil in the proper
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economic development, a balanced program- of economic develop-
ment might require that kind of incentive at the Federal level to at
least cause our industrial people to take a good look at the possibil-
ities of spreading that development out into the rural areas. And also
in, our judgmeq6, there is even part-time employment available,
will enable many more of these family farnis,to survive. The man or
someone else in the family have a secondary source of income. The
kind of rural life° they really enjoy and want to have for their,frfchildren again wi.t n economic possibility but today it is not and
it is just a shame i ems to me, in all parts of Ohio, especially down
in the Appalachian country, you see an enormous outnaigration of
people: Not that they do 'not like living where their families have
lived for generations. They would do anything in the world to go on
living there, raising their children there if they had a way of sur-
viving and I think we have got to come up with some new methods
of providing that means of survival, too.

Senator HUMPHEET. Sixty-three percent of the people surveyed, in
the survey, said they would prefer to live in moderately sized towns
or rural areas and when asked why they came up with the answer you
have just given; namely, that the economic opportunities did not

Nseem to be there as well as sclme people thought the educational and
cultural adVimtages. So what we are trying-to do is find those incen-
tives that will lend some equity or equilibrium in this-equation.

We did pass in the Senate, as you know, Governor, the item that
you referred to, the 10-percent investment tax credit. Senator Pear-
son, of Kansas, who is very active in this area, myself and others, we
joined as cosponsors and were able to get it passed. The House, how-
ever, in the final analysis in the conference' in its committee on the
tax bill, eliminated that. I think that was lost unfortunate.

However, there is in the language of the eport considerable empha-
sis upon 'the investment tax credit as incentive for induetry to
move into rural areas but I do not b wve the 7 percent is anywhere
near adequate. I think that does no really involve an incentive of
sufficient size.

A thousand counties lost population i the last census. A thousand
rural counties out of 3,000' That is one hird A thousand held their
own and about a thousand hid- modes increases; 600,000 outimgra-
tion of people every yqar from rural America into the cities. Yet,
we were running at the rate, of about a million. Now it is down to
about 600,000. So it is perfectly obvious that the balance, is not there
vet. The incentives are not there. And I mention the word incentives
because that is what it took to get people here in the first place. That
was the whole idea. From the Northwest Ordinance into the days

--ef the Homestead Act, it was always the incentive principle.
Dr Sweet, do you want to foilowup here the Governor's testi-

mony here now?

STATEMENT OF DR. DAVID C. SWEET, DIRECTOR, OHIO
DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT, COLUMBUS, OHIO

Dr. SWEET. Yes. Thank you, Senator Humphrey.
First, as Development Director of Ohio, let me convey to the

' subcommittee my sincere appreciation for this opportunity to come
here today to discuss the development problems of our rural areas.

16
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I think we all recognize the importance of the task that you have
undertaken and its significance to the rural inhabitants, in Ohio and
the Nation.

In the past, rural development has been an "attic issue" in Ohio
as, I am sure, it has been in other states. It has been put aside, or
stqffed away, inadvertently 'Perhapi, because most of our problems
were thought to be in the urban centers of our State. In fact, I tbIlik
this was so much the case that the terni development, for the past
20 years, in the absence of any other definitionflas been construed to
mean urban development -* * * development of our line, concen-
trated,, growth centers. '\4*

Bia during these same years, our State began to suffer from the
structural chafiges basic to the decline in mining and agriculture
which began to take place, in our iural.areas but were'hot compensated
for by any increase in industry and commerce. The _urban portions
of our State were experiencing rapid growth, and industries, deter-
mined, that our rural areas were economically unsound, became
concentrated around our growth metropolitan areas. Although the
overall ecpnomic condition of the State was steadily improving, the
economieivealth being generated by these new industries was becom-
ing as concentrated in the urban areas as the industries themselves.
As the economic decline of the rural areas progressed, and the dis-
parity of wealth between the urban and rural Was increased, the rural
population, attracted by the wealth and opp tunities of the urban

--areas, began migrating into our large, metropolitan centers and pro-
'duced, perhaps, the greatest mass rural outmigration that our State.
has ever experienced.

Finally, today, I think we are beginning to realize i.he importance
and the impact of',this'unplanned, and unbalanced development.
The problems of our urban areas are well known * * * overcrowding,
poor housingo poverty, pollution * * * and these problems have

:been sounded many times. But the rural areas of our State have
"suffered tremendously also, and it is evident that these areas can

no longer be left to fund for themselves. It is past the time for taking
this problem off the shelf and dealing withit squarely. Most impor-
tantlyi,and some have disagreed with meit is not too late to help.

, It is evident to me that rural community nau4t die, unless, of course.,
they decide to do so. This administration is determined to provide
assistance to residents of ,rural Ohio so they, too, can share in the
benefits of economic growth.

There are rival areas in Ohio that are severely depressed. Last
year, fin example, the 28 counties which comprise the Appalachian
region of our State had an unemployment rate nearly twice as high
as the overall State average. There is a critical !shortage of jobs,
medical services, schools, and hospitals in these areas.

Senator HumPann. What would you say. is the number of counties
in that particular area that you described?

Dr. SwEnir. There are 28 counties in the rural Appalachian parts
of our State and there are in addition to that, approximately, I would
say, 30 counties which also are deprived in a basically. rural area of
pur4otal land area in Ohio.

Snator HummanY. 'Do you call the Appalachian county, areas
what you might call depressed areas?

74-041-72-2
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SWtET. 1.11. It all part of the 13 State Appalachian, region
which was designated by Congress and is comprised primarily in
Ohio of the southeastern counties in Ohio.

Senator IICMPHREY. '1111. 1'0111- is 1brit 411(' coal-mining areas?
Dr. SwEET. Coal; yes.
Governor GILLGAN:, A1oiit the four' Ohio rivers. About two counties

deep. All the %%Ay to Cincinnati. .

De. SWEET. '1111' COIllit V, as IL mutter of fact, lust east of Cincinnati
is in the Appalachian area.

Senator 11umeintEY. What is your unemployment t here .now?
1)1'. SWEET. We have

chink
rnneployom lovek in these areas that

reach 15 percen0 and ihink more importantly is that in certain
o age groups you have unemployment rates that are in the 30-percent

bracket or 40, and this.is ..sonie of the slatistic that are hidden
in our statistics that are provided in the S1-111111aty scale. You do not
get into t he st ruct tire! unemploy ment t hat results in various ages.

Most impotant4y, the alternatives that face rural communitieS
are limited; nonexistent, or so expensive that they cannot be imple-
mented without the help of outside resources. Many rural commni-
ties do not have the resources, labor skills, of the available utilities
and services, that are generally the necessary elements for economic
growth. Furthermore, only a few of these commimities, if any, has
what could be construed as aui action oriented economic development
program. r

This is where lurid communities in Ohio stood for basic aid and,
these were tlir basic problems we faced u few' months ago when we
initia1,01 a program designed t6 in.celerat e economic groth in
4kpPalachian Ohio. We eceived futwling for this part of our selective
devetopment program through the Appalachian Regional (imunission
for a-1-year period beginning in October of 1971. It is etiough this
pregram that we hope to cure some of the ills that have developed
in our rural communities during the past 30 years, We do not think
that this plot program is a panacea for all the problems of rtiral
Ohio, and we do not offer it as such. but we do believe 'that- with:-
our active support, the rural communities ttilAdve before Ahem
the opportunity for it normal and healthy economic life.

"ective development program is designed to provide the
people of ( 'o with a prailidail ecoierair development program that
will aceelerte -e(«unic groWth in southern Ohio and eventually
all of rural Ohio. I y using the power ,of a computer, we can match
regional eharaete 'stirs aml resources with the iequiiements of
industries and produce a list of industries and. firms which are best
suited for locating within a particular region of Appalachian Ohio.
An important feature of this phase of the program is the involvement
of cormnnity leaders who actually choose the type of industries
they feel desirable for community growth.

The output of the computer program would be used in two vays:
(1) high priority industries would be pinpointed to receive prime
attention in a selective development .program permitting maximum
expected return for each industry-recruiting, dollar expended; and
(2) lowest 'priority ranks would reveal the tykes of resources which
are lea.st available or underdeveloped in 'the subregion. Once 'cost
estimates for acquiring or developing these resources are obtained,
the program can be modified to 'sinulate the effect new investment

0
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dollars in resource development would have in upgrading the area
to.an acceptable developmental level. This close involvement in the
planning process provides a Illeallingful exposure to comumnity
leaders as to the harsh realities underlying communit, development
and evonothic growth. "

We have also undertaken an extensive stinly of the industrial and
community decisimnPiaking- process to determine and assess any
hidden factors which affect industrial location decisions as they
relate to rural. Ohio. By blending the results of the decisionmaking,

-study and the output of the computer program we ham developed
an inten*iyo' economic development guidance and marketing program
that is selectively tailored to the stAgigths and needs of individual
communities. We believe that this "partnership with people" is the
key and vital element in accelerating economic growth in rural Ohio.

'Currently, this program is limited to the 2' 8 southern-Ohio counties
which together make up the Appalachian Region of our State. We
are, howe;er, drafting a proposal to lie subniVrted to various State
and Federal agencies which will allow us to expand this program
throughout the entire Sulk" of ,Ohio. In addition, tve are proposing
a set of uniform. State planning districts which the Governor has
discussed, through which all State apnilies will be able to admister
their, programs more efficiently. By *combining the uniform State
planning district concept with oar. selective economic development
pre.ogram, we not only increase the accessibility of State services at
the local level but also have greater capacity of implementing ec4omic

-developtnent programs where we can realize maximum benefits from
the investment of Riblic and private- &Mars.

Healthy ecoiannic growth in the State of )1tiois viewed to be .a
process where economic development is composed of two main com-
ponents.; 'urban viability and rural vitality. I have submitted for
the record, more specific descriptions of our,rural economic deVelop-
ment efforts in the State of Ohio.

And I appreciate this opportunity of summarizing this statement
here today.

Senator Ilumenazy. I want to Jhank you, Dr. Sweet, and we will
include in the 'body of testimony the'ilocuments in support, of the
testimony of Dr. havid Sweet.. These are excellent documents that
will be available to our subcommittee. We appreciate them. This
describes the program that yini have here for the economic develop-
ment as well the structure for it.

Tlie documents referred to follow:)

STATE or (lino Dr:r ARTMENt or )).v),Lormt.NT, (Powmt AND DUTIES)

SVetion 1.22.0 I of the Ohio Revised (.(ale reads, "The Department of 1)evlop-
/M(7a Shall develop and promote progratliS designed Co make the hest use of the
resources of Qv( state so as to assure H. balanced economy and continuing growth
for ()hi() and for such purpose may:

(a) Assemble and disseminate tnformation concerning the resources of the state
and their availability for the development of industrial and commercial activities;

(h) Prepare and activate plans for the development, expansion and use of the
resources of the state;

(c) CoOperate with Vleral, state, and fool)! governments and agencies thereof
in the coordination of programs to make best use of the resources of the state;

(d) Encourage and foster research and development activities;
(e) Serve as the state planning agency and ma' receive and accept grants. .

contributions of money . . . for performing the functions of a state planning
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agency
.or providing planning assistance to political subdivisions or county

or regional anning commissions of this state.
In accor nee with the afdrementioned charge, the Department of Develop-

ment is currently administering an
The

Development Program to Ac-
celerate Growth in Appalachia Ohio. The Department is also drafting a subsequent
proposal which will expand this program to include rural areas throughout the
state.

Following is a brief description of these programs designed to promote a more
balanced economy and to insure continuing economic growth in the State of Ohio.

PART IECONOMIC DEVEIA)PMENT PROGRAM TO ACCELERATE
. ECONOMIC GROWTH IN APPALACHIA OHIO

General Description
The program consist of a two phase-effort to analyze the nature of the economic

development problem as it exists in the twenty-eight Appalachian counties and to
institute specific countermeasures to deal with the problem. The finding will he
utilized in developing an intensive development guidance program for Appalachian
Ohio focused on the three target communities of Portsmouth, Steubenville,
and Zanesville. - .

Phase 1. Problems Analysis, includes two distinct efforts:
1. Application of a computer-based Regional Industrial tillbeation Model

(RIAM) to the specific problem of-industrial location in Ohio ppalachia.
2. An in-depth study of indhstrial and community decision making to ,assess

"hidden agenda items which influence industrial location decisions as they relate
Ito Appalachia." .

Phase 11.-11 an intensive program of ,guidance in the economic development
of Ohio Appalachia with special emphasis qn tim growth centers of. Portsmouth,
Steubenville, and Zanesville. The developmental guidance program will incorp-
orate the output of the RIAM and the decision making analysis as a basis for.
development and marketing programs that arc selectively tailored to the needs
and the strengths of communities in Appalachia Ohio as well as pointing Gout
specific problems which must be corrected before overall economic development,

can be achieved. 1 . ,-
The Regional Industrial Allocation Model: (RIAM)

-This model will be adopted to the twenty-eight county Appalachian region of
Ohio. The model (see Figure 1) utilizes data on four major variables: (1) Markets:
(2) Suppliers of Raw Materials; (3) Transportation ;.and (4) Labor Force. These
variables relate to industry in terms of industry qequirements and to the Appala-
chian sub-regions in terms of sub-region resources, whichare developed in matrix
form in the mode. The algorithm operates on the matrices to produce a rank
ordering of potential industries. This ranking scale would be used in two ways:
(1) High priority industries would he pinpointed_to receive prime attention in a
selective development program permitting matmum expected return for each
industry-reenliting dollar expended; and (2) Lo est priority ranks would reveal
the types of resources which are least available or underdeveloped in the sub-
region. Once cost estimates for acquiring or developing these resources are
obtained, the model can he modified to simulate the effect new investment dollars
in resource development would have in upgrading the area to an acceptable
development level.

k.

The Community ald Industrial Decision Making Study:
This effort will examine the psychological factors that underlay locational

decisions made by industry, geconorni development groups and community
leaders. The study will employ the ersonal interview method to isolate the
qualitative and judgemental factors in ocational decision making. A representa-
tive sample bf communities will he selected for this phase of the research. Inter-
views will concentrate on-business and community leaders. The results of decision
making study will be added to the qualitative input of the RIAM and will be
utilized to implement the intensive developmental guidance program .in the
target communities,
Intensive Economic Development Guidance Program:

Through short term (nine months) on the spot counseling and staff assistance,.
community potential for development will be upgraded.

20
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Working on virtually in-residence capacity the staff will in concert with local
leaders, development groups and representatives of the media, public and private
sectors, develop a program for economic development tailored to the specific
characteristics and needs of the cpinmunit v.

The program will utilize the specialized information produced by Phase I of
the study in conjunction with manpower and facility inventories, tax and environ-
mental counseling to be developed as part of an economic developmental guidance
program. In order to successfullAimplement this program local Appalachian Ohio
community groups will be an integral part of the decision making process, on
industry selection for their area. T. accomplish this objective, periodic working
seminars will be scheduled with local development and community groups to
explain the demonstration program, the RIA.M and most important, how to
market the finished product of the.program to capture their share of industries
relocating or expanding in Ohio. The purpose of Local Involvement is twofold:
it) Thee is the obvious fetture of educating local development groups to a new
technique of economic development such as.the Selective Development Program;
and (2) The seminar and working sessions with local development groups will give
them a better understanding of the problems facing the economic development
of their community and region. .

This program would provide a simple but meaningful exposure tai the problem
of.comparative cost advantages between regions and industries. At the same time
specific examples of noneconomic behavior in deciSion making will be used to
give a deeper understanding to the plant location decision process.. This pro-
cedure will make these group') more cognizant of industry requirements and pro-
vide a more thorough understanding of the importance of infrastructure in,'
economic development. tsee Figure :2) The reef (gin it kin of any need change will
be made jointly V local people and state government. Thus, thtl' inipact of the
Intitnsive Economic De velopintbnt Guidance Program will be much -greater' in
a partnership- where local decision makers in Appalachian Ohio operate on an
equal level witli State government. A positive spin-off from this seminar program l
will belle development of local human resources and the. enrichment of primate
Initiative.

A

Objectives to the'Research and DemonstrOuni Effort
The objectives of this project will lie"to: ( I) determine the types of industrial

development most likely to occur irj Ohio Appalachia and 12) get a better under-
standing of what factors both industrial and developmental leaders feel are

'important and which influencelocation decisions, (3) to actually use the above
program to influence development aelivities and stimulate the tiowth of the.,
three target communities and aceeterate t he economic grot l of Appalachian Ohio.

The Relationship of This Report to The Ohio Appalachian Pan
This project is defiuitcly related to three of the research projects listed in the

existing Ohio Appalachian Development Plan and nisi) is closely related to the
new general objectives of e Ohio Department of pevelopment. Relating to the
existing plan the project fates to the following.

1. It is aimed increasing the Econotniv assets of the region in giving
special attention to maximizing the assets which the region already possesses.

2. It is based on the general concept that alMost any kind of positive
action for improvenicat, whether it be attracting growth from Outside or
making better use of existing, potentials, depends on the community
leaderships.

c3. It will determine the industrial service facilities and other economic
devel6Otnt opportunities which might have specific development advan-
tagts for the individual areas.

In addition, this project will also be closely correlated with threw objectives
of the Department of Development which includes:

1. Eliminating the long-term declineof Ohio's ('Co oinic position refa-
tive to the national economy. .°

2. Promoting a more even spread of economic prosperity throughout
Ohio.

0 1 vgli '''..' v"3. Controlling thfi trerAtiV s d ecletp %Ouch are thd Asult of unplanned
industrial growth tligoyjalfpwiallq fitste, II i, IP 4.1 4 - ' ,t
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PART IIPROPOSED PROGRAM TO -ACCELERATE ECONOMIC

GROWTH IN THE RURAL AREAS OF OHIO

General Deccription .

This program will consist of a two-phase effort to analyse the nature of economic
development in rural areas of the State of Ohio and to propose specific measures
to deal with the problems of rural development, both at the local level and at the
State level. The program will focus on selected districts as delineated in the
Uniform State Districting Plan in order to demonstrate the feasibility of a regional
approach to rural ecomic development on a State-wide basis.
Objective°

The objectives of the program will be to:
1. Determine the types of economic development most likely to occur in

the rural areas of Ohio,
. Develop programs and strategies for rual economic development,
3. Provide a vehicle for the disemination of information on rural eco-

nomic development and promote influence development activities in Ohio's
rural areas.

Scope of Project
Phaoe I.Problem Analysis, includes four distinct efforts:

1. Delineation of regions and sub-regions to serve as a geographical basis
for the various program out p ts, and conform to the proposed uniform
districts.

2. Application of a computer-bas Regional Economic Development Model
(REDM) to the specific problems of economic development in rural area.s.

3. A study of the attitudes of rural residents and their perception of the
consequences of economic development.

4. An inpact analysis of the urban-rural interface to identify the effects of
urban growth on potential economic development and the quality of life in
rural areas.

Plume I1. Rural Economic Development Program:
The outputs of the individual studies undertaken in Phase 1 will be consolidated

into an overall Rural Economic Development Implementation Program. Through
a series of seminars and conferences, strategies and development recommendations
wi be presented to Departnten iculture representatives and members of
I al interest ifoups in rural economic development aetivites.
Uniform State Districting Program

The State Districting Program currently underway by the Department of
Development will, upon approval and implementation, pride uniform ad-
ministrative districts for all State agencies. These designated regions will provide
a common basiS for the distribution of information, the gathering-of Atatisties,
and supply the framework necessary for the promotion of ecomonic development
throughout the rural areas of the State. This regional approach toward develop-
ment will increase the visibility and accessibility of State services at the local level,

2 3
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and facilitate greater participation in, and responsiveness to, progrIsins deigned to
meet the specific needs of the Individual communities.
The Regional Economic Development Model (REDM)

A simulation model will be employed 9.4 a comprehensive tool for the evaluation
of rural development potential. It ,will serve as a means of ident4fying those
economic activities that are best suited to promote the growth and development
of the individual rural regions as specified in,-the.U4orm State Districting pro-
gram.

This model is in extension of the computerized Regional Industrial Allocation
Model (MANI) developed by the Development Department for the "Study of
Economic Growth in Appalachian Ohio.' A schematic diagram depicting the
model is illustrated in Figure 1. The primary factors dealt with in the model are:
Market Potential, Resources, Labor, Transportation, Environment, and Amen-
ities. They are summarized in Figure 2. The simulation of results of alternative
development strategies will serve as a powerful test to decision - making at both
the State and local level.

,Study of karat Altitudes and l'erception of Economic Development
This effort will examine the rural residents' perception Of economic develop-

ment abel his attitudes concerning current State-leyel programs. The refiults of
the study will be used to ascertain the magnitude of disparity between the needs
and desires of rural commoinities as perceived by tho residentS, and the needs
arid capabilitieo of the community as defined by the REDM analysis. This in-
formation is vital for the planning of educational and informational programs
which will be developed following the completion o f t he individualprograms of
Phase I
Impart Ana !gn of Urban-Rural Interface

This effort will assess the effects of urban and rural economic growth on the
State's rural areas. Utilizing the capabilities of the simulation !node of the Re-
gional Eeol imic Development Model, economic, mpart analiNis can he made
coneernin the effects of industrialization, tourism, and various other socioec-
otiona actors on the urban and rural areas within each district.
Rural Economic Development Program

This program will result from the consolidation of the four research programs
of Phase I and will consist basically of two parts. (a) Based on an analysis of
the information gathered from the REDM, Rural Attitude Study, and the Urban-
Rural Impact Analysis the Department of Development will propose a series

AU alternative devefokkient strategies, recommendations, and suggested
thins tailored to the specific characteristics and needs of the rural areas within
each district. These groposals will also provide a vital inputto the long-range
economic development policies originating at the State level. (b) The Department
of Development will conduct a series of seminars and conferences with the Depart-
ment of Agriculture and various local groups such AN Chambers of Commerce,
Granges, 1`.S.D.A. extension agents, and other local business and farm organi-
zations, to develop expertise in development strategies designed for their specific
local areas. These seminary will serve as a two-fold function by supplying the
local groups with the information from the projects of Phase L and also, by estab-
lishing the groundwork necessary at the local level through which rural develop-
ment programs might be implemented:This program will be the vehicle through
which both State and local leaders can combine their research, planning, and
development efforts to better insure the successful implementation of programs
designed to promote 'economic development and improve the quality of life in
Ohio's rural areas.
Long Range Development Goals

Subsequent to the implementation of the Uniform State Districting Plan, the
Department of Development, in conjunction with other federal, state, and local
governments and agencies, will merge the existing economic dgvelopment program
into an overall economic development plan. The proposed program for the develop-
ment of Ohio's rural areas is designed to extend the current Appalachian Develop-
ment. Program to include the non-Appalachian rural areas of Ohio. It is through
the successful implementation of these programs and the design and implementa-
tion of a state-wide Economic Development Plan that -we can assure a balanced
economy and continuing economic growth throughout the State of Ohio.
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Senator IiusieiniEv. Might I ask how long has this department of
development been underway in your State?

Dr. SWEET. The formal department 9f development was estab-
lished in early.1963. However, the State had been active in various
other ways in promoting economic growth for decades.

Senator Humnianv, What is the degree, if any,-of the State funds
available to the department of development fir investment or loan
or technical assistance planning purposes?

Dr., SWEET. There is funded'as of Friday Er $2 million budget per
year provided by general revenue funds. There is also along with that,
approximately a million dollars provided by the'Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development, also the State planning, agency, and
then we have available to us tools such as financing tools available

'..through, the Ohio Development Financing Commission which pro-
vides loan guarantees for building plants and equipment. We feel
that we should be progressively using these tools. As of January of
this year there were in effect in Ohio approximately $501:1,000 worth
of loan guarantees. By November this year we had -increased that
amount to $5.5 million and we anticipate within the first ew months
of 1972 we will have doubled that again. So I think financing as you
well are a*are, in your proposal, is a key in development efforts and
we are trying to utilize what resources we have at the State level and
combilie for the first' time aggressively with the Federal resources.

We are working right now, for example, on a series of seminars in
rural and urban areas to bring to the financial community the loan
guarantee programs available frOm th,e Small Business'Administra-
tion as well as the department of deveiopment and the State govern -
ment. I think all too often these programs, whether they be in Ohio
or other States, itrOfrupspplewhat competitively and we think by-
pooling these resontecss ligiff,41;a1;iclgreigter impact:

Senator HUMPHREY.' cy wdreaked,to give recommendation to
the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry,- if we had jurisdiction

2G
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priLrily now over rural development, what would be your priority
recommendation? What do you. suggest, in/other words, the Congress
of the United States do that it is not doing in order to make it in
order to help you do your job here as director of economic develop-
ment in Ohio?

Dr. SWEET. I think as the Governor /has mentioned 'and as we
stated, there is a great -need for more Coordination in the planning
efforts. We have here in Ohio, for ex;mple, State government ad-
ministering their programs through approximately 400 different kinds
of multicounty districts, none of which are coterrninus. On top. of this
patchwork quilt of confusion, we ;have the Federal Government
operating their programs on a . similar basis. We are trying and we
intend, I believe the Governor will be proposing in early, January,
a uniform set of di. nets by which the darning for the development of
either rural or urban areas can be ifj t on some uniform geographic
basis, the Federal Government 'as State government will
adhere to, and we can begin for the time to coordinate the kind
of planning activities that are clone in natural resources, human
resources, transportation, and see' what the implications are for the
total development of that particular area.

Now, I think to ask me a question like that, I would be certainly
remiss if I did not say that the planning as well as the implementation
requires resouces and I think the Federal Government should reward
those communities or States that are trying to do in a efficient manner
the planning and development of their areas.

For example, I think if you were to look at some of the States that
have developed a uniform districting scheme they should be rewarded
beyond those that have not, who are continuing to use a patchwork
quilt fashion in their: development efforts. I hope that soon we will be
able to be among those States that have recognized the need for
this type of planning for their future development.

Senator HUMPHREY. We will appreciate any suggestions that ybir
might want to make on the proposals that are before our full com-
mittee, the one to which the Governor referred, the Allen-substitute
on revenue sharing, rural development bank, indugtrial development
bonds. For examide,, one of the recommendations has been to MC
the level frum 5 million to 10 million that you are able to get bonds
that are tax free.

Dr. SWEET. Governor G'lliatin proposed earlier that this limit be
removed as well as in rur real as inner cities. I think the whole
concept of infrastructure i that is necessary. Business and indus-
try will not look at an indus y unless there is the water and sewer
and access road.,. Perhaps airports. And so it is necessary and .I
think it comes through Federal programs that ewe have and State
programs of providing these necessary servioe., that are required
to just get an area into a competitive position. They do not even
begin to compete, and then the problem is in making a selective
attack in opportunities that that particular area his. All too long in
this business the economic development, the shotgun approach has
been applied and I think it has dissipated resources. So many of the
rural 'corm-nullities' are eager to attract new industry and yet they
have no guidance iz terms of their efforts. So they are dissipating
their resources with no clearcut plans or guidance in which area
they should be headed.
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Senator. HUMPHREY. Governor, I know you have a busy day and
I want to, hear.from your third witness. Tell me what your time is.'

Governor GILLIGAN. Well, Senator, We do have a busy schedule
which requires me to get back to Columbus. was going to ask the

.committee's indulgence if we' leave with' you Nirs'. Rose rapier,
who is coordinator of the division of administration. on aging,
departthent of mental hygiene and correction. I think in the inter-
ests of observing the principles of women's liberation among other
things, she should have the platform to herself. So we were going to
withdraw at this point, And again, sir, my thanks to you and to
Congressman Latta for your presence lie today and for giving us
this opportunity to appear and comment.

Mr. Senator. HUMPHREY. Might I add before the Governor leaves
that the Governor has been very considerate. We asked this com-
mittee to give consideration to coming to this State. Every GoVernor,
Governot, you will be pleased to know,. has requested our subcom-
mittee to come to the States and the Governors Conference, I believe,
resolved quite effectively on the whole matter of rural development
and we are coordinating our activities within the framework of that
resolution as wet) as typethe Agricultural Act of 1970, which places
a high priority now on the activities of the, Congress of the United
States, what we call urban-rural balance. and 'rural development
and, bovernor, we thank you -for your leadership and for your
excellent testimony today.

Governor GILLIGAN. Thank you. [Applause]
Senator-HUMPHREY. Mrs. Papier, do you want to proceed now?

STATEMENT OF MRS. ROSE PAPIER, COORDINATOR, DIVISION OF
ADMINISTRATION ON AGING, OHIO DEPARTMENT g OF MENTAL
HYGIENE AND CORRECTION, COLUMBUS, OHIO

Mrs. PAPIER. We thank you,' Senator Humphrey, Representative
Latta.

The subject I am going to talk about should be of some concern to
everyone because everyone at least wants to live a longtime. They do
not always Want to age and it is a little inconsistent:

I am very honored to have this opportunity to call your attention
to the special needs of the rural elderly people, in the State. Although
many older people race probilems with inadequate income, substandiod
housing, loneliness, transportation, and health care, those, living in
rural areas face the problems in even greater proportion than their
felloiv citizens in urban-areas. Nationally, one mita every ten citizens
is 65 and older but in rural areas that ratio goes very much higher,
'sometimes as high as one out of five. As young people leave to fihd
'jobs, the older people stay behind and in this respect you will find
that in very few counties in Ohio- are there lower proportions of older
people now than there were in 1960. Mostly they have increased. And
these older people who remain must take on increasing tax burdens to.
support -schools and other, essential services.

In the area of transportation, which is one of the most important
subjects that we have found, one of our most important problems
among older people, a Study by the Ohio Administration on Aging,
showed that only about one-third of the elderly surveyed were still
driving automobiles.` 'he Scripps Foundation for research in popula-
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tion problems with headquarters at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio,
recently conducted a 1-year demonstration project funded with a.n.
Ohio Administration on Aging grant, on providing transportation
services to the rural elderly in Miami Township and Yellow Springs
in, Green County. More than 100 people' used the service which pro,
vided regular trips to nearby cities and also transportation on request
for medical and dental appointments and to senior center activities.

Many cases were found and cited in the study describing benefits
derived from the transportation service. The

being
has been ter-

minated, however, and the loss 9f this service is being felt very keenly.
Senator HUMPH REX. Was this federally-funded?
Mrs. PAPIER. This happened to be a State-funded project. Al-

though we administer Title 3, Older Americans Act, we have the
Senator HUMPHREY. Are you aware of the fact that following

the White 'House Co nce the President made some recommen-
dations on funding Senator Kennedy and myself took those
recommendations the day after the President made them and figured
that if they were good recommendations for next year, they are even
better for this year.

Mrs, PAPIER. You are(so right..
Senator HUMPHREY. And we offered an amendment to the Supple-

mental Appropriations Act and we _funded fully the Older Americans
Act in terms of its present authorizations. I think that act, however,
needs to be revised and updated. I think it is far too modest in light
of what conditions were revealed at this recent conference.

Mrs. PAPIER. I think it is so vastly under-appropriated that it just
almost demeans the whole subject of aging with the increased num-
bers of older people. With .20 million, people in this country, and a
million in Ohio alone, 65 and over, there are so many things to do
and so many needs that the small appropriation does dot even" begin
.to help. We have some community action programs that have assisted
in transportation problems of the rural elderly.

For example, in Carroll County, the local Community Action
program' has provided a 12-passenger van which makes established
runs. The only other transportation through Carroll County is the
Greyhound bus that comes through once a day, just goes through.
You flag it down if you want to go through the county somehow. And

'asimilar programs in the ComMunity Action program on providing
some transportation have been provided in other rural counties,
but they are limited to those older people who.meet the 0E0 poverty

-classification and are not available to others with an income even
slightly above the poverty level..

Pt is agreed that local resources such as church and school buses
should he available to be used by senior citizens and especially in
rural areas. The removal of school bus insurance restrictions was one
of the recommendations of the special concern session of the rural
elderly at the White House Conference on Aging. But if the elderly
cannot get to the services, then we have to bring the services to them'
and in community forums that w held throughout Ohio in Sep-
tember of 1970, older people stated they N ed to stay in their home
communities and in their own homes. They ha e no desire to go to the
cities or to move into retirement communities. An* of course, they
want even less to move into nursing homes or rest homes and unfor-
tunately, they frequently have no choice.
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While special services are often available in urban areas to astlist
the elderly to stay in their own homes, they are not generally avail-
able to the rural residents. For example, an elderly couple in Guern-
sey County, married more than 60 years, could have maintained
their modest home with the services of a homemaker who would
,come in for a few hours a day but such a service was not available
,and they entered a rest home where they were not permitted to share
quarters. Within a year both of them ha&died.

Another illustration is that of,an elderly man in Clinton County.
He is in a hospital suffering from malnutrition. After his wife died
he was unable wig uninterested in cooking for himself. A home-
delivered program or a home dining service could have kept him outof the hospital.

The lack of transportation and home services both play an impor-
tant par,t in tho health programs of the rural elderly. Mobile diag-
nostic health service units and medicare coverage for transportation
to doctors have been suggested. With the extreme shortage of doctors
in rural areas. however, few are able to go out to make calls. Vinton
County in southeastern Ohio had been without a doctor in the entire
county for over a year until this fall and two of the rural southern
counties share one dentist, and that is not just for the older people.
That is for the entire population.

Retirement income also is lower in rural areas. There are few
workers covered by private pension plans. Since most rural people
became eligible for social security, relatively recently, when agri-
Altural workers and the self-employed were included; they have
IAA fewer years of covered earnings and thus their benefit's are lower.
The average social security payment to the elderly in Holmes County
is $92 a month. Nationally the average is $120.

As for pensions, a survey of 20 percent of the elderly in Bellmont
County showed that less than %th received any kind of 'employee
pension.

Employment opportunities to supplement social security areextremely limited in rural areas. This is particularly true in the.
areas where the men worked all their li4Yef;in the now closed coal
mines. They had learned no other skills to prepare for retirement.

Also there is little or no special senior housing in any rural area.
Older people stay on in their homes, often substandardovithout the
funds to properly maintain these homes.

In one county it was reported 11 percent of the homes lacked
plumbing facilities. An elderly couple living in Perry County Must
climb to the top of a steep hill for their water supply. They must carry
this down in buckets.

Perhaps one of the most important problems and greatest problems
of all older people is loneliness. For one thing, a large proportion of
their neighbors are elderly and the neighbors do not live very close by.
The many opportunities for constructive use of leisure time which
exist in many of our cities are not available to m ral elderly.
The few senior center programs now operating in al areas have
many reports of the joy of their members partici') Wig in crafts,
recreation, trips, volunteer programs, and other ac vibes. An ex-
ample of what can be done is shown in a program fum ed again by the
Ohio Administration on Aging which established ve rural senior
centers in Claremont County. Each meets 1 day. a week with staff
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moving from center to center. These have rapidly become information
referral points for the elderly. New crafts are taught and an oppor-
tunity for socialization is provided.

They have also established a telephone reassurance program to pro-
vide daily phone calls to those elderly in the county who are confined
to their own homes. Elderly people in rural areas also have little or
no access to legal counsel and consumer protection.

In our office we hear many stories of lonely people, especially the
lonely widows, who will invite salesmen into their homes just to have
someone to talk to and end up purchasing such things as expensive,
hearing aids that they do not need.

With ,ft relatively small amount of money, older people could be
maintained in their own homes and out of institutions, either nursing
homes or hospitals. These preventive services can be provided at much
less cost than institutionalization and provide greater luniness to the
recipients, their families, and to society,

Senator Humniatv. I would hope, Mrs. Papier, that every per-
son in this audience would read your paper with great attention and
care. I think the greatest tragedy today in America is the failure to
show the kind of intere.,t to elderly Americans that we have. I saw
some figures the other day that were shocking and revealing. We
spend five times as much on college dormitories as we (lo On senior
citizen housing, housing for the poor. I am not saying we spend too
much on college dormitories. I am just simply saying the figure

-indicates 20 million elderly, the largest number of poor in any one
group in that bracket, and most of the poor being in rural America,
rather than in urban America. We have our priorities, I think, slightly
upside-down, and when we take a look at your statement which can be
attested to a hundred times a day by persons involved in this work
with the elderly, I think it tells us something here at a great university
about what our concerns ought to be.

Here are -the people who are the forgotten people of America.
Whkher there is everybody forgotten, left out in the country, no bus,
no transportation, no telephone, no food frequently, the worst housing
in America is to be found in rural America, not urban America, and
the programs that we have related to them outside of social security
are almost negligible, and when you stop and think of a social security
payment of under $100 a month in this day and age, and what was
it here you figured, about 70-some-dollars in some counties a month,
you can see the degree of deprivation and Tally degradation, de-
privation of the person and degradation as well.

Just the other day we amended an act of Congress I found that
12 StatesI am not sure whether Ohio was one of them or not-
12 States had their food stamp requirements or food stamp -allot-
ments provoked cut by recent interpretations of the act of 1971,
January 1971. In my home State of Minnesota in'Hennepin County
which has as its largest city Minneapolis, the food stamp 'allotment for
the elderly was cut 50 percent by these new regulations. It went
unnoticed. And fortunately, I offered an amendment here the other
day and really I am proud of the Senate, it was almost without
well, it was without debate that the amendment was adopted and
I hope and pray we can keep it.

But to think you could deny. people food in rural America in a
country that is spending billions of dollars storing food. You know,
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we do not know %vher,' to store it. NVi are actually out of storage and
our farmers .would ra her be paid for producing than not producing.
Here we have malnutrition in rural America, in rural America. The
malnutrition is worse than in urban America, primarily because
our services are so inadequate.

When you stop and thin ..{ a county without a doctor and a
...,

county with one dentist, II s is not unique to Ohio. I think maybe
vou are better off than so States. In my home State we have
billboards up trying- to find a doct that will come into a rural
county, and yet we say we are a hi marutarian people. Well, when
I hear testimony like yours I becom angry because I think we are
so full of rhetoric about What we ou I to do for this world, talkin
about a big bunch of idealists we are d we are not idealists at all.
We bavel people out here in these areas that do not get any care.
We are willing to run half way around the world to pick up some-
body in Afghanistan to take him to a clinic. Good. I am for that.
I think we ought to d that but what about going across the street
and taking somebod to the doctor? When it is one of our own, we
let it go.

I say this in le presence of young people because I think this is
what the gre new movement has to be..I do not think we have to
show any ca a scierlip to the rest of the world if we have got no con-
science I.( r Ives Here is where you build the ) we need and
the human' . , we need. Here in the home. le of the reasons
these people do n t get help is because they ar . out in the country.
We have got supe markets. We have got highways that take you 70
or SO miles an hou if vou cheat a little and vou cannot see anybody
and we go charging through the rural town and talk about the clean
fresh air but forget' to look and see that they do not have an inside
toilet and do not have the Modern facilities.

So your paper to me this is What I think wt ought to be working
on and I am so grateful to vou. I am going to take it back with me.
1 do not know whether anybody reads the Congressional Record any
more but I shall place it in there because I think it is needed.

Vie Int4 this White House Conference on Aging and I venture to
s1 r5` there was less attention given to that nationally thait given to
many things, really just an incident inWhite House Conference on
Aging represented years of Work and what it revealed, in the last 10 'y,
years since the 1961 Conference we have done all too little.

Mrs.,PAPIER. If I might say something that I did not have time
to say within what should have been 5 minutes and turned into maybe
7 or 8 minutes, I would like to point out about the. emphasis that is
given to nursing homes, substandard nursing homes, et cetera. It
is my belief that maybe a different delivery system of care for people y;)

might be better than the nursing home, substandard or otherwise,
because' there are `many peoplein fact, one nursing home operator
who has several nursing homes told me that he hers at least 75 percept
of the people in hi' rsing home who do not belong there at all, that
there should, jo,e ther kinds of facilities for people %vho really do not,
need intensive c re. whit* they need is just some place where. they

/..., could live more independently with some kind of services.
Senator HUMPHREY. Right.
Mrs. PAPIER. So we really do not need all these nursing homes. We

need other kinds of facilities.
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Senator HUMPHREY. I have seen some of these more adjustable
senior citizen projects which is a very small department with modern
facilities and with a central core of services that are available where
there is a nurse on location, where there is medical attention close at
hand, where there are facilities for taking care of your clothes and
different things.that are there so you can simplify the work for an
elderly person or elderly couple, where there is community movement,
where there ale recreational opportunities.

Well, you rind I could get on this to for a longtime. I juse happen
to lieve that you know I judge a government in three ways.
How oes it take care of er children, what does it do for the elder'ly,
what does it do for thos that are handicapped. The rest of us ought
to be able to get along very well.

I think a lot of us go around crying about things we really do' not
need to cry about at all but a child who comes to the world not decause
of his votes or his or her decision, here by parents, is entitled to a good
start in life. The handicapped that have :4) many troubles' surely
are entitled to our compassion and the elderly are entitled to our
respect and our care and I think anybody else in between with a fair
break now and then ought to be able to make it fairly well, but these
three groups, particularly the handicapped and the elderly, are having
a rough time In this rich country.

I looked at that home for the'retarded out here today. I said how
many do you think of these wocould build with if we did not build
one aircraft carrier? Just take a look at that. A billion dollar air-
craft carrier. [Applause.]

And $110 million for the older American, or for all Ahe older
Americans.

Mrs. PAPIER. $5 a person.
Senator HUMPHREY. $5 an older American. It is not tips when you

go to a good restaurant. It niakes me sick. OK. '
.Mrs. LATTA. I would .just like to say you have made a very good

statement. You have touched on some of the real problems facie the
aged. This State of ours ha.s a pro
couple of years ago we did pass legis
portation which will permit overnmel
and come up with a bus service that mi

I. 1 would like to point out that a
ion under the Office of Trans-

al agencies to get together
it fill your needs. in fact,

I suggested It for our area. We haye not gotten it established to date
because our governmental agencies haven't gotten together. But
through the Office of Transportation you might be able to get the
assistance that you need in some of these 'areas.

Mrs. PAPIER. I have been in correspondence with them.
Mr. LATTA. You already have been?

IIINenator HUMPHREY. And as you know, we passed the 'Nutriton
Act for the elderly-last December.-I. think it will go whizzing through.
Unfortunately, I believe. then, isat the White House Conference
they did deal to encourage the menbers there, talking to every one.
of us that were down there.

Thank you very, very much. We appreciate your presence.
(Mrs. Papier's prepared statement follows:)
Mrs. PAPIER.1 am Rose Papier, coordinator of. the Ohio Admin-

istration on Agifig. I appreciate the opportunity to testify on special
needs of Ohio's rural o14 er people. I have been directly concerned,

74-041 -72-3
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extremely interested, and very close to their problems for more than
a decade.

Inadequate income, substandard housing, lack of transpdtation
find poor health care are problems faced by many older people. But
those living in rural areas face these problems in greater proportion
than senior citizens in urban areas.

For one thing, many of their neighbors are also old. In most cases,
however, they do not live nearby. Nearly 1 out of 10 Ohio citizens is 65
and over. But in rural counties that ratio runs as high as 1 out of
5. As yqunger people leave the rural areas to find jobs, the older
people stay behind. Those remaining must take on increasing tax
burdens to support school and essential services.

At the recent White House Conference on Aging in Washington,
it was noted that:

Sheer distance between people, and between people and services is the most
obvious aspect in which rural areas differ from urban ones. Distance compli-
cates the delivery of any service to rural older people; the expense of maintaining
private cars and lack of public transportation bar older people from coming to the
services.

Rural transportation problems must be solved before there can be effective
solutions to rural health, income, employment or housing problems.

TRANSPORTATION

' Because transportation is basic to the provision of necessary
services, this problem will be discussed first. -A recent study by the
Ohio Administration on Aging showed" that only one-third of the
elderly in Ohio were still driving automoblies. There are many elderly
rural residents who, for reasons of poor vision and other physical
problerns, should no longer be driving. They continue to do so because
of inadequate alternatives.

Transportation can be provided in rural areas, of course, if funds
are available. The Scripps Foundation for Research in Population
Problems at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, recently conducted a
demonstration project with an Ohio Administration on Aging rant.
The project provided transportation for older persons in ellow
Springs and Miami Township. Regular trips were scheduled primarily
to shopping areas; health clinics, doctors and dentists; churches;
and the local senior center. Dr. Fred Cottrell headed the project.
It pointed out that although increased attention is being given to

ansportation problems in the cities, there has not been corresponding
1' cognition that inadequate transportation also affects those in rural

efts.
Many cases were cited describing the benefits derived from the

experimental transportation service. The project, however, has been
terminated. The program is sorely missed.

One of the questions posed in the report on this project and the
answer follows. The answer well applies to other services which should
be provided for older people enabling them to remain in their own
homes, 9d out of institutions.

QUESTION

What would be the likely cost to the society of leaving them (the
elderly) without serviceparticularly the putative cost of providing
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shelter and other amenities to those who must move to some place
where they could be provided with adequate care?

ANSWER

It is cli;ar that there are a great many of our respondents who now
qualify for far more income than they are getting: If transportation
can make available to them what they need, and they are content to
stay where they are, this will be far less costly than it would be to
increase their grants to the point that they could buy transportation
or the other services that they require. Given the very high costs of
nursing home and hospital care, a service that will prevent the neces-
sity to move even a few of them into already overcrowded health
facilities would save, in this form, alone, more than it cost.

Added benefits come from the fact that these people are now able
to stay in places where they are known, and can make use of many
facilities that would otherwise have to be abandoned. The income
they spend is retained for use in the local community, and no extra
payment to those outside the community must be made in exchange
for this income.

Transportation is provided in some rural areas to low-income elderly
through the Community Action program. In Carroll County, for
example, khe only public transportation is a Greyhound bus. It
travels thfough the county once a day and can be flagged down in
Carrollton. Here the Community Action program operates a 12-
passenger van which makes scheduled trips through the county to
shopping areas. More than one-half the users are 65 or over. Unfor-
tunately, it is not available for use by anyone whose income is above
the poverty level.

Just the simple process of grrery shopping was eased for the small
area of Murray City in Hocking County, a former coal mining area.
Twice-a-month bus trips to Nelsonville and Athens were provided by
the Community Action program. A senior bus program in Washington
Countyagain only for those with incomes beloW the poverty level
was initiated by Community Action.

ifocal resources such as' church and schoolbusesshould be pro-
moted for use by senior citizens, especially in rural areas.

Rernroyal of schoolbus insurance restrictions was one of the recom-
mendations of a special session on the rural elderly, at the White
House Conference on Aging.

HOME SERVICES

If it is difficult for rural elderly to get to necessary services, then
the services must be brought to them, Throughout Ohio, in com-
munity forums held in September 1970, oldsR people stated that they
want to stay in their own communities. T14, 'do not want to move
into nursing or rest homes, but often they have no choice. While
manj, special services are delivered to the elderly in their homes in
many urban areassuch as homemaker-health-aide programs, meals-
on-wheels, telephone reassurance programs and friendly visitors such
services are rarely available in rural arens.

One elderly couple in Guernsey County, married over 60 years,
could have maintained their modest home with the assistance of a
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RETIREMENT ROLES

Opportunities in many of our cities for constructive use of leisure
time are not available to most rural 'residents. There are, however,
a few bright spots. An Older Americans Act programfinanced by
the Ohio Administration on Agingprovides funds for five rural
senior centers in Clermont County . Each meets once a week. The staff
moves from center to center. -They have rapidly become information
and referral points for the elderly. New crafts are taught,. pleasure
trips arranged, and opportunity provided for socialization. A telephone
reassurance program, providing daily phone .calls to those elderly
in the county who are confined to their own homes, has also been
established.

Loneliness of the rural older person is a major problem. One 76-
year -old widow drives 14 miles each way, once a-week, to the senior
center in Richwood to participate in die art class. As the director
pointed out:

She comes in full of talk about her troubles Wit soon she is painting away with
great enthusiasm, troubles forgotten. She always 14apt as she leaves,, "I don't know
what I would do except for this place".

Two members of a senior center in Athens County cOmmosted:
"We'd be in the State hospital by now if it were not for this center,"
Another in Champaign "Cdunty referred to the senior center as

"Nly second home."
for those few centers serving rural a

to pick up others in their areas, so th
members who drive try

ey can also attend. But
many others are kept from participating 6y lack of transportation.

e lack of 'programs for older people is hurting the rural areas.
A Cincinnati couple retired to Brown County prepared to play anactive
role in the community but the lack of any,interest in the elderly has'
caused them to sell their new home and return to Cincinnati, where
they find many ways to participate and serve.

LEGAL AND CONSUMER PROTECTION
h.

Elderly people in rural areas have little or no access to le counsel.
They also lack various types of protection available in urban areas
through legal aid programs, senior information services, Better Busi-
ness Bureaus, and community planning agencies.

A hearing aid salesman sold an elderly widow in Athens County a
hearing aid which she did not need, for the fantastic sum of $1,200.
She was lonely when he came to her door, and she wanted someone to
talk to. Another rural resident in Gallia County was 'sold special
stockings, guaranteed to cure her varicose veins, at $10 per pair.

A Warren County woman, hospitalized for a broken hip and pneu-
monia, and thinking she was about to die, deeded all her property to
her son. When he died suddenly, the daughter -in -law shortly after-
ward sold the property and left town. The woman recovered and is
now living in a small furnished room. She had no choice except to
apply for charityAid for the Aged.

Programs established to meet the needs of the rur4 elderly should
be designed to fit their way of living. They have been self-reliant.
Neighbors pitch in to help, in time of crisis. Such resources are often
no longer available. Individuals hesitate to deal with Government
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agencies and often do not know how. The transportation study con-
ducted in YelloW Springs and Miami Township reported many older
people who were eligible for supplemental income under the Aid for
the Aged program. They were either unaware of their eligibility, or
refused to accept charity.

These are but a few examples. There are now 1 million Ohioans 65
years of age or older. Remarkably few have reached their final years
without problemsespecially problems of health, of fixed incomes and
rising prices, of losses of family and friends, of feelings of futility and
despair. And yet what little has been done to recognize and ease their
plight has been heavily concentrated in the citiesin the urban areas
where they have been most visible and most vocal. The rural aged,
have heretofore been largely ignored. Hopefully, however, these hear-
ings portend the (lawn of new days, especially for Ohio's rural older
people.

Senator HUMPHREY. We have group 2 here now with Mr. Coleman,
Mr. Maslar, Mr. Haigh, Mr. Copeland, and I believe we are going to
also bring in Mr. Don Woods, if I am not mistaken.

Would you come to the stand. Welcome. 4/
Is Mr. Molar here? We have Mr. ,Coleman, Mr. Haigh, Mr.

Copeland. The three witnesses here are Mr. Copeland, Mr. Haigh,
and Mr. 'Woods. We will lead off with Mr. Copeland, who is the Area
Development Consultant for the Ohio Rural Electric Cooperatives,

I am going to try to restrain myself, though it is a difficult apksign-
meta, if we can kind of keep within this time frame because we lave
got a lot of witnesses here and we want to get you all in.

(----)ATEMENT OF CORNELL E. COPELAND, AREA DEVELOPMENT
CONSULTANT, BUCKEYE POWER, INC., COLUMBUS, OHIO

NIr. CoPELAND. Mr. Hum)hrey) Congressman Latta, my name is
Cornell' Copeland, area development consultant for Buckeye Power,
Inc., Columbus, Ohio. Buckeye Power, Inc., a nonprofit corporation,
supplies electrical energy to the 28 rural electric cooperatives serving
65 uercent nf the land aroa of Ohio. Buckeye Power is owned by these
28 fund electric cooperatives. We appreciate this oppi mity to re-
'spond to your invitation to testify before you today.

I have been involved, (luring my lifetime, working in rural areas
and with rural people, first, as a rural one-room country schoolteacher,
followed by many years service with the 'Farmers Home Administra-
tion and its predecessor agencies. I have observed the outflow of
`young people from rural areas and have talked with many families
who, after having located in metroplitian areas, found it extremely
difficultr to adjust to that type of environment. Since my retirement
from work with the Farmers Home Administration, I have taken
employment with Buckeye Power, hoping that I might make some
small contribution toward total development of rural areas

It seems to me that very few realize the great need which exists in
rural America today. The rural taxpayer educates his children with a
burden of taxes only to have the youth leave their home community
because of lack of employment opportunities.

think history is replete with examples of how rural people can meet
and solve problemS if given an opportunity to do so. In the field of
financing, I might mention the successful operation of the Federal

3o
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land banks and the Production Credit Association, originally made
possible by the Farm Credit Administration, which provide long-time
loans on real estate and needed operating credit to farmers. 1 uld
also point out that there are still areas where the excellent ice
available through this system is still not adequate't6 'meet th cods
of rural people. This need has been met to some degree by the work of
the Farmers Home Administration. However, tack of authorization,
funds, personnel, and ;ertain time-consuming procedures have pre-
vented this agericv from extending its services to the degree necessary
to meet rural needs.

The biggest need existing in rural areas t day is employment op-
portunity within a reasonable distance from t residence.
This can be accomplished only if industry ca locate in rural areas.
Industry requires certain factors, many of which can only be obtained.
through planning and through a source of financial assistance. A few
of the necessary attributes to obtain industry, in a rural area would be
adequate supply of potable water, waste treatment systems and ade-
quate transportation. There are those who would indicate that it
would be impossible to provide rural residents with an adequate
supply of potable water and the availability of adequate waste water
treatment systems.

However, I can remember when such statements were made regard-
ing electrifying rural America. Today the electrification of rural
America is taken for granted. Rural people,, when &Oen an oppor-
ctimitv, were able to meet this problem and their.accomplishment is
visible for everyone to see.

I believe the first step in rural area development would be realistic
overall planning. Planning, guided not by a metropolitan trained
planner, but one who is rural-oriented, has knowledge of rural people
and a knowledge of conditions existing' in rural areas. The next step
would be to provide adequate funding so that such a plan could come
to fruition within' a reasonable period of time. I believe 'that, the
haphazard use of land as exists today cannot continue indefinitely.
It would seem to me that land should be used in line with its capa-
bilities and even though today we talk in terms of farm surpluses, the
time could be rapidly approaching when our cultivatable acres will
be unable to provide the food and the fiber needed by our people.

One of the greatest .needs existing in rural America today is adequate
housing, housing that can be utilized by the low-to-moderate-incomr.
bundles. There still exists, in rural areas, individual builders, who, if
provided with a site on which to build, can produce an acceptable
house within the affordable price range of these families. Ways and
means must be developed to make housing, both rental and individual
units, available in sufficient numbers and at .a price which will meet
the need of the mass' market existing in rural areas.

Metropolitan areas have their urban renewal programs on which
they have been working for several years. It would seem to me that
the time has now come when a similar type program should be mm01,-.
able to rural areas. Such a program could replace existing substand d
housing with adequate housing in numbers sufficient, to meet the
needs of the area and at a price that people, especially low-to-moderate-
income families could afford. To accomplish this will require adequate
funding, a subsidy program, and innovations in building practices. In
addition, there must be provided ways and means to obtain adequate
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potable water supplies, efficient waste water treatment systems,
adequate health care and, above all, the recognition that agriculture
can no longer give sufficient employment to provide opportunities for
the rural youth. Such a program, if made available to rural America,
would enable the rural areas to oiler continued opportunity to its
young people, giving to them not only the opportunity to live in rural
America, but also to work there.

Thank you again for your invitation through Mr. John Baker, to
appear here today. If there are any questions, I shall certainly try to
answer them or secure the proper answers.

Senator Hump fmy. Mr. Copeland, we will come back to you. I
thought we would take all three statements in order and then come
back to your testimony.

Mr. neigh, manager of the Highland Division, South Central
Power Co.

STATEMENT OF T. SANFORD HAIGH, MANAGER, HIGHLAND DIVI-
SION, SOUTH CENTRAL POWER CO., HILLSBORO, OHIO

Mr. HAIGH. Thank you, Senator Humphrey. My name is T. Sanford
Haigh, manager of the Highland Division of South central Power Co.,
Hillsboro, Ohio. We appreciate this opportunity to respond to your
invitation t5 testify before you today.

For the past 6 years have been involved, among other things in
my work, with the development of a nonprofit rural water company
to serve citizens in my native Highland County. In those early days of
Ihe project, I can tell you we did not foresee six long, often frustrating,
but certainly grueling years of hard work to develop 250 miles of water-
line now finally in operation over the county. Today this nonprofit
Highland County Water Co. is serving approximately 2,000 consumers.

I mention this long period of time because at the edge of Columbus,
Ohio, far fewer citizens were served by a public body water and sewer
new development in the short period of` only months. I submit to you
members of this committee that the complex and lengthy road to
reality for rural area development compared to development in urban
areas in your frustration as well as ours who-are working on the firing
line today.

Simply said, those agency representatives dealing in the develop-
ment of rural areas have not been authorized appropriate procedures
to advance expeditiously with rural area development' projects. Rural
agencies also are slow to change their practices which have been
ingrained through tradition. The bUsiness of development is a fast-
moving one based upon solid, rapid feasibility and the mechanics of
quick decisionmitking so that development may proceed at opportune
momentswhen construction crews are available, when financing
conditions are advantageous/when the weather' conditions are- favor-
able and when all of the other pieces are ready to fit together on sched-
ule. Too often we have had members of factors in our development
ready to move'forward but haver had to wait on agency approval or'
other authorizations only to find conditions had changed during the
interim while waiting for final approval.

Even when the project has final approval to move ahead, the limi-
.tatio;ns placed upon it, either through regulations and policies Or by the
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law; cause serious problems in rural area development,. I point to the
( Highland County Water Co., in which I am a founder. .

I commend the chairman, Senator Hubert Humphrey, and his
colleague Senator Talmadge, for supporting a bill in the Senate which
would increase the -dollar limitations on water systems from $4
million as the law presently reads. As you develop a water system
such as this one in Ohio, more citizens want to become part of the
water system and submit tap fees for service. In WS project we have
more than 600 consumers left over who cannot be served even though
they had paid tap fees because we had reached the $4 million limitation.
Some of these more than 60b were early believers who were first in
with their" tap lees. First come, first served does not always work
because of engineering factors. So I am sorry to relate that some .of
the early believers today are left out of a project in which they believe
so sincerely. Several among the 600 are efficient dairymen who may
lose their grade A status in the milkshed marketing area because of
possible health limitations due to-inadequate water supply. The bill
which Mr; Humphrey has intidduced increases the limitations to
$10 million and I believe this is good and will help overcome this kind
of problem. But I submit to you,'Mr. Chairman and members of the

. committee, that your bill should read that water systems be 'built
as large as the feasibility which creates them determines. There
should be nolimitations on dollar amount.

I believe this `is important for several reasons, the first,being that
this $4 million limitation is the result of two previous.adjustments in,
the law. When the '$4 million was agreed upon, the Coligress did not
and could not foresee that it would not, be adequate in the future.

Because of this type of limitation on rural development, this fine
Highland County water system will not be able to serve the entire
county.

Limitations also cause us, to design our systems too small and they
becomes overwhelmed too soon.

I believe -and reconimend to you that you ask the Congress to
consider a subsidy program for water systems or to open up more;
avenues in the area of.grants for this kind of development. If this is
not done, the cost of individual water systems for homes in rural
areas will help drive the cost Of home construction Vvon higher, thus
limiting the opportunities for citizens to build or buy homes.

III concert with these ideas, I also urge this committee to consider
the same type of financial assistance for sewer systems iii rural de-
velopment. 1TheOver you add the utility of water to it area, the
addition: of waste treatment is a must in many newly developing
areas. I believe You should ask the COngress to authorize a system of
sewage treatment collecting points which can eventually interconnect' 'throughout the rural areas in order to accomplish what your committee
wants and that is )he development of rural areas for the revitalization
of this important sectored our great Nation's economy.

Thank you again 'for your mvitation through Mr'.. John Baker,
to appear here today. If theme are any questions, I certainly shall try
to answer them or secure the proper answers. ..

And, Senator; I would like to give to you and Congressman Latta
a m of the water area that we have just been talking about.

sii.ator HUMPHREY. Thank you 'very much. We will come back to
you again, Mr. Haigh.

Now I want to hear from Mi. Woods.
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STATEMENT OF DONALD P. WOODS, PRESIDENT, FAYETTE COUNTY
BANK, WASHINGTON 'COURT HOUSE, 011I0, AND VICE CHAIRMAN,'
AGRICULTURE COMMITTEE, OHIO BANKERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. WOODS. My name is Don Woods. I am president of the
Fayette ,County Bank, Jeffersonville and Washington. Court House,
Ohio, vice chairman of the agricultural' committee of the Ohio Bankers
Association and member of the agricultural credit task Norte of the
American Bankers Association. Our bank, which has 7 million in
deposits, is located in' a outhwestern Ohio County of 26,000 people.

I want to compliment this committee for setting a high priority On
rural development. T priority insures not only increased rural
development but efts to urban areas as well. Consequently,
whatever is done or rural development will have national implications.

Rural banks, of course, have a very special interest in such develop-
ment, since nearly 60 percent of the commercial banks in the country
are located in smaller communities.

We endorse the general puntepps of S. 2223 to assure tat capital
and credit is available in rural ar&i.s' for sound noninflationary economic
growth and to facilitate the flow of funds from the central money
markets to rural areas. The banking system through the agricultural
credit task force of the American Bankers Association is examining
this matter. Also, special studies are being conducted by the Federal
Reserve. System. Work to date suggests that there are ways available
now to improve the flow of funds from the central money markets for
the benefit of rural areas.

Our bank is among the 40 percent in the Nation with a loan -to-
deposit'ratio of 60 percent or higher. We have always declined agricul-
tural loans because of a lack of deposits and the inability of us to
maintain enough correspondent balances to support the participation
loam needed.

Senator HUMPHREY. Which community is it that you refer to?
Mr. WOODS. Jeffersonville community is 1,000 population,. Wash-

ington Court House is 15,000 population.
Most correspondent banks are willing to take only overline. loans

and then only on a limited basis. A recent Federal Reserve study
reported that the 855 member banks with 50 percent or more of
their portfolio in farm loans received farm Joan participations equal
to an average of only 22 percent of the balances they maintained with
correspondent banks. For the 2,069 nonmember agricultural banks,
which is the largest segment serving agriculture, the figure was only
16 perent. A Federal Reserve 1966 farm loan survey clearly indicated
that the correspondent banking system was not supplying net addi-
tional funds to rural areas but rather operated to draw funds from
rural areas.

I admit, not all rural banks need additional capital, as many of the
banks with the funds to loan will not loan them. I do not believe
there is anything in the near future to change this immobility of funds
since it involves .human attitudes. In fact,, this situation is getting
worse tiffs more and more banks become affiliated with city-based
holding -companies where the lead bank is not accustomed to farm
credit. Their farm customers are unable to maintain a compensating
.balance equal to the industrial customer wit1 a similar line, therefore,
,
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the holding company bankItan get a better yield on their money from
a city customer.

Another Federal Reseive study, after studying all types of county
mergers, State-wide mergers, and Pall types of holding companies,
reveals the only significant finding. was that statewide branch systems
tended to drain funds from rural areas; thus, the evidence from these
studies by and large fails to support the idea that farm and rural
credit availability would be improved through banking structure
change. Thus, we as rural bankers have no choice but to look to other
sources. Presently the other sources are the Federal Land Bank
Associationfor farm real estate loans, since insurance companies have
almost completely pulled out of rural areas, the 'Production Credit
Assiciation for short and intermediate term farm loans; the Farmers
Home Administration and savings and loans for rural housing loans.

During the past decade the Nation's banks have increased their
non=real estate outstanding loan balance from 5 billion to 11.1 billion
or an increase of '122 percept. During the same period the Production
Credit Associations increased 258 percent or twice as fast as banks,
from 1.5 billion to 5.3 billion. These figures indicate banks are not
doing their job in farm credit. I submit, if we as county bankers had
a source for funds similar to those offered by the Farm Credit System,
we could be doing our job in farm aid rural credit.

As agriculture substitutes capital,on credit] for manpower, which
has increased output per man hour 82 percent in the last 10-years,
we will need an increase in farm loans from 61 billionnow to 140 billion
by 19gl, as estimated by John R. Blake of Michigan State University
in an address tiefore the Commission on Agricultural Credit, October
9, 1969. There will be a high level of continuous loan demand in rural
area Which will exceed sources of loan funds. This demand will be
large enough in dollar amounts and continuous enough to support
the need for a new mechanism for bringing funds into the rural area
through the banking system. Banks presently hold approximately
26 percent of all farm loans and have been the primary lender for
rural development.

The Farmers Home Administration's entry into rural housing mort-
gages on a no-downpayment-and-interest credit basis, has been a
welcome addition to rural development. I hope their entry into rural
housing does not mean a deeinphasis of farm loans. Their entry into
tha recreational facility and health facility field is a step in the right
direction, although they have not been allocated enough money to
be meaningful in rural development.

The best way to channel funds into rural areas is through our co
martial banks. Combined, we have 13,492 offices not counting ou
many branches. For banks to become more viablec certain changes
must be made. Since the Federal Intermediate Credit Bank in general
has provided little assistance in the way of giving information to banks
on how to set up a discounting agreement or how to process loans to be
discounted, I suggest the eAablishment of a corporation to raise funds
for smaller banks through the sale of debentures in the secondary
market. It could be:

(1) Federally sponsored and capitalized;
(2) Organized and capitalized by the Federal Reserve System;
(3) Established as a private nonbank enterprise;
(4) Organized and capitalize by a large group of small rural banks

acting together.
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The corporation could charge the borrower an interest rate that
recovers its cost of money plus the Cost of offering the service.

If new Federal, legislation for the new corporation were sought, it
would certainly be very tempting to go one step further and seek
Federal capitalization for the ventureat least initial capitalization,
with provision for the users to become the eventual owners. I am.con-
cerned about the realities of passage of such legislation, particularly
given the existence of the federally sponsored Farm Credit System.
I see some chance for sucha proposal as*,part- of the Rural-Develop-
ment Credit Act, although the rural deveJpment credit system could
make it just as difficult for banks to partffpate in the credit program
as the farm credit system can make it difficult for the banks to par-
ticipate as OFI's..

-The country bank, which has been the foundation and nucleus of
the rural economy, will not be used to its fullest potential unless
favorable legislation is enacted. The recently passed Farm Credit Act
has many useful provisions, but commercial banks were generally
excluded from this legislation except PCA's *ere given authority to
participate with banks. This could be an effective tool in areas where
there is cooperation between the two.

I urge your support of Senator Bellmon's bill, S. 2471, introduced
August 6, 1971, which would specifically authorize loans by the
Small Business Administration to small business concerns engaged in
farming operations, to finance the production of agricultural commodi-
ties and to permit national banks to invest in agricultural credit
corporations.

I strongly urge prudent effort to create more opportunity for people
in rural America; to upgrade their income; and to reverse migration
from rural areas. I believe commercial banks should be used as a tool
for channeling funds back into rural areas. The banks have the facil-
ities and manpower to meet the needs of agriculture and-rural develop-
ment if given a mechanism to tap the secondary market.

Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank yon very much, Mr. Woods. Are you

a member of the Independent Bankers Association?
Mr. Woons. No sir; I am not.
Senator HUMPHREY. We have been in consultation, the subcom-

mittee has, with the Independent Bankers, also with the American
Bankers Association, and with the Investment Bankers on the legisla-
tion that is now pending before the committee. We have not tried to
bypass them. On the contrary, we have spent many hours trying to
work out arrangements that would meet some of their needs and also
some of their criticisms.

Under the Rural Development Bank proposal, the one that Senator
Talmadge and myself and 48 other Senators sponsored, we will work
we use as the primary agency the local bank and that local bank is
the instrument for the making of the loan and that paper can be
sold back into the regional banks so that you do create new sources
of funds for the local bank. We feel that the local bank has a closer
identification with the needs of the community and we do not want to
develop a high-powered Federal bureaucracy on a sort of what you
might call local banking structure basis to be competitive. We use
the local bank as well as the multidistrict planning office as instru-
mentabilities through which the regional bank that produces the
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money, that goes into the money market, is able to sell its debentures
and bonds in the money market, to bring the money back into rural
America.

I would hope that you might take a look at that bill. We welcome
your comments and any of the comments of your associates in the
banking field here, particularly in Ohio, because this bill is designed
to do very much what the Federal land bank system and the farm
credit system did. It will become borrower-owned. It starts out with
a modest amount of Federal capitalization but that is paid off and
then it becomes a borrower-owned instrumentality like your Produc-
tion Credit Association, your Federal land bank, Farm Credit
Administration, etcetera, We think it has merit.

I am familiar with the Bellmon bill, of course, and will find myself
in.support of that legislation. I think that it is another one of the tools
that we need, the'great need of capital in the rural areas.

The other thing we found out, constantly the Federal or State
banking examiners watch these rural loans very carefully at the local
bank and there are severe limitations when you come into trying to
get an industrial enterprise, for example, in a rural development
program and a private.bank runs into serious difficulty being able to
find the loaning capacity even if you have the money within the bank
because of the restrictions that are placed upon it.

So there are many suggestions that we receive from the banking
fraternity itself as to, for example, ritral development loans might
have a separate category from the limitations that are imposed on
other loans made by a bank. This is what the Governor was talking
about in terms of new incentives to get capital flowing into the com-
petitive economic industrial, manufacturing needs of the rural com-
munity. And we welcomIe your testimony which will be carerully
examined, may I assure you, because you have soine good suggestions
there as to how you might pool local banks into kind of a consortium,
to create both new capital and working through the Federal Reserve
System.

Let me just say a word about the Federal Reserve System. I am
not trying to be critical, particularly of it but the rural needs are just
not being met. There is a constant competition for this money supply
and if they have got a choice between General Motors and a general
store, you know, General MotorsI just use that as an examplegets
the money. So we have got to formulate some kind of a structure that
really is primarily directed and has its thrust and emphasis upon
capitalization in rural America.

Otherwise, you know, the risk is greater there for the moment,
at least. The risk appears to be greater.

Most of the economists, for example, that are assigned to banks,
have no relationship in their study, in their background, to rural
America today. We provide in our legislation, Tor example, proposed
legislation, that you cannot serve on a regional board unless you are
a citizen of the area and that you have an otientatiori to the rural
needs and the rural development needs of that area. In other words,
you can be the best economist that Yale University can produce but
if you do not know the difference between a corncob and a ukelele
we are not going to let you get on the bank board. You have to have
some understanding of what the needs are in rural America. Thar is
what Mr. Copeland here and Mr. Haigh were addressing themsekes
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to, that frequently so much of the pla is done by people who are
essentially metropolitan oriented. This is w ere our great universities-,-
our great universities are producing essentially metropolitan oriented
economists, planners, sociologists which is understandable. We nave
got 70-some percent of our people living in the cities. But if we are
going to reverse this migration somewhat or even slow it down we
have got to start to get trained talent in te field of rural America.

We do not have, for example, on many of these .Federal agencies
take, for example, the Council of Economic Advisers. There is no
economist on there that hati-what you might call rural economics,
agricultural economics. Seldd qn the Federal Reserve Board do you
really find anybody that is rural oriented. Once in a while you find a
man like there was a man by the name of Evans, from Iowa, some
years ago, far more rural oriented. Most of them are from -the big
banking structures or from the economists or people that have been
primarily industrially or urban oriented.

Now, they are needed. We must not look upon them as enemies.
But we have got to have a compound here where there is some infusion
of what I call rural talent into things like the Federal Trade Cothmis-
sion, into the StnallBusiness Administration, and I cannot help but
say that I think the Department of Agriculture has a glorious oppor-
tunity which it is not seizing. It is still oriented to the thirties. It is
still oriented to the ideas of the old triple A, thirties. It still has not
seized on two things; namely, the importance of agricultural income

A because there is no rural development without agricultural income.
You cannot borrow yourself into prosperity. You have finally got to
pay it back and if you have got corn selling, as in Minnesota, at
90 cents a bushel, I ao not care how many loans you are going to get,
you are going to go broke.

You cannot live on 90-cent corn and 18-cent hogs. It does not work.
It goes down the drain. You have got to have a Department oriented
toward income and secondly, that has this new thrust of'how you
build up rural America, the relationship between that town and that
farm, between that city, BoN3ling Green, if you please, and the farm
area around it, and this has got tO be in the Department of Agriculture.
If it is not, the Department is going to dry up.

We almost lost the Department anyway this year. They were going
to abolish it. Of course, if you have got a problem, one way to do is
abolish it, you know, but we decided that would not happen and we
sent the word to the White House and a few- other places. Even
though the child was lax, the baby did not look so good, it was our
baby and we. were going to keep it around a while.

Do you want to toss in a few comments? [Laughter and applause.]
Mr. HAton. I have one other comment I might make with rpference

tofarmers home financed rural wa r companies. We are operating
under an insured loan situation with $4 million loan.

One point that I would like to mak I would like to see some steps
taken to get any organization past the st year or two of interest pay-
ment because invariably, as I have obs red, most of these rural water
systems get in trouble before they ev r even get off the ground. We
aie already in hock $218,000 back i erest and there is no way in the
world we can help it. We must try make it up as we go along. Hope-
fully, a waiver of interest progra or transfer to the end of the loan
period, can be worked out.
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Senator HUMPHREY. You know, it is very interesting, we are so
good at helping a hell of a lot of people. I have supported foreign aid.
I do not come here pretending I do not because I still do, but we de-
velop the Inter-American Development Bank, in which the Govern-
ment of the United States is the largest stockholder.

We have two windows in that bank. One is what they call the regular
loan, the other the s' ft loan, one where you fight with the banker and

other where he nits his arm out and says welcome, friend. Two
win ws. But no ma ter which window you go to, when we established
that bank under the Mance for Progress, we said the first 3 years is on
us, you know. No int rest. No payment on *Mil:lat. Get your feet on
the ground. Get tita ted. And then we started applying the interest
rates. And, of course, it was over 25-, 30-, 35-, 40-year loans.

Every country in he world that has rural development has a 40-
year loan program ex ept the United States. Of course, we loan them
the money so they ca have it. We are stupid sometimes, you know:

Really, I have beet in Germany and Scandinavian countries, new
towns in England, in ranee, where they want toknock a good deal
ol\lmoney out of the c,nsortiutn of which we are the largest member.
They have 40-year loa s, grace periods, 3-percent money.

You never would h ve gotten rural electric started in this country
at regular commercial_ rates of interest. You had to have 2-percent
money and it has been the best thing that ever happened to the farms.
General Electric has gotten rich selling toasters to them. Aind a few
other things. A great t ing.

What I am getting a is, if we are going to do this, and I want you to
think about it, we have got to start fighting for it. We have got to quit
testifying and get tough about it.

We had a Marshall p an for Europe. What did we do? We said look
here, buddy, you are in trouble. We will give you $20 billionthat
was the pledge over a -year period and you can start planningt $20
billion. Congress said that. And Congress said we will deliver.

Now, what do We say to our own people, we say start planning and
if you can get any mone out of us, we will call it a good contest, sort
of like the superbowl fo tball, you know. Each team 'gets to the field
and you make the plans. We have got the money, we el see whetber
or not your plans will w rk and youwill see whether or not we will
give you the money. So on down the line.

One year you get $500 million, the next year you get $300 million,
the next year the appropriation is 6 months late. .You have got to
cancel out the contractor. He has got to take back the bulldozer.

This goes on all the time. You and I know this and it is about time
we grew up. We could make the Marshall plan work because there
was money on time with planning and commitment. Now we have
got some guy on-the moon, did we not, from Ohio, by the way; I
believe that is right. He did not get there because sornehody decided,
you know, it is a good idea and we will fool around with it, We made
a commitment. IN e said that we would do it in a time frame of less
than 10 years and we said we would put up the money and every.year
the. NASA came to the Congress with the commitment, the Congress
appropriated the money, .and it was there on the job and we did it

-ear in advance:
Now, everything that has been done in this country such as when

we produced the atom bomb, same thing, everything that really has
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been done, a major breakthrough. We had to have the commitment,
the plan and resources on time and the trouble with rural America
and urban America is we can start it and it is sort of like ti- at; what
is that dance they used to call the one-two, one step forward, two
steps back, shltfIle to the right, shuffle to the left, two steps forward,
one step back. It is an interesting dance but no way to run a govern-
ment. But this is what we have been doing.

What We are trying to do in this rural development business, what
we are t ing to do with our legislation, and this is the se to it,
is an ade uate amount of capital available at all times regard e.'s of
whether ngressman Latta or Senator Humphrey is in Congress.
In other w rds, you do not have to worry about who is-elected. It
is in the bat . If you have got a project that is worthwhile, you ought
to be able to tolerate either afpemocratic or epublican in Congress
because the money will still be there and if your pro ect is not worth-
while there is not going to be any money Itt is going to. be
judged on the basis of plans -find the feasibility with a banking look
at it, with experts and people that kno something about finance.

I do not know anything about all hat finance. I am no banker.
But I think that wethe best I can d is help set up the structure to
make it run and that is what we want you to look at in our program.

Again, I want to remind you of the act of Mr. Bellmon that he
introduced, the one that Senator Dole-h, the gentleman fromthe
Senator from Kansas, Senator Pearson's bWour bill that is the one
sponsored by 50 Senators. We are not -arguing about whose bill it is
going to be. We can put this all together. If it is'any good we will till.
claim credit for it. If it is not, we will give' it to the other fellow.
You know that has been (lone before.

So, you take a look at this legislation and give us your input.
\Thank you.
Shall we take a 5-minute break? Then the next witness we will

hear from, following this little break here, is Dr. Hollis Moore, who
is the witness and I am very happy to say, president of the Bowling
Green.State University, in about 5 minutes.

(A recess was taken.)
Senator HUMPHREY. May we have your attention and cooperation

We are privileged to have with us now the president of Bowling Green
State University, Dr. Hollis Moore.

I want to say to you how much we appreciate the hospitality of this
university and the coopertation that we have received from everyone
here in planning this hearAng, President Moore.

We are grateful that yoh have found tirne to come to us this after-
noon. We will welcome your statement.

Is Congressman Latta still here with us? He will be back up.2 right ahead.

ATEMENT.OP DR. HO
GREEN STATE

OORE, PRESIDENT, BOWLING
RSITY, BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

Dr. MoonE. Mr. Chai man, I am very honored to appear before
( you this afternoon. I am particularly pleased that our Congressman,
Mr. Latta, can be here also.

On behalf of the entire university community, I certainly want to
rerm my earlier wordg of welcome and appreciation and express our
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pleasure that Bowling Green State University was\selected as the site
for this important line of congressional inquiry. ,

I wish also to offer brief comment on the univqskty's interests in
better serving our studet,s and the people generally bf this rich and
highly productive agricul e-indugtrial region. i

In addressing myself to the specific interests of yin sub o
Mr. Chairman, I intend to focus on the role of the uni Emit) s a force
for change and service, most especially in northwest 01 io, and the role
being carried out by the university in assisting student in finding jobs
upon,graduation. More than do our colleague institutio s in the cities,
Bowling Green State University attracts a large numb r of, students
from rural and small town areas of Ohio--53.2 percent o our freshmen
this fall were from high schools with graduating classes rf under 300.

I have on numerous occasions reminded myself, as well as the
faculty, staff, students, alumni and friends of this insti ution, that
Bowling Green is by law and in every other sense of the wood, a "State
university." In reality, the term "State" carries with it a iy special
meaning, one not to be forgotten as we look to Dew levels of rvice and
aspiration for this institution:'

On one hand it means that our fiscal lifethe basic operr tang sup-
port of this4universitycomes from tax dollars appropriate by the

.0hio General Assembly in concert with constituent interesst, along
with tuition paid by students and their parents. More impo\ tantly,
the word "State" means that the university serves the States and if
enlightened and responsible, it can in fact shape,the future grow!, h and
economic vitality of the region.'

The land-grant tradition in this country is an admirable expr\ission
of this research-and-service concept, and as you know, it is being
emulated in many' countries around the world. Yet, the land- ant
universities have become exceptionally large in these 110 years i nd
have developed heavy commitments to research far beyond the no 'is al
requirementh of the institution. It is, therefore, important to the A el-
fare of this country that State universities such as Bowling Green ) e
ready to' share and I think even to expand Me land grant coneek
written into law by Senator Morrill. It is entirely possible, Mr. Chan'
man, that universities such as this one may in fact be the most re
sponsive institutions, in the last quarter of this ceiltury to the needs o
our society. On campuses such as this one may be found the creative

- organizational response to tomorrow's economic challenges to the
individualin resetaish and service as well as in teaching.

We have the pot& tiality of being an unusually strong university
with aspects of genuine excellence and high quality. We can at the
same time address ourselves to the changing manpower picture in
northwest Ohio and can alter our education and training programs in
ways to serve effectively the goal4' of our students and the needs of
employers represented in this region. Some of the most critical data
to be injected in the stream of academic decisionmaking are analyses
of manpower demandsthose which seem to fluctuate as well as
those which are rather consistent. Manpower information has not
always been respected by institutions of higher education and taken
into account when planning, but it simply must be so in the 1970's. I
hope Federal sources of data will be analytical, current, and wholly
reliable and that departments of the Federal Government will fully
share information with us. I want our university also to-do a far more
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effective job in adult education, not only as a kind of university' of
second chance for those who botched up the first chance or had it
botched up for them by changing ' manpower needs and shifting
changes in the work scene but also as a place where life-long learning
can occur for people all the way froth the rural worker on hourly wageto the to executive. 1 know that no geographic area really develops
to the fullest in this modern age unless there is a great university close
at, hand, a university concerned and committed. lt, is this kind of a
contribution that I have as a goal-for Bowling ,Green.

Out of 'a long. tradition as regional institution it dealt primarily
with the educatidnof teachers for much of its history but more recently
has expanded into other filterlsi That expansion is not capricious qr
self-serving but is aimed at realistic career goals. I personally have
hopes that within thenext few yearswe can develop three or four addi-
tional major professional prgram, beyond those we have now in the
area of business, fine arts, journalisM and education. I am hoping these
will not be along the old traditional Vines but rather will respond to the
needs at this region has, the kinds jobs that are emerging tomorrow
not the 'obs that are left over fr m yesterday. More immediate
awareness y universities of importan national data is essential. And
while our emphasis is regional, we are a -are that patterns and processes
discovered on the broad national scene ay, because of the migration
phenomenon, be in fact our most signi cant data..

Mr. Clfairman, I am certain you will gree with me that there is a
paucity of prectisis planning in Most col eges and universities. How-
ever, Mr. Chairman, every riw an then do some things right, and
I cite, for example, the decision of this uni ersity to appoint a special
student employment advisory committee. st February we appointed
a student jmployment advisory committe , broadly representative
of employThent groups and organizations the region around the
State, which launched an immediate investiga ion into the increasingly
serious dilema of student job placement, s etifically jobs for our
2,500 graduating seniors. Even teaching jobs, r. Chairman, in rural
areas are becoming more and more scarce.

Backed by staff assistance from one of the most effective, alert,
and energetic placement bureau operations in he country, this 14-
member task force, after 1 month of intensive quiry and analysis,
offered 31 recommendations for immediate im ementation and 14
long-range goals to be pursued.

While I will not attempt to recap specific com ttee recommenda-
tions and considerationsI do wish, however, to s mit for the record
the committee's report and other pertinent docu nts, I can report
that the thrust of the committee's work has substan ally- strengthened
the university's total effort in finding jobs for gradu ting seniors.

With respect to the northwest Ohio region, and in concert with
some of the concerns of your subcommittee, Mr. Ch irman, I might
also note that we have reciprocal service-assistance greement with
many of the small colleges of the region, and that a pecial effdrt is
being directed toward the job placement of individual from minority
groups. Seminars have been eld, for area business nd industrial
recruiters on approaches to the employment of ind.viduals from
minority groups, and this university will sponsor a lack Career
Day" on Febraury 24.
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In assessing regional needs, we are lso quite concerned about the
relationships between Bowling Gree State University and the
eMergin 2-year technical-vocational 'en ted institutions of this
region. We sense a need, a desperate nee , in fact for the development
of a master plan for postsecondary education in the region involving
both the private and the State-assisted institutions, and in fact, are
moving in a number of ways initially to bring about cooperative pro-
gram deveropment. Currently we are providing consultant and
auxiliary staff assistance for some of the 2-year State-assisted
institutions.

Through the Office of Co tinuing Eductftion, our primary outreach
.effort, we are attempting to 'ork with industrial firms id the region
in the development of leaders and human relations training pro-
grams. We are also working with a truly forgotten group in our
societythe so-called settled-out migrantnot only in terms of
basic social and welfare needs, but economic as well. I cite, for example
our leadership training programs with settled-out migrants, efforts to
bring a greater degree of economic viability for them. We are now
engaged in efforts to increase college attendance among young people
from the migrant population. Title 1 of the Higher Education Act,
by the way, has provided valuable funds for this program.

The foregoing, Mr. Chairman, represents a skeletal sketch of this
university's involvement with the northwest Ohio region and our. -
efforts on behalf of students to launch their careers despite restric-
tions inherent in the current job market. I have also touched briefly
on my perception of future roles for Bowling Green State University.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I sincerely hope my position is clear
on present and future directions of this institution. To be sure, we are
a major social, economic, and cultural force at work in the northwest
Ohio region. Public service is an integral part of our mission. We are
to some extent, and we will to a larger extent, continue to address
ourselves to the pressing-needs of this region in concert with State and
national interests.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you today.
Senator HUMPHREY. Mr. President, just a word of inforniatiOn

about Bowling Green University. Do you have a medical school here?
Dr. MookE. No, sir; we do not.
Senator HUMPHREY. Engineering?
Dr. MooRE. No. There is a medical school which is connected with

us in a way through cooperative arrangements and we have some
adjunct appointments with members of a medical college. Ohio estab-
lished a medical college completely separate from any university a
few years agoonly 30 minutes' drive away. 7!.;

Senator HuminisEv. One of the great needs as-you know, of rural .
America is health care.

Dr. MOORE. Right. -

Senator HUMPHREY. And I think we have been leaving this subject
primarily up to doctors, economists, and I really believe it is a matter
of planning and for the use of the doctors and members of the healing
arts.

I was speaking to some of your students here a moment ago during
our recess. I mentioned a paper that had been delivered here today,
testimony by Mrs. Rose Papier, and I found that paper to be highly
instructive and, of course, filled with all sorts of factual data.
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I am so anxious to get our universities, particularly in the humanities
and social science fields, involved in trying to findto propose ways
and means to meet some of these problems.

One of the gentlemen that I met as I was in the recess period here,
said he was worried about the thrust of any program that seemed
like it was strictly, you know, Federal Government doing it for peopleand I think that is a valid concern that anybody ought to have. But
if the Federal Government going to do it, then somebody eke
has to do it.

The problem is here and I prefer that somebody else get the coopera-
tion and some of the resources of the Federal Goveniment but that
we do these things 4-0, local level, local planning, local participation,and really local comrdunity action.

Dr. 'MooRE. As soon as we get involved in local planning, this
whole area of health field begins to come to the forefront. I think we
will be into this area for two reasons, No. 1, because any time we look
at the needs of the region, the needs for deliveryefficient, effectivedeliveryof health care is there.

The other thing is that as we look around and say all right, so someof the traditional job marl:7i; are filled, where are the areas that are
still open?

Senator IIUMPHREY. Right.
Dr. MooRE. Almost always comes the answer, almost immediate

answers; the health careers area, and we are now engaged in trying
to find ways to get people involved. We just employed our firstconsultant to the university to advise us. This university, without a
medical college, without ambitions for a medical college, can still
look at the delivery of health care and the ways in which we can train
people in 2, 3, 4 years, 5, whatever it may be, something shy of a
medical doctor degree.

Senator HUMPHREY. One of the areasI just toffs it out for thepublic hearing herewe were at the University of Nebraska and
Chancellor Varner spoke to us and gave us several very good sugges-
tions and during our deliberations there at the university, there was
the proposal made of how a university professorially; that is, the
professional staff, professor, associate instructors, associate professors;
et cetera, full professors, could be made available to local communities
as consultants and as a kind of a service reecho n extension of
college or university service into the community.

There are specialists on these faculties in economics, specialists in
hplanning, specialists in social problems. Those are people that are

ighly educated. And I was much taken with this proposal because
Dr. VooRE. As you said earlier, that is'a, great idea in other
Sentifor HITAILi'ffltElt. Exactly. We tapped some of the great resour es

of our universities for many things overseas and they have done it
well and I think it has been an enriching experience. It is a two-way
flow.

Chancellor Varner proposedMr. Thornton here is our staff
directorrural development institutes. This would be a part of the
land-grant program.

One of the proposals he had was setting up a number of these
institutes throughout the country where youwhere the University
takes the lead in the indoctrination and education and the program
planning. in rural development. Has that been brought to your atten-
tion in any way?
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Dr. MooRE. No. But when you suggested it I would still like to
make the idea in here that it not be limited to the large land-grant
institutions, 50 or so in the country. Wheel a university is in the process
of development it has somewhat more flexibility to move and take
on new assignments than after it reaches its maturity. I think that
a State university such as Bowling Green, is more in that stage of
development than some of the more mature land-grant universities,
I would hope the land- ant system would not be the exclusive system.

HSenator UMPHREY. would, too. By the way, the land-grant
university was the first federally aided university but it was aided
through land grants.

Dr. MooRE. That is right.
Senator HUMPHREY. Now we aid our universities and colleges in

otiter ways now- through actual cash and loans.
"Pr. MOORE. All of which we are grateful for.

'Senator HUMPHREY. All of which are greatly needed but I think
again, here is an opportunity, or as you said, I think very rightfully,
helpfully, to expand this whole concept of the university and college
and its relationship to the total community. Instead of just looking
at land-grant colleges as they were originally designed to help that
pioneer that came and opened up Middle Anierica and the West and
try to improve the, mechanics and the arts and agriculture, now we
have the university structure that is related to an entirely new social
structure.

Congressman Latta?
.

Mr. LATTA. If I may, I want to say, Dr. Moore, I am very pleased
with that statement you make on page 3 of your testimony. I think it
shout be a goal of all the universities of the country to follow what
you s y there. I want to repeat those words. "I want to see our uni-
vergit concerned about what happens in northwest Ohio and I
think other universities ought to be concerned with what is happen-
ing in their individual areas, concerned about training people for
jobs." I would like to say, Dr. Moore anct15enator Humphrey, that
just this past week I interviewed people looking for office jobs who
had been trained as teachers. I think we have got to start tailoring
our educational programs to the needs of the country. When we have
an oversupply of teachers, for instance, we should try to guide,these
young people to other fields.

Continuing your statement, Dr. Moore, "People who know the
value of work and education, who have an appreciation and respect
for the traditions and the promise of this country."

I think that is a tremendous statement. I want to compliment you
for it. ,..

Senator HUMPHREY. A splendid statement, Dr. Moore. We are
very, very grateful to you., We are just grateful that this university
has taken the time to be host to us and that you have taken'the time
to counsel with us and we will share some thoughts-with you. You
are undoubtedly in deep trouble now. We will be in communication
from here on out.

Thank you very much. .,

Dr. MOORE. Mr. Chairman, as president of Bowling Green State
University, I am honored to appear before you and your subcommittee
this afteknoon.

r-
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On behalf of the entire university community, I wish to reaffirm,
oearlier words of welcome and appreciation, and. express our pltpure

that Bowling Green State University was selected as the site for this
important line of congressional inquiry. We hope that your accom-
modations have been satisfacto that you will return to Wash-
mgton with the kind of inf ation which may lead to some impor-
.tant legislative reassessme t and developments:

I Wish also to offer brie omment on the university's interests in
. better serving our students and the people of this rich and highly

productive agriculture-industrial region. We sense almost daily new
ways through which the interests of this region and the interests of
this university, can. converge into more effective and useful patterns
of service. ., -

In addressing m- elf to the specific interests of your subcommittee,
Mr. Chairman, I I end to 'fortis on the role of the university as a
force for change and service, most especially in northwest Ohio, and
the role being carried out 133- the university in assisting stude its in.
finding jobs u_pon graduation. More than do our colleague int5titt ions
in the 'Cities Bowling Green State University attracts a larg nu iber
of students from rural and stnalltown areas of Ohio. Fifty-three and
two-tenths percent of our freshmen this fall were from high schools.
with graduating classes of less than 300. .

, Since assuming the presidency of Bowling Green a year and a half
ago, I have .on numerous occasions reminded myself, as well as the
faculty, staff, titiidents, alumni, and friends of this institution, that
.Bowling_ Green is by law and in ever other sense of the word, a
State university. All too often this fundamental fact of life-is either
ignored or given the once-over-lightly treatment. In reality, the term
"State" carries with it a very'special meaning, one-tiot to be rorgotten
as we look to new levels of service and aspiratioh for this institution.

On one hand it means that our fiOttl lifethe basic operating'
support of this universityComes 'front tax dollars appropriated by

, the Ohio General Assembly in concert with constituent interests,
along with tuition paid by students and their .parents. More im,
portantly, the word "State" metins.that the university serves the
State, and if enlightened and responsible, it can in fact shape the
futhre growth and economic vitality of the regiOn.

Ishave no interest whatsoever in Bowling Green following the great
private university tradition of the East as its model. Instead I want,
to see our university concerned about what happens in northWest
Ohio, concerned about training people for jobs, people who know the
value of work and education, who have an appreciation and respect
for the traditions and the promise of this country:'

., The land-grant tradition in this country is an admirable expression
of the research-and-service concept, and it is emulated in -many.'

. countries around the world. Yet, the land-grant universities ,have
0 becorne,exceptionally large and have developed heavy-commitmehts-

to research far beyond the normal requirements ,of the institution.
It is therefore important to the welfare of this country that State
universities such as Bowling Green are ready -to share and even to
expand the land-grant concept -written law by Senator Morrill of
Vermont. It is entirely possible that universities such as this one may
in fact be the most responsive institutions in the last quarter of this
century to the needs of our society. On campuses Ouch as this
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may be found the creative organizational response to tomorrow's
economic.challenges to the individual

We have the potentiality of being dn unusually strong univaSity
with aspects of genuine ,excellence and high-quality. We also cariLlielp
fiddress ourselves ,to the changing manpower. picture; in .northWest
Ohio and can alter our education and training programs in ways to
serve effectively the goals of our students and the needs of employers/
represented in this region. Some Of the most,critical data to be injected
in the stream of actidemic decisionmaking are analyses of.manpower
demandsthose whith seern4o fluctuate and those which are rather
consistent. Manpower lrination has not always 'been respected by
institutions of higher education and taken into account when planning,
but it simply must be so in the 1970's.

Our university is now ready to conduct first -rate research on prob-
lems of our environment and our use 1)f natural and human resources.
We can also perform effective studies of btisinesS Winds and we can
provide excellent analyses of changing patterns in markets and in
management principles, We can also provide cultural enrichment for
this region.of Ohio which will bring a quality of life that simply does
not existwithOut the very best M terms Of theater, music, art, =and
opportunitiesefor rational discourse orb problems of mu-limes-.

-In addition I want Bowling Green to418 a far more effective job in
adult-education, 4ot only as a kind of University of second chance
for those who botched up. tie first chance or had it botched Up, for
them by changing manpower needs ant shifting changes in the work
scene --but also as a 'place where lifelong learning can occur for people
all the way from the rural worker on hourlyivage to the top executive.,

Now all/these things a great university does, all of them have some
resources, some experience to.matchuur action agenda.

I know that no geographic area really develops to the fullest in this
modern age unless there is a great university close at hand, a university
Concerned and committed. 43

It is this kind of a contribution that I have-as a goal for Bowling
Green. Out of a long tradition as a regional institution it dealt pri-
marily with the .education of teachers for much of its history but more
recently has. expanded into other fields. That expansion is not capri-
cious or self-serving but is aimed at realistic career goals. I personally..
have hopes that within the next few years we can develop three or
four additional professionid programs beyondAhose we have now in.
the area of business, fine arts,,journalism, and education. I am hoping
these will not be along the old traditional lines but rather will respond

. to the needs that this region has, the kinds of jobs that are emerging
tomorrownot those that are left; over from yesterday. More, im-
mediate awareness by universities Qf important nationaI data is
.essential.' And While- our emphasis ig regional, we are aware that
patterns and processes discovered elsewhere may, bectikise of the
migration phenomenon, be in fact Our Most significant data,

Mr. Chairman, I am certain you will agree with me that there is a
.phycity of precrisis,planning in most colleges and universities. How-
eV e, r, Mr. Chairman, every now and then «=e do do some things right,
and I cite, for example, the decision of this university to appoint a
special student employment advisory committee last February 5
I Might add, months before national news magazines, drew national
attention to the dimensions of the problem.

rt)
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This special committee, broadly representative of employment
groups and organizations in the region and around the State, launched
an immediate investigation info the increasingly serious dilemma of
student job placement; specifically, jobs for our 2,500 graduating
seniors. Backed by staff assistance from one of the most effective,
alert, and energetic placement bureau operations in the country, this
14-member task force, after 1 month of intensive inquiry and anal-vsis,
offered 31 recommendations for immediate implementation and 14
long -range goals to be pursued.

While .I won't attempt to recap specific: committee recommenda-
tions and'considerationsI (16 wish, however., to submit for the record
the committee's report and other pertinent documentsI can report
that the thrust of the committee's work has substantially strengthened
the university's total effort in finding jobs for graduating seniors.
Getting placement staff members out in the field for face-to-face
disctissions'withr3otential einployerg of Bowling Green! State Univer-
sity graduates uncovered 1,895 new job opportunities. Mumni organi-
zations throughout the country have been pulled together into a vital
and effective employment opportunity network with the placement
bureau as the coordinating link. As a result of these and a host of other
efforts, including a wide range of "how to" training sessions for
graduating seniors and action steps undertaken by colleges and de-
partments within the university, practically all job aspirants were
accommodated.

With respect to the northwest Ohio region, and in concert with
some of the concerns of your subcommittee, Mr. Chairman, I might
also note that we have reciprocal service-assistance agreements
with many of the small colleges of the region, and that a special effort
is being directed toward the job placement of individuals from minor-
ity, groups: Seminars have been held for area business and industrial
recruiters on approaches to the employment of individuals from
minority groups, and this university will sponsor a Black Career
Day on February 24.

In assessing regional needs, we are also quite concerned about the
relationships between Bowling Green State University and the emerg-
ing '2-year technical-vocational oriented institutions Of northwest
Ohio.. We sense a need for the development of a master plan for
postsecondary education in the region involving both the private and
the State-assisted institutions, and in fact, are moving in a number
of ways initially to bring about cooperative program development.
Currently we are providing consultant and auxiliary staff assistance
for some of the 2-year State-assisted institutions.

Through the Office of Continuing Education, our primary outreach
effort, we are attempting to work with industrial firms in the region
in' the development of leadership and human relations training pro-
grams. We are also working with a truly forgotten group in our
society the settled migrantnot only in terms of basic social
and welfare needs, but economic as well. I cite, for example, our
leadership training programs with settled-out migrants, efforts to
bring a greater degree of economic viability for them. We are now
engaged in efforts to increase college aittendance among yOung pecTle
from the migrant population. Title I of. the Higher Education Act has
provided valuable funds for this prOgram.

<2
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The foregoing, Mr. Chairman, represents a skeletal sketch of this
university's involvement witth the northwest Ohio region. and our
efforts on behalf of students to launch their careers despite restrictions
inherent in the current job market. I have also touched briefly on my
perception of future roles for Bowling Green State University.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I sincerely hope Inv position is clear
on present and future directions of this institution. To be sure, we are
indeed a major social, economic, and cultural force at work in the
northwest Chic) region. Public service is an integral part of our mission.
We are to sope extent, and we will to a larger extent, continue to
address ourselves to the Pressing needs of this region in concert with
State and NatiOnal interests.

Thank you for. this opportunity to appear before you today_
'Senator HUMPHREY. Our next witness will be Dean Roy Kottman

of.the College of Agriculture, Ohio State University. And I am going
to ask Mr. William Swank, Ohio Farm Bureau, to also come forward;
Mr. Al Herman, National Farmers Organization; Jim Ross, master,
Ohio GI-tinge; and Mr. Charles Nash, the State director of Organization
Committee, Ohio b'armers Union.

This is a very fine representation with the dean of the college of
agriculture and representatives of the, great farm organizations of

° our country.
Is Mr. Hernian hero? Al Herman of the NFO? If he should come in,

we will hear from him, too:
I am _going to ask that we lead off this section of our testimony with

Dean Kottman. We want to welcome you. Thank you for your
attendance. Roy Kottnian, Ohio State University.

STATEMENT OF ROY M. ROTTMAN, DEAN, COLLEGE OF AGRICUL-
TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUM-
BUS, OHIO

Dean KOTTMAN. Thank you, Senator Humphrey, Congressman
Lat,ta. Wnare delighted to be here and have this opportunity to appear
before this subcommittee and present our views with regard to
opportunities for rural community development.

As we see, it, rural development begins with an idea, it culminates
with action, and action costs money.

Senator HumPHREv. Do yOu want to repeat that?
Dean KOTTMAN. Rural development begins with an idea, it

culminates with action, and action costs money.

last
HUMPHREY. That is where you lose some folks on that

last statement..
Go right ahead.
Dean KorrmAN.*Between the birth of that idea and the investment

. of fundswhether private, public, or a mixture of public and private
fundswe have got to have researchoon the soundness of the idea, we
have got to have education concerning the ramifications, implications,
and alternatives surrounding the idea, and group action involving
private individuals as well as public or private agencies and
organizations.

I have two papers here, Senator; one that I was going to give and
one that Riley Dougan, our assistant director Of extension for corn-
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munity and natural resource development, was going to give, but I
-am going to give pieces of both, if I may.

Senator HUMPHREY. We will incorporate all of the full text.
Dean KOTTMAN. I am convinced there is a commitment on the part

of a great many individuals and organizations to develop locahzed
plans of actions with clear-cut objectives but what we need are addi-
tional means and mechanisms so that we can focus on those clear-cut
objectives and get something done with them. The Ohio Cooperative
Extension Service has a good delivery system just as yours does in
Minnesota and all the other State cooperative extension services. We
provide a lot of know-how to community leaders. We are working on
rural community development. We work with USDA agencies, we
work with all the State, agencies, including the department of develop-
ment represented by Dave Sweet, who testified here earlier today. In
our work with all of the Federal, State, and local groups, we have
already assisted many rural communities to arrive at sound decisions
and to implement those decisions. Mr. Haigh. was up here a minute
ago talking about the Hillsboro water project. We were "knee deep"
in that project at the time. This is what it takes. You have got to
have an educational program, with appropriate studies and research
to go along with it. This is really what constitutes the bulk of the one
paper that I was going to give. That paper delineates a means and
mechanism, and I think you have included many such means and
mechanisms in Senate bill 2223a lot of means and mechanisms.

One of the things I have tried to point out in this paper of mine is
that it seems to me we need one other blement that is not in S. 2223,
and that is an element at the State leVel. We need some kind of rural'
development corporation within each State. I think the States have
not put enough into rural development in terms of State effort. I would
like to insure that this happens because So long as we have rural de-
velopment as a Federal program, so long as we in the extension service
exert our efforts primarily as an arm of USDAadmittedly of
the State but largely working on rural development as a SDA
a encyit is like trying to push a to chain. We have got to have the

overnor of the State, we have got to have all officials of State govern-
ment definitely interested in putting some time, money7)(and effort
into rural development so that they will have a selfish interest in seeing
to it that it succeeds instead of just talking about rural development.
This is precisely what I propose in my written presentation. We must
achieve a partnership with the State that will be a realistic and sound
partnership and then jointly provide some grant money for projects,
because as Mr. Haigh said about the Hillsbo, water development proj-
ect, if you must depend on sales income the very outset, you are
going to be in deep trouble before you even get started. You must
have some means of getting rural development projects off the ground.

So I think there has to be, and this is what I propose in my paper,
some means for providing grant moneys to local communities. I
think if we could take as little as $50 million at the Federal level and
apportion it among the States on the basis of urban population,
not rural, because a big part of what we are trying to do involves
solving urban population problems by getting people back to the
countryside, but if we could take $50 million in Federal funds and
match it by the States, we would. at the end of 10 years have $14
billion of rural development accomplished largely through private

s
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enterprise. I have developed the rationale for that idea in my paper
which 1 will leave with you.

Most of what I am talking about is in S. 2223, but the thing that is
different

Senator HUMPHREY. That is our rural development bank bill.
Dean KOTTMAN. Yes. But what I think is different about my

proposal is that I am proposing establishment of a rural development
corporation in each State. I an proposing, also, that we would estab- .

lish a local board. in each State, a rural developent board. (Cross
section 12 to 20, again spell that out.) I think that we could then make
the planning money available with no strings attachedState and
Federal moneyfor planning, for looking at proposals and for such
efforts as would be needed to answer the questions: Is it any good? Is
it likely to succeed? Atli then we could go somewhere and borrow
money to get something done about our proposals. But as it is, and
you described it very accurately a moment again when you said, "All
right, we might have some money to plan," so they start fumbling
around trying to plan something without money and the first thing
you know they are frustrated, "down in the mouth," and defeated
before they get started. As a result, nothing happens out in the country
where we want it to happen so if we can make available grant money
for planning and then take those good plans that have been developed
and use loan money to get the rural development job done, we will
have accomplished our mission.

We must start first with public services. We have got to have results,
not just talk. You can't create jobs and bring in industry unless you /
have public serviees.'In this day and time there are just too many
places that have adequate public services that the places which
do not have them before they attempt to bring in industry, are in
trouble. They are not going to attract anybody. So we have to get
the public service part of our rural development job done first.

This means 40-vear loans, and low interest rates and the full faith
d credit of the 'States backing those loans. If you are going to ssill

d bentures for public service projects, you need the full faith and
dit of either the Federal or the State governments in order to make

the thing go. Having done that, 4 think we can find the additional
loan money we need, whether through the bank which Don Woods
manages or other private lending agencies, or the Farmers Home
Administration, or through the Rural Development Bank that is in-
chided in S. 2223, the Rural Development Bank bill. 1 eblieve that
we can get the credit we need and can wive forward on rural develop-
ment, but again, I would repeat we have got to have a means and
mechanism. This is precisely what I think is most important if we are
serious about rural development. Nothing will happen without our
having a means and mechanism for it to Cappen.

I would like to tell vou about a lot of things we are doing in rural
development here in Ohio but this pretty little girl tells me the time
is up, so I will stop.

Thank you very much.
Senator HUMPHREY. Before you take a look at that pretty little

girl again, just let us talk here a little bit. Your proposal is a grabber
right off the bat. I mean it really has great merit to it.

Now the Allen substitute for the rural revenue sharing for rural
development purposes Iris just the medicine that you are talking

-4\
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about for immediate action. Now, the difference between the proposal
sent down by the President and the substitute proposal is the proposal
sent down by the President took all the categorical programs that you
have he Soil Conservation Service, abolished the commitments there
and put it all in one lump sum and divided it up and said we will send
it to the States and it added approximately $42 million of extra money
for the whole country.

inNow, what we have done in the Allen substitute is to leave the
categorical programs as they are and, then to take $500 million of
new money that we willMelegatethah we will pass out, a percentage
of it to the States, a percentage of it to the multicounty districts, and
a percentage of it to the counties so that you have funding going into
several sources, so that the planning money you are talking about,
for example, you suggested $50 million a year for planning to be
distributed amongst the States and also some of that fund for devel-
opmental purposes, whereas the $500 million isreally that is a
modest amount in terms of the total populatio of rural areas and
that would be free money in the sense that it is., of committed. It is
not committed to, for example, a particular ral program. It is
committed only to the States and the localities for whatever purposes
that they need to put it to in terms of rural development.
. There is a mystique of what we call, a descriptive section of what
we call .rural development, but that is all agreed upon. There is no
argument amongst the groups or administration or

is
majority of

the Congress. That is all agreed upon. The questiRn js the amount of
financing and what we calPthe freedom of choice of the use of that
money and we wouldwhat was the figure, 30 pereent of the States
that we were talking about? Thirty percent to the States, 40 .percent
to the multicounty units and 40 percent to local units. Thirty percent
of $500 million is $150 million that would be presented in a sense to
the Governors of the 50 States for them to use at a State level but it
requires the mechanism that vou are talking about and I want to
compliment you for your cando-r.

Now, let us just lay it on the line. The Governors Conference.meets
and passes an- excellent resolution on rural development but in many
States there is no rural development. agency. There is TIO emphasis.
The Congress of the United States has passed laws about rural de-
velopment but in the Department of Agriculture there, really is no
rural development office. I mean, you know, everybody.in charge of
everything is nobody in charge of nothing and we have got to have
people that are really on the stick and on the ball that, make this their
project and who do we call on?

When you go, for example, if you want to talk rural development in
State A, let us sayI do not want to pick out any particular State
but who do you talk to? The Governor is a busy man. He has got a
lot of things to talk about. If you want to talk rural development you
have got to have somebody to talk to. Is it the commissioner of agri-
culture? Is it your State secretary of agriculture? Does he have a.
division in his State setup that is really the rural development division?

When you talk total economic development that is rural develOp-
ment plus, and it is very important. Do not misunderstand me, but I
think your points here of these rural development corporations, I
think that is what you call it, in every State so that the funds that are
federally allocated or federally available have a home, have a place,
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and also that you hay& people assigned there that know what the
score is, dint is so terribly important.

Well, I ust wanted you to know my view of it. This is going to be
very helpful to us, this testimony. When we go back we are going to
take final action 4. the Allen bill. I believe that has pretty general
support now in thk committee. But this will be very helpful to us
because we will be/able to tie in that bill.

Now, some dc*riptive analysis as to how this can work because
this would be a b'eautiful way of making that extra money applicable,
make ineffective, to be able to have at every State in order to qualify
for that Money I would like to have it that you have go to have a rural
development agency in your State, not just something that everybody
gets his hands on. Rural development agency.

Congressman Latta. do you want to comment?
Mr. LATTA. Yes. I have know Dean Kottman a good many years

and think very highly him. I am intrigued, however, as how you
get $14 billion out of l.500 million. We are looking for answers like that
in Washington. We would be glad to have it. I would like to talk to you
about it.

I just want to say that Dr. Sweet mentioned like in Ohio we only
have $5.5 million for development loan guarantees for the entire
State. The figure seems awfully small, Awfully small. I do not know
what your Department can do down there to urge them in Columbus
to give a little more in this area; but I think much, much more should
be done. Thinking, in terms of $5.5 million in development loans for
this entire State, Ls just ridiculous.

.
Senator HuMPfiREY. Again, that is the answer, you know, for people

that are worried about this Federal Government moving in on you
all the time. There" is only one other choicetwo other choices. Do
nothing or have somebody else be around. I just have a feeling that
we cannot have it both ways. If you (10 not want the Federal Goven-
ment doing all these things somebody has got to do them 'someplace
else.

Din Kom.rmAN. Senator Humphrey, members of the Senate b-
committee on Rural Development, Governor Gilligan, ladies and
gentlemen, my name is. Roy Dittman. I um (lean of the college of
agriculture and home economics at the Ohio State University; director
of the Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Conter, and
director of the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service. I am most grateful
for tbeopportunity you have afforded me to appear before this com-
mittee to present my views with regard to opportunities for rural
community development.

Rural development begins with an idea. It culminates with action
and action costs money. Between the birth of an idea and the invest-
ment of fundswhether private, public or a mixture of public and
private fundslies a need for research on the soundness of the idea,
education concerning the ramifications, implications and alternatives
surrounding the ideas, and group action involving private individuals
as well as public or private agencies and organizations.

There is little point in going beyond the idea stage of rural develop-
ment if there is not "at the end of the line" some means and mechanism
to finance those projects which have run the pupil from idea to action.

I believe there is general agreement that one of the major goals of
rural development is to bring jobs, opportunity, and a better life to
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low-income, underemployed
MO)

in in rurai America. If that is our
major objective we can only tont ule t any of the areas where
we will. be working in rural develop nt are those areas where eco-
nomic blight has already set in or wh e the onset of it is not far away.
It is under just such conditions t at local banking and financial
institutions are hesitant to make hig -riskor even modest-risk invest-
ments. Thus, like the old argument about which came first, the chicken
or the egg, there is n I for some measure of community development
to have been accomi hed before conventional financial institutions
can be expected to con ute wholeheartedly to the further develop-
ment of their respective o inunities.

I would propose, there t the Congress establish what might
be called a rural developm it bank, the purpose and role of
which would be to underwrite (I debentures issued by fiscal
organizations which we might tentatively describe as rural develop-
ment corporations. These latter institutions would be roughly parallel
in their functions and responsibilities to our Federal Land Bank
Associations or Production Credit Associations.

The rural development corporations which I propose are envisioned
as joint Federal-State legally constitUted fiscal institutions. It would
be preferable for them to be established by legislative action in each
State with basic funding from the sale of bonds carrying the full
faith and credit of the respective-States, or alternatively, by direct
appropriation of -State general revenue funds, or a combination of
these two-sources. We would recommend that appropriate legislation.
be accomplished in each State to establish the (State)
rural development corporation as a legal affiliate of the Federal Rural
Development Credit Bank.

Under the plan which I am proposing each State rural development
corporation would have access to a very sizable capitalization which
would be made available at the time of its establishment. Such capital
to be underwritten so as to assure the full faith and credit of the
respective States involved. Individuals, agencies and organizations.
purchasing the debentures of the State rural development corpora-
tions would, therefore,lie provided surety for their investments in
these new credit agencies.

I recognize full well the uncertainties of recommending that -State
,rural development corporations be essentially State government.
entities and the rural development credit bank a strictly Federal
entity. 15 an alternative. arrangement were deemed more likely to
succeed, I would have no objection to the idea of Federal leadership
for both organizations.

I am convinced, however, that the leadership of the office of the
President of the United States as well as the respective Governors in
all of the States will be required if we are really to get anywhere with

"enlisting the help of concerned citizens in the task of contributing
toward a more rational distribution of our Nation's population and
thereby assist in rural community development. I am convinced that
only through rural community development can the objective of
population dispersal, or alternatively, a more widely distributed pc,pu-
lation be accomplished. I believe that this objective must be provided
the requisite initial impetus through a grant-in-aid to each of the
States based not upon rural population but Upon urban population.

An annual Federal appropriation of no more than $50 million
distributed among the States in proportion to their share of our
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Nation's total urtialtimpulation, and matched by an equal contribu-
tion from the States; would provide the essential grant-in-aid funds
to catalyze a great 'Many worthwhile public facility projects in each
State. This grant-in- id money could be utilized within the State in
support of rural development planning as well as for partial funding
of rural development projects deemed most meritorious within each
State. As an exaniple of what this would mean, let us assume that
Ohio might receive $2.5 million of the $50 million appropriated
annually by the Federal Government. When matched by State funds.
Ohio would have $5 million annually for its rural development corpora-
tion to provide grant-in-aid funds for worthy rural development
projects. This would provide, if distributed equally to each of Ohio's.'
88 counties (which in all likelihood, it would not be), a total of approxi-
mately $57,000 per county.

If we estimate the cost of preparing plans and specifications at
7 percent of construction cost, the $57,000 of outright grant money
per county would catalyze annually some $800,000 worth of public
facilities vital to rural development in that county. On a statewide
basis, this would result in $70,400,000 worth of public facility im-
provements, fundsor 14 times the amount of Federal and State 'fund
appropriated for this purpose.

It can be .readily seen that if the Federal Government were to
authorize grant-iniarcl funding at the $50 million level, and if it were
to be fully matched by the States for a period of 10 years, the aggre-
gate appropriation to Ohio totaling $50 million would effect approxi-
mately $700 million of construction involving water resource projects,
water and sewer systems, public recreational facilities, public access ,
roads, public airports, and various other public facilities including
educational and health facilities in keeping with the most urgent
needs in rural communities throughout Ohio.

would emphasize that the system of grants-in-aid might appro-
priately be phased out at the end of.10 years or some other suitable
length of time. The major impact of. the proposed Rural Development
Credit Bank and the State Rural Development Corporations would
involve funding for the construction of public facilities for which the
outright grant would have provided the planning money. The Rural
Development Credit Bank and the State Rural- Development Cor-
porations would also be expected to provide supplementary funding
for the rural development efforts of private industry.

As the members of tnis committee are well aware, most public
facilities must be designed to _accommodate future pop_ulation growth
and secondary as well as tertiary benefits are most difficult to finance
under conventional credit systems. Repayment of loans for construc-
t' n of public facilities and even of private industrial developments in
rti al areas will necessarily involve extended periods for repayment and
provision of a sontewhat lower interest rate than is customarily in-
volved in commercial credit transactions would be highly useful,
perhaps essential.

When it is realized, however, that a total Federal appropriation of
$500 million .matched by an equal amount of State appropriations
might very well catalyze a total of $14 billion in public facilities to be
constructed in rural areas over a 10-year period, the enormity of the
total credit extension 'need for such construction purposes becomes
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apparent. It is unlikely that commercial lending institutions in the
private sector would be in a position to 'underwrite such investm nts
if for no other reason than the abnormally lohg period of repa nt
which would probably be required in order to give time for the cL m-
munity improvements to generate income. Since the public facili pies
increment of rural development will in all probability become, o er
time, but a minor part of the total ,development catalyzed by
proved public facilities, there is reason to believe that ample opp r-
tunity would be afforded private credit institutions to utilize th
available funds in the encouragement of private industry to loc to
or to expand in rural arms where public facility improvements h d
been made.

A am confident that the major thrust of rural development mitt
depend. upon private investment by business and industry (wi
wholehearted supported of private individuals). I am convinced, als
however, thaksuch development will only occur in those communities
wherein public facilities are being rapidly upgraded so as to ma
those communities a more pleasant place in which to work and liv
It would be in the private money market through sale of properl
issued -securities that State Rural Development Corporations woul
seek the majority of Inds needed by them to assist private busmes
and industry as it sou it to establish or expand in rural areas.

I believe it will be ne ssary for the Federal GovernMent and Stat
.

governments to provide a portion of the initial capital required by th
proposed Rural .Dilvelopment Credit Bank and the State Rura
Development Corporations. The Federal and State funds so vital t

, the rapitjilization of the institutions at the outset would 1w renal(
to both Federal and,State Goverriments over a period of 40 years, o
other similar long-terin period of repayment.

I envision that the State Rural Development Corporations wont(
administer grants-in-aid to county or multicounty development unit.,
in their respective States. I believe that Null such State corporatio
should function as an agency of State government under a Runt
Development Corporation Board of Directors. Appointment to such
boards should be made jointly by the Federal Rural Development
Credit Bank, by the Governors of the States, by the State legislatures,
and by the State banking associations. In addition, there should be.)
elected represent. a fives from each duly constituted development rc-1,11
pion within each State. Such a plan would likely result in a Stapi
board of directors comprised of 12 to 20 members.

Legislation pertaining to State rural. developmentor scporations
should be written so as to permit them to make loans to individuals,
cooperatives, or corporations on the basis of future earning potential.!
In addition to the usual equity concept upon which loans are made by;
conventional banking institutions, both primary and secondary bene-
fits to rural development should be taken into account in calculating
cost-benefit ratios with respect to public projects and facilities as well
as business and industry to be financed by the State rural develop-
inent corporations.

In the event that what I have proposed be deemed to have merit,
it would seem to me to be apprOpriate for this committee to draft a
legislative 'propoisaLand seek favorable action by the Congress of the
United States at the earliest possible time. Subsequently, it _would-1
seem to me that ;appropriate liaison should be initiated with the
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State Governors and model legislative proposals ipared for trans-
missigm to Governors in all 50 States recommending 'enactment by
the State legislatures.

In dosing, may I again express appreciation for the privilege of
appearing before this committee to suggest what I believe might be
a helpful' manner for all of us to proceed in getling more done about
rural development than.we have been able to do thus far.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF RILEY S. DOUGAN, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR AND
STATE LEADER, COMMUNITY AND NATURAL RESOURCE DEVEL-
OPMENT, OHIO COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE, COLUMBUS,
OHIO

Mr. DOUGAN. Senator Humphrey, members of the Senate Subcom-
mittee on Rural Development, Governor Gilligan, ladies and gentle-
men, Inv natni is Riley JDougan. I am assistant director and State
leader for community and natural resource development in the
Ohio cooperative extension service. I am most grateful for the oppor-
tunity you have afforded me to appear before this committee to
present my views with regard to opportu9ities for rural community
development.

Much has been said in recent years about the serious problems of
our laige metropolitan centers, t anv of which seem to have arisen
from overcrowding of people inte I f areas too small to accommodate
them without undu tisron. T is situation- has lesulted from the
relent less migrat io of pe pie from rural areas to large metropolitan
centers.

There would appear to be quite general agreement with the cone
elusion that something.must .be done to reverse this movement of
population to our urban centers. The situation can be summed up
by noting, that in the last decade nonmetropolitan counties in the
United States grew in population by 6.7 pert t while metropolitan
counties gamed 16.6 percent. Experts are of the, opinion that the

increasesncreases of population growth re tither similar between
these two groups. Thus, it is clear that nonmetropolitan areas have
been unable to retain their population growth and did in fact export
large numbers of people to metropolitan areas. It is estimated that
the net outmigration was approximately 2.4 -million people during
the period between 1960 and 1970.

At this Point I would caution that we constrain ourselves from
overgeneralizing with regard to population trends and their impli-
cations. For example, a portion of the slower increase in population
growth in nonmetropolitan areas can be attributed to the decline in
farm population. During the last decade we find that the nonfarm,
nonmetropolitan segment of the population rose by 19 percent.
Percentagewise, this increase was greater than the national average
and was even greater than the metropolitan average.

Here in Ohio, 27 counties either declined in population during the
past decade, or increased less than 3 percent, while the State average
increase in population was 10 percent. Problems of community adjust-
ment in each. of the counties where a decrease in population occurred
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are quite different than in those counties where a rapid increase in
population occurred.

.

Some of the implications and considerations ghat we must keep in
mind with regard to the future development of rural communities
are these:

(1) The effect of population change on it community will vary~
depending on the geogrhOic location under consideration. In Ohio
there are 14 metropolitan enters that have a very significant impact,
99 the economic growth- of the State. Every citizen is within approxi-
mately 50 miles driving distance of one ot these metropolitan areas.
Unless there are comparable job opportunities in the smaller co-
munities, the residents will either drive back And forth to jobs in the
metropolitan centers or move to those centers. It is clear that job
opportunities must be provided right in the nonme.tropolitan'
communities if the local people are to be held in their communities.
Concurrent with job opportunities, local attention must e directed
toward improving the .quality of community services am facilities.
Most nonetropolitan communities in Ohio have urgent concerns
on those matters, including qUestions with regard to finding the most,
equitable way to pay for those services and facilities:

(2) When the population of a community decreases, the average
age of the remaining population tends to increase. Most often it is
the younger families in the wage-earning years who move to the
metropolitan areas. This leads to a set of concerns which involves
problems of special services needed by those residents who remain and di
the even more difficult problem of find some way to pay for those
services.

(3) A It is my observation that a community that is losing popu-
latiot? frequently tends to exhibit a defeatist attitude. Generating
interest toward making progress among t he leadership of such com-
munities presents a very sizable, challenge. As with many other
areas of lifesuccess tends to foster success and defeat tends to foster
de.geat. Those of us in the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service who
are in the business of identifying and working with communit y
leaders are faced with some of our greatest challenges in those com-
munities and counties t hat are losing population. One of t he best,
things we can do for such communities end counties is to demonstrate
to them that better things can happen. They often need help to see
opportunities which are realistic and that are within the realm of
possibility to achieve.

(4) Educational attainment tends to be lower in areas of ou t.-
pigration where population is declining. Teachers' salaries ate lower,
and there is a tendency for lower educational standards to be hecepted
by the community. Fewer alternatives hre available focally for high
school graduates and hence the value of education is depreciat ed.

(5) Health and medical facilities tend to be minimal in those areas
that are experkneing out migration. The following quote is taken
from the publication "The People Left Behind"---a report by the
President's national ad6ory commission on rural poverty. I quote:
"Rural persons also have higher rates of injuries than urban residents,
have more days of restricted activity, and lose more days' from work
due to illness and injuries than their urban counterparts. Injury rate
from motor vehicle accidents is highest among rural non-farm resi-
dents because the rural poor do not have access to appropriate health,
services early in the illness. The result is much greater disability.

Gi;
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Reggrdless of income, rural residents average fewer visits by physi-
cians per person . . " End of quote. According to the report,
although about 30 percent of the'total' population still litres in rural
areas, only 12 percent of the physicians, 18 percent of the nurses and
14 percent of the pharmacists serve the areas. Eight percent of
the pediatricians and less than 4 percent of the psychiatrists are
located in rural areas.

(6) Observation leads in& to believe that public facility develop-
ment is a much greater neM in our rural areas than in their metro-
politan counterparts. These facility needs range all the way from
sewer and water facilities to library and health facilities for the total
develop_ ment of the individual.

(7) Most of the most important and most needed community
improvements are highly dependent upon 'the tax base in terms of the
ability of local governmental units to support such improvements.
Payment for needed community facilities and services can come
only from increasing the industrial or property base or frOm increasing
personal incomes; or from taxes on goods and services that are con-
sumed by people who either live in the area or visit the area as tourists.
Before major improvements can be made in community facilities
and services, the rural community must determine forthrightly what
improvements are most important to that community and. then
decide how that community will pay for them.

(8) It has been said that one of 01'6 characteristics of our rural
areas is that the expertise of the local govermhent is largely undevel-
oped. This may or may not be the case. Our extension educational
programs .are designed to helin upgrading the expertise of local gov-
ernment officials and help them to realize their capabilities'for dis-
cussion and decisionmaking.

(9) There are many advantages to living in our rural communities
and these advantages need to be highlighted so that they can be
understood by all segments of our population. In most rural areas
there is a lesser concentration of people and,-hence, there is usually
less pollution of air and water, less congestion of persons relative bo
the goods and services.available, less traffic, and fewer tensions all of
which seem to be associated with the abrasions of a high population
concentration such as is found in ,our metropolitan centers. There is
even evidence of greater individual responsibility in rural areaa where
populations are smaller and people are acquainted with one another.
Our smaller communities literally make it possible for "individual
identity" to be maintained.

My intent in this enumeration of metropolitan and nonmetropoli-
tan characteristics is not to catalog all of the implications of rural to
urban population shifts, but rather to suggest that there are very
real and urgent opportunities for development in our rural communi-
ties, both those that are losing population and those that are.main-
taining a steady state or even increasing in population.

The problems associated with overly rapid urbanization can be as
traumatic as those associated with a declinin ulation.

It is, therefore, important for us to recognizWat every community
is different from every other community and, hence, has its own
unique set of problems. The solutions to community problems are
likely to be somewhat different in each .comniunity and for that rea-
son must be' arrived at on a community -by- community basis. We
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have-no choice but to accept every individual community situation
as given, and proceed from that point to find the means of helping
each community to arrive at the most feasible alternatives to meet
its unique situation.

Educational assistance.is vital to our rural communities in helping
them clearly to identity their best. opportunities and to direct concen-
trated attention toward acheivement of community objectives. Our
rural communities have many resources that can be brought to bear
on their problems once those prOblems are identified and local com-
mitment is made toward solution of those problems. Unfortunately,
much of what has been done so far is just talk. We must: establish
the means and mechanisms to help individual communities come 'to
grips with priority problems. This'ineludes the means and mechanisms
for funding of community development projects.

I am convinced that there is a commitment on the part .of many
individuals and organizations, to develop. localized plans of action
with-clear cut objectives but what we need are the means and me.hant
isms for accomplishing those objectives. Through our cooperative
extension service we have an educational delivery syste that
includes a tie-in with all levels of government including local, State
and National.

The Ohio Cooperative Extension Service has both the delivery
system and the commitment to provide the know:how needed by
community leaders to bring about rural community development.
Working with USDA committees, State and loeal groups we have
already assisted many rural communities to arrive at sound decision;,
and then implement those decisions.

Perhaps some in this room are familiar with the fact that all-of
the USDA agencies n Ohio have ban'ded together with local, Stiite
and other Federal agencies in a special -pilot project to effect what
might bethought of as rapid adjustment °ea commtinitywide
I am referring to our new T 70-77 community resource development
project which encompasses the Cambridge Ohio trade area. Our
purpose in this recently initiated pilot project is to demonstrate what
can be done by way of making dramatic improvements in the major
aspects of community life through the ninximizing of Feder 4d and
State agency efforts and 'combining those efforts with local,initiative
a% local support. Based upon the outcome of this pilot project, our
future endeavors, will include the possibility of, establishing similar
rapid adjustment communities in other communities Ihronghbut
Ohio. ¢

An important T)art of the Cooperative Extension St' .rvice effort, in
community and natural resource development has involved working
with community officials to pr()-v-them with information-on ways
of paying for local community facilitits and services which are needed
if Progressive community development is to be achieved.

During the past year we have involved leaders froni. 27 counties
in 10 seminars on State and local finance and taxation. More than 600
community leaders attended these seminars, including State legis-
lators; elected city, county, and township officials; local school officials,
and many other community influentials.

In the. coming year. this work will be expanded to bring both
women's and youth groups into this educational endeavor.

Our extension corbmunity development faculty members are work-
ing also to establish what WO call deveippment study committees.
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These committees provide a mechanism to help community leaders
identify and find workable solutions to problems that are impeding
the growth and development of their communities. During the coming
year we'll be setting up developinunt study committees in 15 counties
and over the next several years we expect to initiate this effort in all
88 counties:

A critical concern for every community, as well as f our State and
Nation as whole, is land use planning. Extension em hasis (luring
the past year was given to examining the pros and eons of zoning
with an effort to insure that the extension service maintains its proper,
.unbiased, educational role-. Although much remains to;be done, it is
gratifying to note that asof December 31, 1970, rural resident's ha(I
voted on zoning in Moro-than 60 of Ohio's 88 counties. A total of 576,
or more than one-third of Ohio's, townships, have approved rural
zoning.

Communities are; of course, concerned. also with the management'
of their vital-natural resources other than land. During the past year,
.four educatioinit films produced by the Ohio Cooperative Extension
Service were shown( k total of 45 times to an Ohio television audience
estimated at more than 350,000 citizens..

Also, during the past,12 month% our Cooperative Exten4ion Service
assisted eiglit communities' to secure a Farmers Home Administration

.,. grant to make iv detailed study of water and sewage disposal needs.
. Three counties were assisted in securing loans to establish rural water

systems. Extension helped five communities obtain grants, and loans
to alleviate sewage disposal problems by assisting community officials
to make application for such grants' and loans and to ileveloe their
proposals to the point of their being approved for funding.

Effective solid waste disposal continues to be a major problem in
many rural communities in Ohio. In 28 communities, extension is'
currently helping develop and ..put into operation a solid waste dis-
posal program.
..Slides and script dramatizing the techniques of solid waste disposal

have been de,Velopet. and provided to all 88 county extension offices.
Area extension faculty in community resource development, as well
as extension specialists, and county extension agents have assisted
township mayors, . and county Commissioners in under-
standing he..problems and alternative solutions to solid waste disposal.

May I reemphasize that all of us at the local, State and Federal
levels of involverhent mast find ways of increasing the tempo of our
efforts to work together in assisting communities on an individual
community ;by- community basis. To (10 so will require a substantial
increase in resources available for use by. the ltical ritral community
leadership. In some communities this means availability of credit, in
others it may mean outright grants, in most cases both credit and
outright grants will be required if anything meaningful is to be gotten
underway. In all cases educational and planning assistance is needed
to find the appropriate means of tapping local private resources.

The time for Fixing increased attention to rural community' devel-
opmenti now. Phis includes giving increased attention to farm -prb-
duction and the marketing problems which beset our agricultural
producers. Growth of the agricultural sector vital to overall rural
community growth. We must contihue to improve farm income with
greater missionary zeal thim has Characterized our actions in the past.

I
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Successfully speeding up rural community development will require
both Federal and State resources to supplement local efforts. I am
firmly convinced that we have the necessary agencies to accomplish
the task which confronts us, Those agencies, if adequately funded,
could effect rural development in a manner that would elicit acco-.
lades from all quarter,i. As it is, W.0 are making progress but I believe
that all

iof
us are here today because we believe, that more rapid

progress n ,

rural-community development would serve the best inter-
ests of our communities, our State and,the Nation.

In closing, may I,again express sincere appreciation for this oppor-
tunity to appear before your committee so that I might express on
behalf of the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service and the Ohio Agri=
cultural Research and DevelopmentWenter a pledge that we welcome
the challenge and oppbrtunity of working with all other agencies and
organizations in what we hope will be ,a greatly expanded program
for rural community development.

Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. We are moving along to the next witness. The

gentleman from the NFO I just heard is attending their convention
in Kansas City. So he most likely will not be with us today. That
was Mr. Herman, I believe. So the next witness is Mr. Swank of the
Farm Bureau, executive director of the 'Ohio Farni-Bureau.

° STATEMENT OF C. WILLTAM SWANK, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, OHIO FARM BUREAU FEDERATION, COLUMBUS, OHIO'

Mr, SWANK. Thank you, Senator Humphrey and Congressman
Latta. I come 'representing some 55,01 hinm families and members
in Ohio. We do recognize the problem of rural development and com-
mend you and. your committee for dealing with it and coming out to
find out sontething about it

My paper indicates we share the last comments, that is, that we
have been studying a great deal and. it is time to get on with it. In
fact, I include a formula that ^ breaks down like this. Study plus
feasible prograni minus rhetoric equals rural development programs
doubled. Taking rhetoric out adds a good deal, the thing you are
looking fpf, Congressman Latta.

I ant going to mention four different areas that concern us in this
whole field. One is economic development, one is regional. services,
another is health, and a fourth is equity of access to Goverrmient
services by those in rural Ohio and rural America.

First, in economic 'development, vocational and education and
retraining for those talking of technology or opportunity who want
to leave the land In this area we have the Penta County Vocational
School, which is a sterling example of what can happen when people
want vocational training and retraining to be available, and the
Chrysler Co. is one who has located hero and says many' times they
came because there are people that work in our, factory and have
been trained

HUMPHREY. Mr. Swank, may I just interrupt.'The thing
aboutr vocational training which was mentioned here by the dean also
is that somehow there is a kind of snobbishness in intellectual com-
munities about vocational education and I say this. I have got enough
degrees to paper the walls, I have got a lot of them, and I think there
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is a tendency in the intellectual community to look down upon these
vo-tech schools. I say this most respectfully at a great university. But
somebody has got t( be taught to do some things. This idea just to
be thinking philosophically, all those radar things up there somebody
has got to be able to fix the television. Somebody has got to be able
to put in the sewer. Somebody has got to be able to build .a house.
Somebody has got to be able to do the work. And I think that for
years when I was growing up as a young lad they said if you went to
vocational school that is because you just were not smart enough to
get into the regular schools and I think there is a lot of that snobbish-
ness still around.

If they (10 not watch out at the intellectual level it is going to be
turned around, people are going to figure out if you are not s t
enough to go to work you are going to go to college. They will urn
the tables.

One of these days somebody is going to have to do the work. I have
been in these foreign countriesI have been in India. They have got
more Ph. D's. I suppose maybe some of thein are now fighting in the
Army but they have a lot of them. They just did not get around to
getting the f tories going, (lid not get' around to even protecting the
environment.

I want to p
tion. So if you
going to the u
You look at hi
go to school."
and services,
what Dr.

t a plug in for giving some status to vocational Lica-
brother is going to vocational education and you are

iversity, you do not come home and say, "hi, dummy."
i and say, "I hope you make enough so I can afford to
omebody has got to earn the money; prodwe the goods,
(1 that, is %vhat we are talking about here and that i

e was talking a moment ago about, orienting the colle
and universitylzot only to the liberal artsI am a liberal arts man but
I went to pharmacy school to make a living. I had to learn something
before I could get into teaching and I would hope now we have some
emphasis upon this as you are s waking here of vocational .education.

Mr. :WANK. I think the fact that they arc earmna lore money
than college graduates may help.

Senator HymPlfREY. That its helping a little.
Mr. SWANK. Well, retraining, and I indicate some of t actor:. here

that we (10 have many people in agriculture, for examp that have
extra time and (10 want to be employed, people who can ay on the

m iland and their fancily incoinN can be good even though t le income
from the farm itself Amy not be adequate and that is what rural de-
velopment is partly about.

I suggest t hat the funding programs for vocational'schook be two-
thirds Federal and one-third local rather than vice ver4a because in
the Appalachian area % here this has been done local people have voted
local shares and a great .(leaf of trainin'g in that area has taken place.

In fact, 'people who are very knowledgeable, give some good reasons
of why vocational training should be funded that way.

My second imint is in rural credit, and if we are going to have rural
development, we must have credit and this has already been spoken to
by others on the program. Farmers Home Administration, Farm

I

Credit Administration the ew Farm ..Credit Act that has been passed
by both the Senate and th House, will be quite helpful. I think there ''.

has to-be credit available or. some of these community development
facilities.
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The Rural Electric Administration and all these things have to
be irmiortant in this or we will not have factories or industry of any
kind in rural areas .

Also in this area there is aprosperous agriculture You just cannot
have rural development if you have poverty in agriculture. This
again, has to be an important part of it.

I mention one of the new things that I think is important now in.
some segments of agriculture and will be important in virtually all
segments of agriculture and that is the ability of farmers to have
some bargaining power in agriculture. 1 refer here to the Sisk bill
now before Congress as one of those Worthy of being enacted into
law that will give those who want to get involved in a bargaining
situation the ability to do so, and right in this corner of the State
of Ohio, we have a great number of people, Senators, who want to he
involved in bargaining who have been very frustrated in the process
of going up against big companies who do not really want to
participate.

I think the Sisk bill and a bill in the Senate, Senate bill 1175 are
worthy of that kind of consideration and will be helpful in the future.

Senator HUMPHREY. Have you taken a stand on the Mondale
bill in the Senate?

Mr. SWANK. Only to say the Sisk bill is our preference. The Mondale
bill gives more aovernment involvement by far than we think is
necessary and is perhaps appropriate to the situation. The Sisk bill
makes the Government a referee in the ball game rather than a player
on the field and we think that is where it ought to be.
- We talk about industrial incentives and again that has been spoken

to before. Federal credit incentive should be helpful.
I pass on to regional services becauSe there is a natural tendency

among people not to want to have governments intermixed or con-
solidated but certainly there is a place where government services
can be ,shared and we do have economic districts, planning districts,
local governments of all sizes, all carrying on automonous programs
but many things can be done more equitably and more efficiently
if government services are shared. I happen to be president of a city
council in a small city in Ohio and I know that we have a natural
tendency not to Want to get together with bigger municipalities, and
yet.1 know, too, that it is a very important feature and it is one that
rural America needs to think about, too. We can combine local services
without necessarily combining local government.

The third area is health and you already mentioned we have many
places in Ohio where health -services are not adequate; physicians are
not available. We answer that by some additional training, allowing
paramedical people to perform services. A lot of things are talked about
being 'done but very little is being done in making sure that rural
Ohio has good m heal care.

,The last poi , is equal opportunity for government services and I
point out here that in 21 counties there is no full-time bureau of un-
employment services and you have to make an appointment as a
person in one of these counties to go in and see about geting a job:

Now, we have plenty of evidence that there are problems of un-
employment in rural Ohio and better:access to those people who can
help will be important. ,

One lash point that I make, many rural people say do not make.
rural America a dumping ground for the urban ghetto problems. We

7 2
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have got to have a basis on which to accommodate people. Otherwise
)we just have massive problems in two areas. Let us build a sound base

handle problems before we have gobs of new people that have the
same frustration that they left in the inner city..

Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very mach We will incorporate

all of the testunony in the record.
Mr. SWANK. Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee on Rural

Development, I come before you today representing 55,000 farm
families in Ohio to say just as succinctly and bluntly as I know how
if we don't start taking a look at rural America, its problems and
potentials, in.a serious and honest, manner that leads toward solutions
(with a thought of solving these issues), we will have on our hands one
of the most serious domestic problems ever to face our Nation.

Time is running out We have the 1970's to do it,. If it isn't, done
then, it could very .well be too late.

Let me state at the outset, that we salute you, Mr. Chairman, and
your committee for taking time to look at our problems, but in the
same breath to saymany of us feel as though we've been studied to
death. We feel rural America has .received an abunciance of rhetoric
and a minimum of meaningful action.

We hope that after you go back to Washington and sift through all
of this testimony your formula will be: Si- FPR=2RP.

For a breakdown of this formula it would be: Study plus Feasible
Programing minus Rhetoric equals Rural Programs Doubled.

So that I might not be accused of being long on rhetoric and short, on
feasible programing, let me say that our testimony today is based on
four main categories(1) economic development; (2) regional services;
(3) health; and (4) equity of access to governmental services.

Let us look at economic development first. As trite as it might sound
we believe that if a man doesn't have a buck in his pocket to spend,
life in this land of opportunity loses its luster. The very key to opening
up rural America is to open up opportunities for rural people to get
and hold jobs. Thus, to do this four keys are important.

1. VIICATIONAL EDUCATION AND RETRAINING PROGRAMS

Within a few miles of here is the Penta County Vocational School,,
which has served truly as a model and innovation for all of vocational
education in Ohio. Within 1 year after the establishment of this
vocational school, the Chrysler 'Co. located (Me of its major stamping
plants next to this facility. Their top executives have said many times
that -their reason for locating in this area was because of the Pent a
County Vocational School, and its ability to train a potential labor
force. I refer to this situation only to say that we need to _accelerate
many tithes our effort in vocational education.

We have a massive need in rural areas for retraining program:;.
Farmers leaving the land with limited skills must be retrained for a
better life elsewhere. Forty-five percent of our farmers produce 90
percent of our agricultural products, while 55 percent produce but 10
percent of the farm products. .

Herein lies a major problem. Too many farmers are on the farms that
are not productive enough to support, them, thus they must seek
part-time employment elsewhere. Agriculture is credited with this
dilemna but in reality it is a problem of society.

/0
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We suggest that the formula for reimbursing local sclhools conducting
vocational and retraining programs be reversed. That it should be
two-othirds Federal moneys and one-third local moneys, and even at
this ratio we will find it, hard to meet all of our needs.

The Appalachia program in southern Ohio is an example of the
testing of what can happen if additional funds are made available.
In all but one instance taxpayers have voted for these vocational
educational facilities, Where such two-thirds to one-third financing
occurred. Vocational training costs are more than rural communities
can bear.

2. RURAL CREDIT

One of the most important needs of farmers in the rural community
in the decade ahead is that of adequate credit for development of.
programs on the farm and in the rural community. The Federal
Government needs to give attention to keeping strong credit pro-
grams available, through such programs as Farmers Home Adminis-
tration and Farm Credit Administration for access by farmers.

The rural community has great needs which will demand assistance
by grants and loans from State and Federal Governments. Thus, we
recommend that funds be available for programs of pollution control,
for assistance of water and sewer facilities in the rural communities,
and for community development which will help to,introduce social
and econor* programs into rural communities, as exemplified in
701. funds available for adequate planning programs. Loans for in-
dustrial development in rural, communities and the strengthening of
Rural Electric Administration progra ns so that, no community is
lacking in the availability of electri ower facilities.

' 3. IMPORTANCE OF A I iOSPEROUS AGRICULTURE

Strong rural communities are dependent _upcn a prosperous agri-
culture. The records will show that where'ver farm incomes have
declined, so have the rural communities.

In order to retain prosperous agriculture, we believe legislation is
needed to provide farmers with the tools to establish price and other
terms of production and marketing of their products before they are
produced. Farmers can no longer afford to make .a big investment in
the prOduction of ay, commodity and then market the commodity
at a.price that is below the cost of production.

We believe the Sisk bill, now before the Congress, -provides the
framework for effective bargaining in agriculture. In addition to the
ability to bargain, we believe farmers should be protected from sec-
ondary boycotts which could bankrupt producers of highly perishable
commodities such as fruits and vegetables.

Because of our ability to produce, it is important that we continue
to expand exports of agricultural commodities. Protection from having
farmers continue to be the innocent victims of dockworkers strikes
and other similar situations could help materially in this area.

Alb 4. INDUSTRIAL INCENTIVES

We are hopeful thitt the Federal Credit Incentive for Industrial
Development will be meaningful in enticing industry to locate in our
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rural areas. We feel, though, that additional incentive can be just as
meaningful such as added assistance in individual industry pollution
control Problems; the making of access roads readily available; in-
centives for rettining programs, and many otters.

The second general area is regional services,
In Ohio today we have 2,224 official local government entities. All

are -charged with varving degrees of responsibility for providing
services to our citizenry. No way, as our rural society gets more
complex, do we see ?nany of these groups coping with the ppobleins
confronting them. Feeble efforts are being made today with varying
degrees of success to develop workable intergoyernmentrelationships.
Ohio has oc 11114 of governments which to date have proven less than
successful, because of the existing provincialism within various gropps.

We also have economic development districts, which to date have
been little more than project coordinators for their respective agen-
cies -be it economic devetopment administration, Appalachia, or
others.

We also have a proliferation of planning groups such as regional
planning commissions; county planning commissions; and so forth.
`[any of these have come about thn ugh housing and Rural Develop-
ment--701 funds. Too many such plans are collecting dust with little
visible effort or plan for initiation.

Somehow, some way we must convince local governments to de-
velop meaningful working contracts for joint sponsorship of services
that can cut across jurisdictional lines. It seems that services such as
fire protection, road maintenance, ambulance 'service, sewer and water,
police protection, tax collection, health facilities, and growth planning
are all things that can best be provided on a regional basis, not nec-
essarily township or county.

Prototypes must be tested and successful aspects of them must he
marketed to our local authorities.

'['he third area is health.
In order to provide better ligalth care for people in lurid ares we

make two recommendations --more health personnel and more em-
phasis on prevention of illness before it occurs.

'['he major personnel need is for more family physicians which can
be provided by establishingdepartments of general practice in medical
schools. by incentives for general practitioners to settle in rural areas
and by allowing trained paramedical personnel to perform sonic serv-
ices now performed only by mediCal doctors. Improvements in the
preventive approach can be established by making mass screening and
immunization programs readily available to everyone, by strengthen-
ing county, State, and Federal departments of health and by strong
support of the comprehensive health planning program.

A national health care program is needed by which every American
can have access to quality health care regardless of income, which
shOuld make comprehensive health coverage available to everyone.
We need a new health care system which makes maximum use of
strengths of our present system and which uses government funds
judiciously. Action should be taken simultaneously to improve the
organization and delivers- of health care and to improve the financing
of health care.

'Last, we.propose that rural America be given equal opportunity to
aovernment services. It is no secret but sometimes seems to be a sur-e,

t)
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prise to people when they find that rural America in the ast decade
has not been given the same equity of access to govern ent services
that our more urban America has. A case in point is ur bureau of
employment services. In 21 rural counties in Ohio there no full-time
bureau of employment services personnel, or services c ailable to the
people.

According to Dr. Daniel Strut, Director, Rural Manpower Service,
U.S. Department of Labor, 25 percent of our people live in rural
counties; 33 percent of our poverty is in rural areas; but only 16 per-
cent of the resources of Department of Labor go into this area.

This is but one egample of the many existing discrepancies that
exist Others could be sighted in housing, welfare, health, and so forth,
if time permitted.

We are not saying that rural America should receive all of the 'at-
tentionjust give us our proportionate share and we'll certainly Fee a
marked improvement.

Anothei, and final concern that wehave isdon't make rural Amer-
ica a dumping ground for the urban ghetto problems. It worries us
when we hear people talking about "a mass exodus" to the rural area.
We feel there is great potential in rural America, but first let us get
our feet on the ground in coping with existing problems before massive
efforts are put forthjntransferiing urban problems to rural areas.

We have appreciate T this opportunity to present our views and wish
to invite you back to our. great State.

Senator HUMPHREY. Mr. Ross, master of the Ohio Grange.

STATEMENT OF JAMES ROSS, MASTER, OHIO STATE GRANGE,
COLUMBUS, OHIO

Mr. Ross. Senator Humphrey, it is indeed a pleasure to appear
before your committee and I am not sure just how you got to chair
this committee but they could not have picked a more admirable man
on rural development than von, and I congratulate you for chairing
the subcommittee because I know your knowledge of rural America
is very great and I commend you for it.

I am glad that you have the distinguished Congressman from this
area with vou because we certainly hold him in high esteem here in
the great State of Ohio.

I assure the lady she will not have to call my 5 minutes because I
am not, going to read all my testimony. I think that we basically
covered today the major points that are connected with rural devel-
opment. I think one of them has to be financing. I think one of them
has to be better roads because we cannot develop rural America if we
cannot get the people out of them once we get them in it.

I think we have to have better telephone service. We have an
excellent electrical service now through experience in the REA. We
have a terrible communications problem telephonewise. People do not
have telephones or if they do, they are on a 12-party line or else they
do not have the service, and it is always out of order. We cannot
develop any part of rural America unless we have a communications
setup that will work.

We touched the problem of doctors and I think that is essential if
we are going to develop rural America, going to have people living
there, we are going to have to be able to encourage people to go out
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there and take rare of them. We cannot expect them to get on a super
highway when they are sick in bed and drive 60 miles to a doctor.

I think there are tvi,o or-three basic things that I would like to
share with you. I have /tad an opportunitrto have an orientation on
your proposal on a Rural, Development Bank when I was in
'harleston, W. Va., and I might say the staff people that came down

there did an excellent presentation. I think there has been much
planning. I commend you and the Senators who have sponsored this
bill because I know there has been a lot of work on it and '1 think
that it has merit and can really move forward.

I would call your attention to only two parts of my written state-.
merit and one of them has to' do with financing. At the bottom, where
it says we should support legislation to provide needed rural, financing
within present programs or enactment of yew legislation that is
needed, top of page. 2 also that any rural financing plan should be so
designed that it meets the financial needs of rural America and in
addition provides some sound financial planning. I think you have done
just that in your rural bank plan. I think there are probably four
priorities that we ought to,take a look at. One of them, I think high
priority needs to be placed on development of a long-range statewide
plan. That has already -been- mentioned here today, considering
ulticounty markets, and :.;o forth, and I think this is so essential.

I think, No. 2, we need a high priority on improved education,
training, and health and that has already been here and I point out
some of the outreach program.

I think, No. 3, we need itcomprehensive rural development program
and that has already been talked about here, aimed at improving the
physical environment and certainly we are going to increase rural
America as my distinguished colleague, NIr. Swank, has said we have
got to do something about fari income. This means nonfarm jobs as
well as on-farm jobs if we are going to enhance it.

No. 4, 1 think we need a comprehensive program of technical
assistance to local governments so as to assist them in improving
their efficiency. These things can- work if all of us get to work instead
of talking about it, te can do the job but we certainly need to plan to
go ahead and I appreciate the opportunity of appearing before you.

Senator HUMPHREY. Congressman Latta, do you have any ques-
tions?

Mr. LATTA. No.
Senator HUMPHREY. We will come back to you, then, Mr. Ross.
Mr. Ross. Mr. Chairnm and members of the committee, my name

is James Ross and I am speaking to you today on behalf of nearly
70,000 grangers here in this Buckeye State. I hold the position of
master or head of our organization with headquarters at 1031 East
Broad Street, Columbus, Ohio.

I want to thank you for the privilege of appearing before you and to
also onunend you, senator, for holding these hearings in several
States. I am sure that your feelings are the same as mine in that if
the problems of .nial development are going to be solved, the people
of rural America must have the opportunity to express themselves.

The farmers of Ohio, as yell as other rural residents., are comrned,
as I am sure the rest of rural America is, with how we proceed with a
a development program.
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One ofthe .most, important concerns of the farmer is the importance
of agricul ure to mr total economy, and more important -the need
for an tide uate income. This he has been deprived of for a long period,
and I hope hat the Government will take care of this problem- first a,
a beginning toward a sound develoinm:iit program.

1,, as well s my organization; believe that, in order to. improve our
environment, a greater incentive could be Offered in coLtservation
practices whit i would not only help relieve our srirplus production
but could incr ase farm income and, at the same time, be a tremen-
dous help in a tiring clean air and water W111(.1 must-be a part of
American life oth rural and urban.

The Grange dieves that rural development must have broader
financing as well s some basic standards of rural living. I will share
with you some of ur delegate action at our recent convention and I
quote:

NV here as , there is an urgent need for more adequate rural financing, and
Whereas, the individ al needs of agriculture, rural housing and rural develop-

ment should be conside ed separately and as they together make up the total
rural economic; picture: erefore, be. it

Resolvfd, That the Gra ge lend its support to l'tgislation which would provide
the needed ,rural financin within pret;ent programs or by the enactment of new
legislation, and; be it furtlt r

Resolved, That any .rural tt ancing plan he so designed that it meets the financial
needs of rural America and addition provides sound financial planning.

I would also like to Stl to our position with regard to enhancing the
quality of life in both rural and urban places as we look toward popu-
lation redistributions. In trder to have a significant and meaningful
rural development progra we recommend:

1. High priority should be pl ced on developing a long-range, statewide plan
for deveh.pment that considers multicounty market centers, an adequate re-
source base and the desires of lo al people. Responsibilities for planning should
rest on special appointed commit, es.

2. High priority should also he p ttced on improving the education, training, and
health of rural people. A special n ed is for outreach programs. to work directly
with low income hard-to-reach fa ilies in both vocational training and health
care.

3. A comprohonsive rural develops ent program, aimed at improving the phy-
sical environntent to encourage the gr wth of nonfarm jolts, is badly needed. Ex-
amples of need in rural areas include hi, hays, the expansion of water and sewage
facilities and recreational fa untie..

4. A comnrehen,ive program of ter fnieal al..,i,tance to Local government is
needed to a,-ist. them in improving the i !Money of routine ftintions and in plan-
ning for orderly growth.

While agree iviii, the priociph of revenue sharing back to local
communities, we also realize that run iv of the present proposals W ould
take away ninny of our basic concep t.. One, as an example, would he
the highway trust fund. We have expt rieoced that medicare has done
to social vecority and We. certainly ne d to guard against any deteri-
oration of money needed to maintain \our highway systems in rural
Americh which are so vital in any deviopment program.

We are also concerned about the resident's proposal for the
realinement of his Cabinet. While he Itte decided to keep the Secre-
tary of Agriculture, he also seeks to tak. many of the Department's.
functions and distribute them to other a' enctes. This we cannot see.
The farmer must have a spokesman for a' 'culture and' to fragment
the Department would only further weake our position. We cannot,
in my opinion, develop rural America wi out first improving the
income of the Nation's farmers.

7
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again want to thank you for the privilege to present our thoughts
to this committee and I pledge to you our support in developing a
sound program that will not only rebuild and develop rural America
but will also enhance the lives of every rural citizen.

Senator HUMPHREY. Now, Mr. Nash,- Ohio Farmers Union.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES NASH, STATE DIRECTOR, ORGANIZATION
COMMITTEE, OHIO FARMERS UNION, LEIPSIC, OHIO

NEI% NAsit. Senator Humphrey, Congressman Luta, r am Charlie
Nash, the chairman of the advisory committee of the Ohio Farmers
Union and director of organization of the Ohio Farmers Union. I ant
a farmer in Putnam County, near Leipsic,

Mr. Chairman, I believe I can assure you that the farmers of Ohio
endorse, in principle, your efforts in behalf of rural development.
However, I have just returned from a series of membership meetings
most of them in northwestern Ohioin which we have asked our
memberseach of themto describe the problems they face in their
own communities. These have been educational meetingseducational
for me. I will try to summarize what I believe our members have said,
and interpret its relationOip to rural development, as it is being
discussed by the Congress and Senate, and as it is being translated
into legislation.

Our members are saying, loud and clear, that their -most, serious
problem is in their business--farming. It is this business that dominates
their lives, as well as the economie and social structure of their rural
communities.

Our members are saying that until, and unless, this business can
beimproved, nothing else that can be done will save their communities.

They told us in these meetings that they needed property tax relief.
They need lower interest rates. They need better health rare at more
reasonable prices. They need better schools, more recreational facili-
ties for young people, higher social security income for their elderly,
extension of rural water systems, and other improved community
seryiees of a varied nature.

But, they say, until ----and unless --the net farm income situation is
improved, none of these things can save their communities.

I feel that it is necessary to emphasize this point because of the
reports I read from the Washington, office of the Farmers =Union. These
include reprints (rota t he Congressional Record, news clippings, copies
of speeches by Congressmen and Senators, and bills introduced, I
serareh in vain in this information for reassurance that ''rural develop-
ment" -as it is currently being discussed --would deal with the real
problems of rural America as our farmers see these problems.

In fart, I and distressed to find that "rural development " -1 use the
term in quotesappears to be designed to ,timulate every business ill
rural America except the biggest one -farming. The "rural develop-
ment" which I have been reading about would, in other words, help
everyone in rural America but farmers. It, wmild help farmers indirectly
perhaps, by providing more nonfarm job opportunities. I assure you
they need them. But we do not see real "rural development" as only
helping farmers leave- the farm. In truth, they are being "helped''
enough in that direction by large corporations which dominate and
destroy their markets, by the squeeze of rising costs and declining
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prices, by high interest rates which have impoverished farmers and
enriched big banks, by a farm program which does not help the farmer
produce for the needs of. the market, and by the failure and'refusal of
our legislative and executive branches of government to adequately
fund even the farm programs which have been authorized.

To merely provide more jobs for rural people -and then more sewer
lines and running water perhapsdoes not halt this trend. It might
even speed it up.

Our members do not want to leave the farm. They do not want to
move their families from their rural communities. They want to stay.
They want their children to stay.

Senator, I would respectfully suggest that the new Rural Develop-
ment Credit Bank which has been proposed will have missed its
greatest opportunity to fill a need if it merely provides additional
credit for more industries and community services. Farming is an
industry. It produces commoditiesthe most essential in our Nation.
It provides employmentmore jobs than any other industry in rural
America. If we are talking about economic development in rural areas,
should we not also provide credit young farmers need- to establish,
expand, and modernize their farming operations at the same time we
are providing credit fqr other industries to establish, 'expand, and
modernize their operations?

The sense of what our members h'ave told me, I believe, is that any
rural development program/enacted into law should state as its central
purpose the revitalization of the biggest business in rural America
farming. Its purposes should include a commitment to catch up pro-
grams to rebuild and re-establish services in rural America which have
been destroyed and devitalized by our neglect of the central problem.
These, to be sure, should include programs to create more jobs, and
credit to make rural communities fill the needs of people. But the
program must also help farm people stay on farms, and help young
people see in rural Ameriea the opportunities which brought about the
development of our Nation in the first place. The program, in other
words, must be geared to the needs of farmers in rural America, not
nonfarmers. The program must help people stay in agriculture; not
get out of it. That, I believe, would be real rural development.

I appreciate the opportunity to participate in your hearings. If you
have questions, I will be glad to try to answer them.

Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you, Mr. Nash, for a very candid

statement.
Now, let me just sort of set the word straight. There are six sub-

committees of the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry.
Five of those are directed toward rural income, farm income and farm
credit. This is the first time that we have given any real serious con-
sideration to things that affect rural families. When vou are out
thel.e on the job you can be as rich as John D. Rockefeller or Nelson
or anybody else but if there is not a doctor when you are sick, you are
in trouble. So, we think there have got to be rural health programs.
You have got to have good roads and vou have got to have water and
sewers and it does not make any difference how privately wealthy
you are, you are not going to get it unless there is a public program,.
and I am for the commodity programs. I am 100 percent of parity
man. I am for bargaining for farmers as much as I am for bargaining

8 o
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,
for trade unions but I think the Farmers Union is making a serious
mistake, and I say this as a very loyal friend, to look upon the rural
development aspect as anything but t ill the interest of the well- being
of the Punt family. J have said in the first place, you start with the
farm income. You cannot borrow your way into prosperity.

We just passed the S. I483, a greatly expanded art, passed by both
Houses of Congress. I tun going back to IN ashingt On tomorrow orn-
ing to try to get a subcommittee meeting to complete the work on the
grain reserve program that passedtithe House. I ant the author of a
similar bill in the Senate. We do not include that in rural development
because that is related directly to the farm production, to the farm
income, farm marketing program. I am the author of that proposal
in the Senate. Also the author of a proposal to change from the set-
aside program to the base acreage program, things that I think will
work. I do not want to get us into the posture of where it is either or.
We need both. But I thoroughly agree with you that the essential
ingredient to rural development is money. Profit from your produc-
tion on the farm. That is where we start. 'No doubt about that. ,

But I want to say that unless somebody in that Congress starts
speaking up for you rural people, and they are not all living on farms
you know, we are talking about people in cities below 35,000unless
soifiebody speaks up for you you are going to get run over like you
never lived because this (lOngress today, with 75 percent of the people
living in cities, with one ;min, one vote in the House of ReliTi+sentatives
and even with States now becoming more urban, in elections, really,
what counts is the number of votes you get, not the quality.of votes
you get. I know. I have been short. I have been on the short end of
those votes. I know what that means and what I ant trying to do with
this subcommittee is get somebody to say look,,if it is good to have
clean wate=r in Nlinneapolis it is good to have it out where I live in the
country and if it is good to put a sewer system in St. Paul, it is good to

_put it on out there in 'Marysville Township.
And I- am simply saying that you are not going to keep yOur kids

down on the farm or anybody after they have gone through high
school or 2 Years of college and have found out that there is something
else, in life besides tilling the soil. You are not going to keep them if
there are no good schools, good hospitals and any doctors or if the
roads are no good and if you cannot fly an airplane.

This is a different game, a different day and age. Money is vital
to farming. Any family ha; got a little business. We-lived in the rural
part of South Dakota, my family, and we were no more prosperous
than the farmer who walks in that day. We know that. If he has not
got it we do not get it. You cannot make money out of people who do
not have it.

I am for rural income, farm income, for the farrier who tills that
soil. I ant no 90-cent fellow. 1 think he ought to get a miiinnuna of
$22 for hogs, not the 18,19 stuff, and I know the price of cattle.4
used to say when we sold eggs for-so little out there it was hardly
worth the wear and tear on the hen. [Laughter.] .,

Really, when I stop and think what I pay for -eggs at Washington;
D.C., 65 cents, 75 cents a dozen, and go home to Waverly and 19
cent grade A, super duper eggs, with the rooster cackling as well as
the hen every time you got an egg, I know the difference about faint

. .:
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income but I want to make very clear that my objective here is to
get two things, get the price up on the soybeans, on the milk, wheat,
corn, oats, grain sorghum. I know them all. I have been at the business
a long time. Get them up there so you get a living wage and a little
profit.

1 believe in the profit sysiem real good. And then Ott top of that .1
want you to bo able to have a little music, you know, a rug on .1he
floor, a piano in the house and color TV and be able to have the kids

into town and see one of those fancy movies and tin" is whaemean in a sense, to put it frankly about rural development.
SO we are on the same wave length. I (10 not think you are really

scolding ore. I know you read all that sluff I put in the record but I
agree with you there are some people who have kind of lost.track of
NIr: Family Fanner.

Not this matt. I am not a corporate man; 12 years on the lommittee-
on Agriculture, 10 years befOre t h e vfired me out of the Government, -
now I return by vequest I Mint bucit on the Commit tee on Agriculture.

I am going to tell you Something. They really look at you psycho-
logically if you ask to go back on it You know, literally there are no
votes there. 1,0 us face it. If you want to tak0 tl look at the ball game,
in my State of Minnesota, 67, almost 70 percent of the people live in
the large cities. Forty-five percent live in Nlinneapoks and St. Paul. When
I go ont_there and hold a hearing on rural develops ent they say what
happened to the mayor? He was mayor of Minneapolis. He is out
talking to those farmers now.

I think-it is just justice, that is all. I consider this and yoUr work,
my work and the Lord's %York and I hope he carries a lot of the burden
here. We are going to need,some help around here.

Now, after having listthied to my soliloquy, do you-want to rebut?
[Applause.]

Mr. NASH. The only comment I have to make, that voting record
you spoke about is excellent.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you. Your commendations are excel-
lent. I think there is awe are on the same team here on these pro-
grams and I hope thatby the way, Ohio does present, may I say, a
more happy picture in terms of cooperation, getting objectives (lone
in agriculture than some lewc,s. 1 really mean that most respectfully
when I see you men here. I ant very grateful to you.

Congressman? Do you want to make a speech, toe.)
Mr. LATTA. It is kind of late in the (lay. 1 (10 want to ask Mr.

Swank a question about his stiLiVIIIVIlt. He points out that the fainters
have been innocent victims of the (lock strike. How true, but how can
we get the Congress to help diem. Can yont give us art answer.

Mr. SWANK:One of the answers is some additional' legislation, I
think, some powers in the })Ands of the President if that is where its
lodges, similar to the Dole bill or something like that, so we can solve
the dock strike, at least keep the products. moving, and onenie
piece of legislation which I understand will be heard again in "some
similar bills would at least get at the problem. There has got to' be.
some better way than to have grain piled up on dirt and spoil and
get rained upon, it gets involved with our balance-of-payments prob-
lem. We lose export markets forever sometimes. We put farmers out
of business on the west coast because they cannot move their prod-
ucts, and here we have very few people doing great injury toa great
industry and we are innocent victims as you well say.

,
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Senator HUMPHREY. A terrible problem.
Mr. SWANK. Terrible problem.
Sem atm HUMPHREY. All right. We thank you very, very much. We

have another' grOtip of witnesses and we are just about to the end'of
our day here.

Mr. Casarez, we 'welcome .t'oti here, and Reverend John Bank, is
Reverend Bank here? Barry Sprink.

We are going to call on you first, Mr. Casarez., then John Bank,
and Mx. $prink. I guess that is the three in this group. Thank you very
much.

We ,will start with Michael Casarez, executive director of La Raza
Unida Migrant Labor, and we 'want to welcome you in particular. We
have been hearing a good deal today about migrant workers. We want
to get your observations here.

STATEMENT OF F. M. CASAREZ, EXECIITIVETIRECTOR, LA RAZA
IINIDA DE OHIO, IINDLAY, OHIO

Mr. CAI3AREZ. Thank you, Senator and Congressman Latta.
My name is Mike Casarez. I represent La Raza Unida of Ohio. La

Raza represents 18 communities in the State of Ohio. Fourteen of them
are in small towns or rural communities. We also have a development
program that serves migrants.

On behalf of La Raza Unida I wish to say we appreciate the oppor-
tu.nity to say a few tyords about the migrant worker. As.I was coining
here today and listening to testimony it strikes me that an old Spanish
saying applies with regard to speaking about the migrant worker niid'
that is "La pregundt es necia.' .The translation is the "question is a
nuisance." (Literally: imprudent.),

My testimony that 1 have subMitted is skimpy compared to that
Provided by others, primarily because the problems are so many,
like saying the question is a nuisance, it boggles my imagination as to
just what portion of the problems to present to the Committee on
Rural Development.

In Ohio, when you talk about the plight of the migrant, one must
also onsider,the plight of the processon that processes the farm grown
food or products and- the grower.

The processor, to increase his profits, must push for mechanization
and automation wherever possible. He needs funds to support research
and development. He will ,need Federal money' to help him accom-
plish his goal of modernization, mechanization and Automation.

The grower is faced with new developments, that clearly show that
-mechanical farming will do away with the need for housing stoop
laborers. In addition, he is faced with the specter of unionized stoop
laborers and with that, increased demands for better wages and
working. conditions and better housing and perhaps even providing
fringe benefits to, as many people say, "these people."

The migrant worker in Ohio has seen some improvement in housing
during the past 2 years. However, for the majority of some 30,000,
workers that come to northwestern Ohio, plus their families, hous-
ing is still poor. The worker has not seen an increase in his wages
while still existing in an economy in which the price of goods and
services continues to rise.

8



In totnato harvesting, Ihe migrant has seen seven mechanical
harvestors 'in' 1969 increase to 74 in 1971. Each machine displaces r-
some 60 workers, Itmording to my information. Each machine employs
some 14 workers'for a shorter period of time. I understand that the
'mart hnniratl harvesting will use ,these workers for some 2 or 3 weeks
coinpared-to 6 or S weeks to harvest by hand.

T1)e migrant worker, one of the. prohlems, not part7of the written
testimony, but "I understand that the migrant worker helped to
harvest a .$20 million tomato crop in the State of Ohio ,this yeat.
He Kot about one7fourth.of that in wages, or around $5 million. The
rnigrimt, according to some State officials in the State of Ohio, ,is
estainatato leave some 60 to 75 percent of his wages in the community
in which he works. Just a quick estimate, from tomatoes alone, he
spent Nome $3 million here in the State of Ohio. .

, The 9u gar beet industry is, for all practical purposes, mechanized.
The pickle industry, which I understand is some 5 years new to the
State of Ohio, is already beginning to mechanize.

In short, the plight of the migrant in Ohio will soon be nonexistant.
The migrant will be left with two options. One, becoming a ward of
the bane State in which he lives, and two, pursue happiness in the
industrial ;States. Ohio happens to be,one of the great industrial Statr
of this country.

For the Senate Committee on Rural Development, this should
mean legislation which facilitates the settling-out process. A lot of
this has already been covered by people who have testified to you
today. It means that the migrant worker will have to be included in
housing plans. He will have to be included in voeational training and
free services such as hospitalization, year-round clines that serve
him, and so on.

Those that remain in the migrant stream will continue to need
services. This should mean that more and better use of existing facili-
ties should be made such as the 1971 project in Fort Campbell, Ky.,
there should be more of those. I am sure that if my memory serves

-me right, the United States has closed several military posts during
the past 10 years. Many of theseI know that the 'National Rifle
ASsoiation has used one of these military posts for their yearly exer-
cises. think that these facilities could be used for something not as
militaristic as that but they could be used to serve the migrants as
they traverse the country.

Of course, I have mentioned unionization. La Raza'Unida is not a
unionization effort in terms of laborers. So we believe that'The person
to turn to as far as solutions to the unionization of the farmworker
should be the leader in the field of unionizing fannworkers, Mr. Cesar
Chavez, and we believe he should be consulted in this area.

I thank You for the opportunity to address your committee' again
and if you have questions I will be happy to try to answer them.

Senator Humenanr. Thank you, very much, Mr. Casarez. I want to
especially thank you for your thoughtful paper here. While short it is
packed with information.

We do consult with Cesar Chavez, I wan_ t you to know. I am very
well personally acquainted with him. He is a tremendous man.

Mr. CASAREZ. 1 es.
Senator HUMPHREY. A tremendous man. We will come back to you.
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Aft% CAsAREz. Despite a growing awareness of the plight of the
migrant farmworker and efforts to aid him, in many respects Ins
situation is -worsening.

As the American society has become more affluent. the migrant,
worker has drifted further away from the mainstream. This is reflected
in the fact that his wages have remained relatively steady while the
cost of living has risen sharply.

While legislation has been passed for improved housing regulations,
enforcement has been lacking. On several occasions, outreach workers
from La 'Rua Unida have called on county sunitarians -to inspect
camps that were obviously below standards. Even at the beginning of
the growing season, the outreach workers have observed cabins filled
with flies because screens'-were torn or absent; doors that cannot be
properly latched; and mattresses that are filthy and torn. Milftants
frequently complain that garbagb cans are not emptied, and ovefflow.

Most migrant children do not receive an adequate education. There
are some good efforts being made to remedy this situation, but only pi
fraction of the total number of children benefit. The fact remains the,.
the families are on the move, even while school is in session; that their
enrollment is regarded as only temporary by the school system; and
that makeshift facilities are used as classrooms for the few weeks that
the migrant children are enrolled. For example, in September of this
year, one of our outreach workers discovered that one school system
had some 30 fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade migrant children in a
garage that was serving as a temporary kjassroom. The local elemen-
tary- schools were, in fact, already overcrowded.

The problem of education cannot be separated from the problem
of child labor. Many migrant youth are truant because they are

" working iii the fields during school hours. The parents do not send,
the children to school because theY need the added income that the
children brine. in. The crew. leaders get their percentage on the wages
paid for child labor. The grower is interested in getting the crop
harvested as quickly as possible, and welcomes a few extra hands.
itn defense, the groWers have told us that they cannot he responsible
f the parents take their children into the -1,iel& Regardless of who
s to blame, enforcement is, again, lax and the practice continues:
,Probably the biggest single problem facing the migrant is that

the very existence of hi 4 OcCupation is threatened by mechanization.
No legislation or enforcement can address this problem adequately.

This year about 74 mechanical harvestors were used for the tomato
crop in northwest Ohio, 11herelb; there were only seven .in 1969.

, Tomatoes, corn, sugar beets and cucu berspicklesare all planted
by machine. Corn iMx1 sugar beets are harvested almost entirely by
machine.

The October issue of Opportunity, a publication of the Office of
Economic Opportunity, describes the'problent.,well:

Since 1965, agricultural mechanization has grown to the point where most of
Michigan's 30 crops can he harvested by machine.' Blueberries, asparagus, sugar
beets ansuotiatoes are being picked mechanically. Cherries, of which 85 percent
of the world's crop are grown in the state, are mostly picked by machine. They
are even working on machines to harvest soft .fruits such as peaches, plums,
grapes and strawberries, and .developing substitutes for crops which are too
difficult to mechanize. The tomato, for example, is too soft and pulpy to be
picked by iron. So they, are experimenting on a tougher tomato that is more
square than round to fit the machine, according to Shrift.
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One' grower in west:it-1i Michigan is tearing .down all the 41vick,, he used to
house migrants in to plant additional acres of encumbers. He's planting s50 acres
in all and hiring ono te migrant worker to run his machine. . . . The machine will
only harvest ono erop beeause it destriiys the vines, whereas hand labor can get
more than one crop. A lot of yrowitrs are willing to take this kind of loss. They
prefer it to potting op with migrants, !musing them .aid paying them an adequate
wage.

The restilt: Only 3U men are now needed instead of :WO to harvest many (nips,
said Shrift. But the migrant is. still eintling here looking for work and state agencies
are predicting that there will he 16,00(1 here this summer 'without jobs,

While the need for farm labor will not 1w entirely eliminated,
growers have been using increasing numbers of local labor to is ork on
the new equipment. Some have stated that they will not use migrant's
after a few more years.

Although some migrants ore well WA are of the sit uiation they face,
many more must be made aware, This is evi(lent front the fact that
each year, more "freewheelers," who (10 not have any commitment
for emloyment, come to Ohio-hoping to obtain farm.. work. Some
suceeed:, many do not. (See attached letter front the Ohio Bureau of
Employment Services.) They clearly must eventually choose between
adapting to industrial employment, probably outside of their home
States, or becoming, wards of xic State because their occupation will
he "dead".

Therefore, the emphasis or ft tore legislation for the migrant should
be to facilitate the process Of ettling-out. A very important aspectof
this is to provide for opportunities to learn new marketable skills.

Housing is a critical problem for those who are settling -out now.
Future planning for urban housing must take into account the influx
of the rural poor to the citiets. In a titoader view, the migrant will be
eventually faced with the multitude of problems facing the urban
populist ion.

Thank you.
(The attachment to the statement ik as follows:)'

CASAITEZ,
La Roza Unida,
Findlay, Ohio,

COLUM BUS, OHIO, July 2.1, 1971.

DEAtt Mu. CesAnnz: As per your request, via telephone, July 20, 1970, for
Information in regards to tie farm labor situation in relation to the migrants, 1
littv'e obtained the folloWing 'from S1 g. Frank Killien :

a. The job market for the migrants is pretty much in balance throughout
the state of Ohio.-Any shortages reported are small and are easily handled
locally and most of the labor has been contracted in advance. Commitments
by farmers and the migrants have been suitably met.,

b. However, there are a number of Free-wheelers here in Ohio as well as
in other states. This has resulted through various reasons. The main one
being the increased medhanization in the harvesting of cherries in Michigan.
Ninety-five percent of the harvest is being accomplished in such a manner.
This caused arivexcess of workers with no work on hand and with the alter -
native of ,waitItig for the tomato season to begin, which will be from a week
and a half to two weeks away. It is difficult to maintain track of these
people, therefore we cannot give you any appio gate figures.

If we can be of any further help, feel free to nta t us.
Sincerely,

DELIA VORH AUER,
Migraa Specialist Supervisor,

Ohio Bureau of Employment Services.

Senator HumennEr. Rev. ,John Bank.

8 7
1
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STATEMENT OF REV. JOHN BANK, DIRECTOR, REGIONAL OFFICE
FOR SOUTHERN OHIO AND KENTUCKY, UNITED FARM WORKERS
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE, AFLCIO, CINCINNATI, OHIO

BANK. Senator Humphrey. Congressman Latta. my name is
Rev. John Bank and I am the director of the United Farm Workers
Organizing Committee. AFL-CIO, Regional Office for Southern Ohio
and Kentucky. I am a Roman Catholic priest of the diocese of Youngs-
town and a member of the National Farm Worker Ministry. My office
is located at .10l5 Vine Street. room 5.26. Cintinnati. Ohio 45'202.

I would like to address myself to one aspect of rural develojanent--
rural development in agriculture through unionization that Mike
Casa rez referred to.

As I speak to this subcommittee hearing, bills to govern unioniza-
tion in agriculture are lining proposed in a dozen States by agribusiness
spokesmen, Indigenous farm labor organizing is occurring in every
farm State. The United Farm Workers Organizing Committee, AFL
(' based in Keene. Calif.. is conducting a national drive to unionize
over a million of this Nation's farm workers.

It it~ my contention that unionization in agriculture provides an
opportunity for growth and development for farmworkers, for the
rural communities in which they live and work, and for the industry
that depends on their labor.

On JUly 29;1970. John Gintnarrit. Jr.. spokesman for the Delano.
Calif.. growers in response to Cesar Chavez' remarks at the contract
signing session Which ended the 5-year grape strike and boycott. that
everybody has heard about. said :

we. too, are happy that peace now will come to this valley. This has been a
mutual victory. The ranches will have peace and the farm workers will have
higher wages and better working conditions. Now, as a result of our negotiations
and this new contract, we anticipate a new era in the valley in which the
strength of the union and the ability of the ranches to grow crops will enable
IM to get better prices for our products so that you may get better wages.'

A month earlier,. Irdllis Roberts, who farms 48,000 acres in Cali -
fornia's San Joaquin Valley and had been a stanch opponent of Chavez
and the Vnited Farm Workers Organizing Committee, FL-CIO.,
signed a contract with the union after a strike halted the peach harvest
on one of his ranches in Fresno Comity. Roberts ealled his decision to
;;;,,i II contra v l"FIVOC. AFL-CIO. ". . . one of the hardest
things I have ever hat do."

It represet ted a big,c ange in his own thinking about Chavez and
the union. T e contract w as signed in spite of many calls from other
farmers in the area urging inn not to sign..

"It) the en If just folio .ed my own judgment." lie said. "After I
got acquain d with ('have and some of the other people in the union.
T found t enr to be sincere. I learned to like Chavez and a lot of things
we had been told about these people were not true.

"It will be good for the country if agriculture is unikmized. I think
it was Henry Ford who said it made the country when industry was
unionized. because, with higher wages. the workers could afford to

Rneord. Thumlny. July 30. 1971. No al.
"Why ThpY Maned 11101 the Tinton nollla Robert'." by Ron Ilariny, Th.. Farm

Quarterly, September Oetober 1970.

*ho
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buy cars they were making. The same would be, true with fruits and
vegetables and beef and other foods." Roberts said.3

The creation of a strong union, responsive to the needs of its Mell
bers, is already bringing development to the larmworkers who vvorlt
under UFWOC, AFL-CIO, contracts. My preoccupation in this testi-
mony will be the development of rural people through unionization
in agriculture.

Unionization will end child labor in agriculture. According to the'.
U.S. Senate Subcommittee -on Migratory Labor, 800,000 children are
employed in agriculture, comprising an estimated one-third nu one-
fourth of the agricultural labor, force. This data is reflected in Ohio
where for 4 years straight, including the fall of 1970, Ohio had
the most violations of existing child labor laws In the country. Al-
though stricter enforcement of the law by the Department of Labor
this past season has reduced the number of violations, child labor in
Ohio agriculture continues. This past September 25, 1971., I, along
with members of the Cincinnati Citizens for United Farm Workers,
watched a iwvear-old girl, a young Chicano, harvesting tomatoes on
a farm near Findlay, Ohio. The child was working a 7 a.m.-7 p.m.
day ,filling 33-pound hampers of tomatoes and carrying these
hampers to the edge of a field where they wilre loaded onto a truck.
Her piece-rate.wage was 19 cents per hamper, about 67 cents per lmn.

Child labor in agriculture is the antithesis of child development. It
is detrimental to the child's physical, psychological, and educational.
growth. And that is-proven beyond a doubt. In January the Agricul-
tural Child Labor Act, H.R. 10499, should reach the floor of Congress.
Ohioans, some of whom are present, have contributed substantial testis
niony to the hearings on R.R. 10499. Concerning this bill, which would
eliminate the employment of children below age. 14, the administrator
of the Ohio Bureau of Employment. Services told me, "This bill, if
passed, would surely help the farm accident rate of minors. We have
many children killed or maimed on farm tractors and other types of
firm machinery every year. Ohio law perniits minors of any age to
operate farm tractors."

I think it is ludicrous to imagine an auto worker taking his entire
family to the plant each day to supplement his wage. Yet, in Ohio's to-
mato and vegetable harvests, whole families must work to put together
a living wage. The difference of course, lies in the auto worker's union
wage as opposed to the farmworker's powerlessness to negotiate a liv-

ing wage.
Unionization in agriculture will provide the higher wages farm-

workers need for survival. The U.S. Department of Labor estimates
that the average annual wage for a farmworker family of four is
$2,700. This afternoon I've been listening'to members of the agricul-
tural leadershipthe Farm Bureafi and otherstalk about money. I
think this is of concern. A farmworker cannot make it any-where on
$2,700 a year as a family income.

The same Department estimates that if farmsN4rker wages were
doubled and the full increase passed on to'the consumer, this would
increase the price of a head of lettuce by a penny or two, a do en or-
anges by a penny or two, or a stalk of celery by a penny or two. We can
certainly afford to pay that. We have been demanding through the

3 Ibid..
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)I one -fifth

health needs

all

pital bill incurred when a boy in the family, upon arriving in Ohio,

. testimony given to me by one of Ohio's farmers.

leading vegetable 'farmers told me in February bf a Texas family he

Memo-
rial Medical Plan. The plan, funded by 10 cents per man hour by the

hospitalization.

coun-
ties in Ohio, organized health services are offered in only 14 counties.

tives develop at least minimal hospitalization plans for migrant
rec-

ommendation, and the State's 35,000 to 40,000 farmworkers have-no

Farmworkers in rural Ohio have no medical insurance. One of ph id.s

had an emergency appendectomy. That outrages me and yet this is the

on .Civil Rights made after public hearings held by OSAC on Octo-

for over $ per hour plus incentive wages.

recruited in the 1970 season that worked all season eb pay. for the' hos-

ber 28, 1968, was that growers, migrants, and governmental representa-

farmworkers. Three years later nothing has been done about this rec-

AFLCIO, contract entitles workers to the 'Robert F. Kennedy Memo-

One of the recommendations of the Ohio State Advisory Committee

To meet the needs of California farniworkers. every TIFWOC.,

Although migrant farmworkeris are employed in more than 30 coun-

and`his
L.T.S. Public Health Service

leans can look forward to over
ates that,, while other Amer..

years as a life expectancy, the farm-
worker's life expectancy is onl 49 years. Maternal mortality and child
mortality at birth are both 1 percent higher for farmworkers than
the national average. Influenza and pneumonia run 200 percent higher
than the national average. The accident rate for farmworkers is 300
percent higher than for other U.S. workers.

According to the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
SOO people a year are fatally poisoned by pesticides throughout the
country: Thousands of farmworkers experience daily symptoms of
pesticide poisoning which include dermatitis, rashes, eye irritations.
na iii.ien. vomiting, fatigue, excessive sweating, htiadaches;donble vision,
dizziness. skin irritations, difficulty in beathir*, loss of fingernails,
nervousness. insomnia. bleeding noses. and diarrhea.

All contracts signed by T'FWOC, AFLCIO, contain a health and
-safety section that establishes a Vnion Health and Safety Committee
to formulate policies for the use of economic poisons, protective gar-
ments, materials, tools-and equipment, and sanitary conditions. Cer-
tain hard perticides are totally banned. For -example, TIFWOC's
contract with Inter Harvest. the Nation's No. 1 lettuce grower.
states: " 2 ,4--D. 2,4---5T, DDT. DDD,.Aldrin, Dieldrin, and Endrin
shall not he used."

Such hard pesticides are harmful not only to fieldworkers but, also
to consumers. Many pesticides, not water-soluble, cannot be washed off
the fruit or vegetables and so build up within the fatty tissues of our
bodies. Ecologists are also gathering extensive evidence on the danger
of pesticides and herbicides for the environment. Union contracts pro-
moted by it'FWOC are banning pesticides and herbicides still used on
some lettuce fields in the 'Salinas Valle but prohibited in Vietnam.

'U
Irnionization

through a UFWOC coni provides a new system of
job security for the 'workers. They no I nger have to deal with the
exploitative labor contractor system or depend on their personal pull
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'with foremen or growers for jobs. Under union contract they are hired
on a seniority basis from the union hiring halt This provision pro-
vides for stability in employment. Farmworkers are also given,for the
first time, a procedure for handling grievances when they work under
contract.

'Unionization has given the fa rmworker more development in more
areas than all the legislation and welfare programs designed for his
benOt. lie is now experiencing a stability that he has never known.
Grape workers in California are taking root in communities, where
they were-merely visitors before. Their children are staving in school.

Some may say that the appearance of unions on farms in Ohio
would immediately bring on mechanical harvesting of tomatoes and
vegetables. This is not necessarily true. In fact, according to a report
presented to the Governor's Committee Studying Migrant Labor on
May 17, -1971, "Although mechanical harvesting of tomatoes is caus-
ing and will continue to cause. adjustments in the seasonal labor used
by farmersin northwest Ohio, to date, the effect of mechanical har-
veatinF upon the number of seasonal laborers needed has not been
great. "

The report offers five reasons for the slower acceptance of mechani-
cal harvesting of processing tomatoes in Ohio than in other States.
These are: t 1) A more reliable labor force; (2) slower development
of varieties adopted to mecheanical harvesting; (3) a shorter har-
vesting season ; (4) more weather risk during the harvest season; (5)
less emphasis given to mechanical harvesting by the industry.°

believe that unionization of the Ohio tomato harvesters would
strengthen the reliable labor force, without necessarily forcing the
cost of hand harvesting out of range. Unionization could help work
out an industrywide approach to mechanization that would provide
source of labor for work on mechanical Ifiirvesters, as well, as a retrain-
ing of those field hands who would be replaCed.

The alternative to an industrywide approach to mechanization is
detrimental to rural development. Haphazard or sudden mechaniza-
tion would simply force farmworkers into the city ghettoes, where
they would be .tuther victimized by poverty and by unemployment,
and where they would burden government miller than contribute to it,

Mechanization is good when it frees men from brutal and degrading
work. But the workers who hOped build Ohio agri-business and
created the wealth needed to finance automation deserve a share in its
benefits.

It is my conviethal that the solution to the problems of farm-
workers have achieved organized strength and bargaining power. Once
this is-attained farm workers will experience remarkable development.
Their development, derived from unionization, will positively influ-
ence the rural communities, in which they live and work and the indus-
try which they strive to expand.

Senator 1 ft-MPIIREL ReverendBank, I want to thank you very
much. This is a subject that does not get very much ventilation, as you
know, unless we have hearings like this.

My colleague, Senator Mondale, is the chairman, as you have men-
tioned. of the Migratory Committee and I used to be when I was in

4 Mechanical Harvesting of Processing Tomatoes In Ohio and Implications on the
Demand for Seasonal Labor." a paper presented to Governor's committee studying migrant
labor by Paul L. Wright, area extension agent, farm nainagPment, May 17, 1971.

5 Ibid.
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the Senate. 'We opened the hearings in 1949 on this very subject and
there has been all too little progress made over the years, all too little.

The conditions under which some of these workers live were just
intolerable and I am grateful to you for presenting your point of view.
It is a point iff view with which 4 have considerable sympathy, I think,
as you know.

I think these workers are sorely underpaid and all too often are
victims of the kind of employment problems that no one else wodd
tolerate.

We have witlis Mr. Barry L. Sprink, Executive Director, WSOS,
Community action Commission, Inc. We are happy you are here. WO
want to hear your testimony.

STATEMENT OF BARRY L SPRING, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, WSOS,
COMMITNITY ACTION COMMISSION, FREMONT, OHIO'

Mr. SPRIN. Thank you very much, Senator Humphrey. Congress-
man Latta.
JToday oul rural poor are faced with a bleak future. Little hope is

seen unless a commitment on the national level develops. For a while
there seeMed to bea glimneeof hope with the enactment of the poverty
program. For a short time, the poor in America felt that there was
possibility that things would get better. But our rural poor have to a
large extent been left out.

What I am referring to basically with the enactment of the poverty
program and we talk about statistics and I have heard this all after-
noon, statistics being thrown forward, I do not like to deal with sta-
tistics in that poverty is such a personal thing and it hurts people on
the very basic level, survival level, and for a short period of time, in the
mid sixties, we, began to see a decline in actual statistics, percentage-
wise, in numbers of people who were at the poverty guideline level or
below. Now this trend in the late sixties and early seventies is picking
up speed again. Our unemployment, rate is rising again. The short cool-
ing off that we had with the freeze the President put on has had a cool-
ing of effect for abont a month. Bnt in rural America, I am talking
abont the poor people, we are talking about almost half-48 percent of
all poor people live in rural areas. This is the frightening fact to me.

Seventy-five percent of all the moneys go into the urban areas to
help poor people. It does not go out. yon know.-on an equal basis. The
inequity in the system is giving it to the cities when halt (d on,pi.ople
are living in the rural areas. I am talking about people trintwell.
relate to it in my testimony here; 20 percent are elderly. Of -all, the
people we are referring to, there are 26,700,000 people who are at .or
below the poverty gnideline. and then the countless millions who are
just above the poverty guideline.

To say a family of four who is existing on $4,400 or $4,800 or $5,090,
that is not to say that family is a well-to-do family. They are poor.

What I am saying. and it has been said by ,the agentleman before
me. the arCas that we need help in in rural arch A are very simple, four
basic areas. There are numerous area we could talk above but gen-
erally, we are till king about honsing; employment; education. and
health.

Now. starting out with the horsing, in the iral area-we hal,7e no'
housing type of authority. Any housing developed bas to be done by n

(11
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nonprofit, organization. Most of these have to have seed money to de-
velop the housing to hting in a packager and develop the program ver-
sus your large metropolitan areas where you live yourand I am not
knocking the metropolitan a MIS. They have their problems, too, and
(ey penny they get is needed. What I am saying is more has to be
dc%eloped and it has to be developed on a more equal basis.

In the housing area specifically, you take tiny one of your local
ne%vspapers. pick them up and look at the number of ads for apart-
ments or houses for rent. These are not houses which are available to
low-income people. Those that are available to low-income people are
usually the ones that the landlords will not put any more money into
because the repairs would cost more than what the house is worth. And
this is what we are talking about in our migrant labor. When a person
is trying to settle down into the community. he comes to Ohio and.
you know. Ithink of Ohio as really a melting pot. 'We have got a lot
of people here from all over the world, all over the country. but
everybody who comes to Ohio initially is a foreigner from that State,
from our State. So the migrants who conic here and settle. von know.
111' just like everylanly else who has come to 11.io and settled but
%dint has happened is, we drto4r;r money --you know. $3 million of
what they earn is spent righ locally and then it says. as I have
heard stud today. that they become a drain on society.

We,, use the usefulness of a group of people and then when that use-
fulness is done. then they are of no more benefit to us. They become a
drag.

I say we have a responsibility to people. If we are going to use
people: and this is what is happening, exploitationof a group of people,.
from other a reas==educat ion.

I believe in the chicano, in the black, their cultural backgrounds.
There is mach that can be gained to teach us and to help us understand
each other, but I think our society is not geared this way. We will use
Ivliat we want and then drop it.

You know, we study in history, look it over, who do we identify with
as a chicano? Tito can a chicano child identify with when he is in the
school system f A bandido. This is the implication that is taught in
school of a Mexican-American. There is very little literature, very lit-
tle, good to identify with the good things the chicano community has
given to us.

The farm labor movement has helped just as years ago AFLCIO
and other areas of buildings and industry they helped to get this coun-
try going. It is going through the same stages now.

We go into health. It has already been talked about, and the insur-
ance. It is amazing to me that you will have the large companies that
have insurance programs for their employees and then we turn around
and we have a large segment of ourcommunity, the poor, not neces-
sarily the cicanos or the migrant. laborers, but just poor people who
Airk for hourly wages juT, not covered by any kind of insurance. This
is what I am talking about as a national commitment and only on a
national commitment can it be done because if it is tried on the local
level we see over and over again it does not happen.

What I have heard today also talking about revenue sharing, filt
ing this down, the people'who are actually concerned are not going o
he involved in this. They are not the ones that are being heard, to a' y,

at;
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you know, what their needs are. Many times it ends up at a higher
level. I see thisis what their need is instead of listening to some of the
people Who actually are suffering the problem.

My time is up.
Setiator HUMPHREY. Your testimony. is very helpful. I wanted to

hear you testify today because when we talk rural development I do
not want to end up just talking about factories and streets and sewers.
We are talking about people, an awful lot of people, a lot of people
that do not get a break in life. And ycou cannot have any development
if you do not talk people.

I want.very much to express my hanks to the three witnesses who
have;talked taus about people. I TAW!, just ask, what is the going wage
for t1443 migratory workers, let us say in a:tomato field? You said you
had about--;

. Mr. CASAREZ. I was surprised to hear some people were getting 19
edits a ,haniper. I believe the going wage was closer to 151/2 cents a
hamper this year and I think some 20 years ago it was around 13 cents
a hamper.

Mr. Lem; May I interject here? Let me say that I picked toma-
toes as a young person in Wood County. I received 6 cents a hamper.
That was not too much more than 20 year ago. I would say. that this
last year in northivestern Ohio, pickers were paid 17 or 18 cents. The
reverend.lndirated 19 cents. I do not know of any paying 19 cents but
41,aybe IlpWwere some. If you get down to 13 cents that would not be

Mr. AS4,REZ. It. started at that about 2.0 year ago. I believe it is
aliout 151:2. We have a Man in the audience from the Employment
Service who probably can give us some figures.

Senator HUMPHREY. What 'does that add up to, let us say, on an
8-hour day ?

Mr. CASAREZ. It depends on your health and your ability to pick.
It has burn- debated 3 Years in Ohio whether a man averages 90 or 100
hampers per day. or whether he can actually, if he is not lazy, pick 200
liampe'rs a day. There seems to be a debate on that. Most people would
say-it is less than 100 hampers.

Senator ilrxtriniEv. It is seasonal work.
Mr. CASAREZ. Yes.
Senator 1-IrmennEy. Let us say he would make a maximum of $30.

Really go-getters, barn burners, working 8 hours a day. 15 cents a
hamper, it would be an average of 16 cents. Say he picks 300 hampers.

Mr. CASAREZ. 200 hampers is the maximum.
Senator III-menithy. $30 a day. How many days does he get to work

like that? He does not work on days that it rains too much'; does he?
Mr. CASAREZ. No.
Senator HUMPHREY. Does be get paid for those days?
Mr. C,,xl'AREZ. He probably does not work more gran 6 days in a

Season at that rate, beeause it is also affected by the volume that is on
the plant, the acreage, including the first 2 or 3 weeks that arewhere
t hey need to get started on production.

e, In other words, it would be closer to 90 or 100 hampers at the 16 or
18 cents hegets. When it rains he does not get paid at all. And when
the picking becomes very thin toward the end of the season, the farm-
worker has no compensation. He can got out and spend the whole day
and maybe make $10 or $15.

94
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Besides, there is an illegal retainer fee that sometimes is held. The
farmer calls it a bonus. That means if he stays to the end of the season
he gets a penny and a half more for each hamper he picks. If he does
not stay to the end of the season, end of October, first of November,
then he forgets that.

This, of course, forces him to keep his children out of school, away
from the school that they would attend during the year, They would
go to school here in Ohio, then go back to 'Texas, which is where most
of the migrants are from, and begin school there in November sorne-
time. Then, of course, the farmer tries to bring him to the State as
early. as he needs them at the end of April or maybe the Middle of
Ably at the latest, again disrupting the child's schoo) year at that end.
So we wonder why farmworker children drop out of school and got
trapped in the farmworker sre,am.

'Itutator HUMPHREY. Well, I 111)1 very pleased we 11116, had this
testimony. Yon know, our Spanksh-speaking Americans are very
proud people

more
in my limited experience with them,-and it has been

mregrettably ore limited than I would want, I think that it is fair to
say that they have been very much neglected people by Government
programs. Really, it is pitiful. And I think there is an awakening
among, Government ppople but it is too slow, and again I see-
von know, I have supported organizing, the right of collective bargain-
ing. It is-one of the waysyou cannot wait for government sometimes.
ton just have to do it yourself. I think that the community ought
to wake up, I mean not this community only but the whole national
community, that the Chicano, Mexican-American, Spanish-speaking
American, is not going to takelt any longer. They are really derktuoling
their rights.

\fr. CASAREZ. If I may, an example of the area of greatist need
for the Spanish-speaking is the iniVrant worker. The OEO ligrent
Division has an annual budget of some $36 million. I understand it
takes sonic $40 million to continue the war in Vietnam. You know,
t neoret ically

Sculptor HUMPHREY. A day.
Mr. CAsAREZ. A day. If they c v us-- you know, you could run

the 0E0 Mignujt Division for 3C ears with-the funding level they
have right now:T....think Cincinnati probably. hu mori-.' than that or'
snout half that, pm tably'aronnd $15 million, in 0E0-related funds
for that area.- The \ ant Division, it is ridiculous,

Senator IlirsituinEv.- OentlemeM I am going to /see that this
testimony gets to Senator Adbi Stevenson, the chairman of the
subcommittee. We will ext-cact this testimony and get it Ito ,the
Migratory Comnlitt ye. taken over .from. Serittfor
Mondale, as you know.

I want- to tharlk you very much,- I wish we could talk more. But
we have got to get on.

Mr. SPRINK. Today our rural poor are faced with a bleak future.
Little hope is seen unless a commitment 'on the national level develops.
For a while there seemed to be a glimmer of hope with .the enact-
ment of the poverty program'. For a short time', the poor in America
felt that there was a possibility that things would get better. But our
rural poor have to a large extent been left out;

For me to expound-on all the irtoblern areas,faced by the rural poor
Iwould take much more time than what am allotted. Therefore,
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will try to zero in on four of the most urgent concerns as seen by group
that our agency has recently contacted. The four areas are housing,
employment, education, and health. To`say that any one of these is,
thi most important factor in alleviating poverty would be a falsehood.
Each is intricately interwoven with the other.

Let's start by taking brief look at housing, Low to moderate
housing in rural Areas are .definitely needed. An example of this can
be seen bt picking up any number of small -town newspapers and
reading the houses and apartments for rent. Those apartments that
you find are generally out of the reach of a person who is living on
an income at or beloW the poverty level. Those which (lo fall acces-
sible to the persons mentioned are tisttally run down to the extent
that the landlord refuses to put money into them because the cost of
the repairs would exceed the value of the house.

We have a family in our area who2lives in a house which has been
burned on the inside, and some other families which live in houses
that even lack doors and -itulows."'Not unlike the big cities, we have

. neighborhoods that have rats. Some of the children from these areas
.have come to school with rat bites around their ears and neck. Other

, rodents and vermin can be found around these same areas.
In our four - county rural area there is no authority to help bring

in low-cost housing. Any projects developed must be a nonprofit
organization who has tie seed money necessary to help in the develop-
ment. There are some Self -help houses under construction in our
area, but these are few in number and are built by able-bodied indi-
viduals for themselves. Wirt' we look at those who fall below the pov-
erty guidelines, we see that 20 percent are elderly,. 25 percent female
heads of households, 40 percent' are children- under the age of 16
years, 'And an undetertniued percentage of blind or disabled
individuals who are also not able to provide adequate hoaxes for
t house! yes.

This leads us into the second area of employment. Generally without
steady employment, adequate housing .hill he out of tlw reach of the
individual. The employment problem in this ,area is many fold. It
was explained to me by a prominent bttsinessman in our area that

peoplebeing either Black oriChicano do not have the
education or experience to qualify thenefor jobs "other than the ones
they are used to." ,When talking with sotne educators,lhave been told
that there are very few jobs that a Black or Chicano would be accepted
in. So we see prejudice slipping into the picture also. Many ofieetr
school systems in the area provide counseling to low-income studen ts,
Black, Anglo, and Chicano. It is not whether" the student is capable
of going on to college, but rather which braneh of the service he is
going intk or .whidi factory he would like to work in.

One of my Board members personally related his own experience
to me. Ile said that while in high school he intended to follow com-

mercial courses and hoped to go into business upon completing his
education. His counselor told him that he 'had better learn how to
do something with his hands since he was Chicano and would not be
able ta'And a job in the business world." What we see here is a vicious
circle which has to be broken. It is no wonder that our voting people
are frustrated and losing faith in the system.

I hate already mentioned a little about the educational Problems,
but now I would like to zero in on what I see to be one of the major
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difficultir,:. Thal is', lurk of recognition that minority groups do have
cultural heritages worthy of study. Much beaut) 'can be seen in the
art forms of .literature, music and peinriter,,, ,t, -well as scientific
contribtilions.' Our .educational ,t to i:. ba-1,1 on_ the white -ethnic
emphasizing, things brought fott h It) .1ugh) 'per,on,.' What I am
saying Itasicallv is that as it child t, grOAN in Atfid Icalting about
lift., ..it. is important . to have identification with' hi . cultural back-
ground. It is true that the. United States is .11 meltjng pot, but in
many respects we have failed Co nekton% ledve t he runt ributions node
by our minority gr(AlpS. Again \\ e -we t he 111141 r.oic,ns of onr Ything
people as they try to develop an identity as an indieyidurd.

The fourth area confronting our poor i, 'their inability to .,obtain
proper medical care. Large companies have grout) neonatale for their
employees, bill: in 11,104 Vf t he OeClInittiOn4 o f tiott. IONV-inrOille t here is
no insurance against, the illness or serious accideni. Even if there

-were, in rural America it is extremely difficult for the poor to find _a
dectorithey can afford or a doctor ho i, not overworked to the
point of refusing to accept dew patients. 1,11 thi4 particular urea, I

. feel if there were it natural commitment to increase the, number of
doctors and other niedieal personneljaintrinority groups could pro-
( de it wealth of resources. This weld& not be easy or inexpensive.
-1, 'tether illness is by accident at girt h or disease, the end result can

-4

be the same- -a nonproducttve (pendent nflividind vho is dehuman-
ized and pitied.by society.

Once again we hear't he prove ) "an ounce of pre% million, but, are
we listening? This points' to the rural area and its lark of services
aS contrasted'against the urban setting, In t he areas 1 1111V0 111(416011Pd,
whet her employment, health, or lieu itig, person, front small t owns
see these existing in urban area's and thus migrate to them.

Gentlemen, it becomes quite obvious that part of the solution to
'o urban problems will be found.- in providing solutions to those in rural

areas. By providing more money to develop needed services tind
industries in rural areas, it is very po4sible. I hat I he migration to the
(iities could be reversed.

Finally, I feel it is men like yourselv-rs \\Ito are in the position to
propose legislation that twill provide solutions to these probhuns. I

saw to you very sincerely that the credibility of N Intl yci,t1 do is already
, being questioned,by the poor people of this Nation. What is needed

now is the courage to.follow through on prnises made. .

We realize this is an election year and there will be many campaign
promises bantered about, as in the last elqei ion, But if they are not
fulfilled any better than those of the Itit election example: the
veto of the Child Development Art 1 trut Muth' fear for this coun-
try's poor. Thank you. cl' -

Semte'. HumPintEY._:\lr. Gillman, and Father ( 'harks Pit zer. We
have Clete Gillman, deputy state conservatimij,,,t, U, S. Soil Conser-
vation, Service; Father Charles Pit zer, direct or,T'ommunit y, Human,
and Industrial Development Come; and also ,lack Farrington,
executive, director of the Ohio Valley Health Service Foundation.
These witnesses will conclude our hearings here today. And I want
to express our thanks to You.

Mr. Gillman,.would you like to lead off? ,

74-041-72-7
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STATEMENT OF CLETE t. GILLMAN, DEPUTY STATE CONSERVA-
TIONIST, SOIL dONSERVATION SERVICE, U.S'. DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE, COLUMBUS, OHIO

Mr. GILLMAN. Thank you. I appreciate the opportunity to testify
here Today. I will keel) my remarks very brief. I would just like to
hit a couple of high points in our activities, particularly, in the field
of USDA rural development 'committees. This has not been brought
out too much today, altIpough the. previous witnesses inded,toucbed
base on it. We, along with .other agencies in USDA, do form the
county and State rural development eommittes and even though
progress is not what we would like to have, nonetheless there is new
work going on here, particularly by some conmainities. based on
individual leadership, I guess.

The rural development committeel are working in, environmental.
improvement as well as clommunity development. Environmental
iterprovement has not been stressed here too much today but I do
want to say we in Ohio feel very strongly that while these communi-
ties develop we do not lose sight of the need to improve the environ-

q. ment at the same time.
The committees are, very interested in land 1.1:-)e changes. At the

State level wit are- working, toward land use policy guidelines with
Director Sweet of the Ohio State Department of Development, and
we thigk Federal -State policy on land use decisions followed by Ideal
govergnental unit regulations is most important as we look toward
sound rural development.

About the soil survey work, we are trying to get as muck soil survey
work done as quickly as possible. About 31 counties are completed in
Ohio out of SS. It has a long, long way to go yet,. Only 16 of those
completed surveys are published. Soil survey interpretations tire, so
basic to many of the activities in rural development, and we just
think we neoti to me e faster in this field.

Two project-type activities 1.swoald like to touch on. Public Laid
566°, Congressman Latta, with which we have worked with you on
certain projects in this area, and B.C. & D. Public Law 566 we con-
sider a rural djvelopment activity in part. Certainly as the title im-
plies, watershed protection and flood prevention, but it goes a lot
further than that in that we do incorporate recreation, fish and wild-
life development, and hopefully, reasonable cost sharing in the future
On. site]) things as community water supplies which you heard men-
tioned here, and low -flow augmentation. I believe there are a couple
of bills now in Congreis, the Poage bill and Senator Aiken's.

Senator HUMPIIRtY. Yes. Senator Aiken is consistently in this area,
as you know.

Mr. GILLMAN. Yes; and I believe lie has come up with a bill with
many sponsors. We think this would help to further community de-
velopment because some of these smaller communities cannot afford
the cost of developing an adequate water supply. tt.C. & D. which are
multicounty projects in total resource development, sortig a com-
prehensive plan in the field of resource conservation. We think this
program has a lot of promise in the future in community development.
We are grateful for the continued very strong support out of the Sen-
ate. We think it has possibly the bes opportunity of all the U.S. aid
programs for rural development America and we think if we just
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continue down the road we are going-with R.C. & D. perhaps t ere
will indeed be the. very great improV.ement we hope fin..

I not want to say in Ohio we have one R.('.& I). project in op a-
tion, -this project in the southeast Appalaihian region, two more
are being planned, one of which was just, approved the Maumee
Valley project in Congressman Latta's district. When we get these two
in operation it will be of a great, benefit for rural Ohio.

Senator HumpintEv. Indeed, it will.
Mr. GILLMAN. Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. Soil Conservation Service, I think, is one

of the most highly regarded services in our Government. I waft, to
compliment you.

Mr. GILLMAN. The Soil Conservation Serviee (SCS) is the technical
-action agency of the IT.S. Deportment of Agriculture in the field of
soil and water and related resources: It is an ageney.which has'devel-
oped from one primarily concerned with erosion control ditring the
dust bowl days of the 1930's to an agend which today is concerned
with resource conservation and de'velopment for the benefit of all
citizens -both rural and urban.

SCS brings together the, various disciplines' needed to solve land
and water conservation problems. Its staff includes soil scientists; .
economists; agricultural, irrigation, hydraulic, drainage, stulitary and
cartographic engineers; specialists in biology, agronomy, woodland
management, plant. materials, geology and sedimentation; and the
skilled professionals developed by SCS the soil conservationists.

In 1971 the Soil Conservation Service speak:; of its mission as one
to assist in the conservation, development, and productive use of
the
limy

soil, water, and related resources so that all Americans
limy enjoy: (1) quality in the natural resource base for sustained
use (2) quality in the environment to provide attractive, convenient,
and satisfying places to live, work, and play; and (3) quality in the
standard of living based on community improvement and adequate
incorny.

The Soil Conservation SetNice joins with other agencies of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture to provide a tenni approach for services
to rural America. The Department . recognizes that the countryside
with all of its assets -space, beanty, outdoor recreation sites, mod-
erate land a.t.1 buil ng costs, water, power, and underemployed
peopleoffers an e ,ellent opportunity for expansion of industry'
and job opportuniti ; and for a suitable environment in which to
liVe. It k believed tat, if properly planned, these expanded uses of
rural areas can be c mpatible with a sustained productive agricolture.

In order to esta dish a delivery system and to coordinate agency
efforts, the Dept; tment of Agriculture hits organized Rural De-
velopment Conn ttees at the State and county levels, 'I'hese coin -
mit tees are prim rily concerned with community development and
environmental i ipkvement projects. They recognize that rural
development is wilt on local initiative and lot-al leadership, but that
it cannot depenc solely on local res-ources. There ;oust he :I Federal-
State-local coop ratire effort. Federal and State support will need to
be both techni al and financial. The Department of Agriculture is
prepared to hr. g together all of their resources and programs, and
to work with (ther Federal and State departments, to assist local
communities i their improvement and development eforo-..

9
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The Soil, Conservation Service. assists individuals, groups, units of
governments arid 'communities. This tufliistance is provided pri-
marily through soil and wa\ter conservation districts, These districts
are smbdivisions of State goVernment, and are organized on a county
basis in all SS counties in Ohio. Each district has developed a long=
range program for the coordination of the conservation and de
velopment of the natural resources of the county. They rely. upoit the
resources and programs of the various Federal lid State agenci s to
help them reach the objectives of their programs.. SCS is the 6,nly
Federal agency.' that receive's' appropriations from Congress directly
earmarked friVassistance to. conservation districts.

The partnership of the Service, as a technical agency, and the soil
and water conservation district, as a local unit of government- with
conservation responsibilities, has been most -effective over the years
in achieving resource Conservation and development accomplishments.

The Sakrvice, ill proViding, assistance to soil and water conservation
districts, generally have a small staff of professionals and technicians
headquartered in each county. They also have an interdisciplinary
technical support. staff on an area basis (multicounty) and State level.

The Service provides technical assistance on soil surveys and
interpretations and in resource, planning and application of conser-
vation practices. Land users avail themselves of this assistance
through requests to the soil and water conservation district for on-site
technical hcl

foil survey, as part of thealational cooperative soil s-urvey program,
have been completed in 31 counties in Ohio. These surveys, along
with interpretations, have been published in 16 counties. Appro*17.
mately three or four surveys will be published in each of the.n.ext
several years. Surveysoare underway in 16 other counties. County
governments genera ly pr vide vme financial assistance to the serv-
ice in the completion iese -slirveys. The Division of Lands and
Soil, Ohio Department. o Natural Resources, work with the Soil
Conservation. Service in the prepftration of these surveys. Local units-
of government recognize .these soil surveys and interpretations as
valuable resource data for decisions .on land use Planningand treat--
tnent.

Conservation planning and application assistance is provided to
individuals, -groups, and unitSof government. This may include inven-
tories and evaluations of the resources available and the problems
to be solved, or it may include a complete conservation plan and the
help necessary to install the plan. The service is provided to both
agricultural and urban users of land. Recwit authorities allow us to
assist governmental users in developing land use regulations and
ordinances and to provide back-up technical help in assuring that
the regulations are carried out.

:Tore emphasis is being placed today on project-type programs.
Two major project programs being used in Ohio, which are adminis-
tered by SCS, are the watershed-protection and flood prevention

-program (Pablic,Law 566) and the Resource Conservation and De-
velopment (R.C. & D.) program. Both1of these programs assist with
locally initiated, sponsored, and cortrolled projects. Soil and water
conservation districtS, along with -counties and 'municipalities,
normally sponsor these projects. .

The Public Law 566 program is basically, as the title implies, a
watershed protection and flood prevention program. However, as-

1 ,
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sistance is also provided to communities for drainage arid irrigation,
outdoor recreational developments mid facilities, and fish and wildlife
develOpments. lei addition, structures for water storage often in-
forporate extra capacity for municipal and industrial water and low
stream flow augmentation tis desired by the community. These small
watershed projects,. by protecting and developing resources, provide
economic opportunities for Ow commuitity and provide a setting for
further growth. . ,

In-Ohio, applications have been submitted by "oval communities for
assistance on Si watershed projects..Of these, five projects have been
completed, nine are approved for construction, and 11 have planning
undef wily. The Soil Conservation Service provides technical assist-
ance for planning and installation of the projects and financial cost
-iharin<g for construction,of the project measures.

Resotiefief conservation and development projects tire nnilticountx
projects which through coordMation of available programs, allOws for
community bettermentlbased it enNironmental improvement and.
.increased economic opportunities. 'The pr( ject plan is developed

This study is carried out by co mmit tees of lo al leaders, with 'technica l
following. a thorough study of resource pro lems and opportunities.

.guidance front Federal and State agencies. The plan consists of a.
a coordinated series of project. measures for, agricultural and forestry

- development, recreational and fish and wildlife development§, flood
prevtmtion, development of resource -based industries, and environ,,

-mental improvemeq including pollution aLatement 'and improved
beauty of tbe countryside.

The Soil ( lonserva Him Service provides both techincal and financial
assistance to R.( '. & D. project sponsors for the development of these
resource project measures. Assistance is provided for the_s'a,me eligible
purposes as indicated for the Public Law 566 piogram; however,
financial assistance from direct R.C. & D. funds is generally more
limited. The main thrust on program assistance is to bring all available
resources from on-going programs to bear through a coordinated
agency approach. A project- coordinator is hired by the Service to
assist the sponsors in working with agencies antl their programs. -

In Ohio the Buckeye Hills project in the southeast has been in
operation for 2. years, Two other projects, the Crossroads project in
northeastern Ohio and. the Maumee Valley project in northwestern
Ohio, are now developing project plans. One other application has
been submit tedthe Top of Ohio project in the west-central part of
the State.

The.Soil Conservation ;eryice has just completed-a long-range
national plan, based upon the social and economic setting of our
tuition today,'expected trends in the 'near fixture, and thei.resource
conservation needs of the country. The plan points; up important
changes in direction including increased emphasis on rural community
development and environmental improvement. The Service, in
carrying out the actions outlined in this plan, will continue to work
with soil and water conservation districts as the Primary institutions
for effective local leadership in a broad program of resource
conservation. -

Senator HUMPHREY. The next witness is Rev. Charles Pitzer.

1 0 4
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STATEMENT OF REV. CHARLES A. PITZER, CHAIRMAN'' OF THED
BOARD, COMMUNITY HU?(AN AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT,
POICTSMOUTH, OHIO

. Reverend PITZER. I think I have stabmitted my testimony..
Senator HUMPHREY. It will all be incOrpOrated, the full text, all

this testimony in the record.
Reverend PITZER. f am from southeasterp. Ohio, the Appalachian

region. The unemployment rate has been estimated to be 6 to 10
percent. Realistically, I believeit is 20.'

Senator HUMPHREY. Why do you say that? I tend to agree but-I
waut.to see if myanalysis is near yours.

Reverend PITZER. Because the normal factor in the U.S. Employ-4 ii, ment Services is the fact that yoil compute percentages on unemploy-
ment compensation. You compute those yvho come into the office.
In our Appalachian region, most.men cannot read and write. A large
percentage live out in the country areas. They do not register at the
Bureau of Employment Services and these are the people I come in
contact with. I think the very people in my programing that would
approach the BES find they keep social security numbers like crazy.
We send them to BES and they have no record. So these are people
who are desperately in need of work but do not know the system.
They are 20 years behind in our country sociologically and so tlieTe is
no way that any State agency can keep track of them,

Senator HUMPHREY. We find this in areas other than the Appalach-
ian-type area. I have noticed it in rural, many of the rural towns
up in the Dakotas, for example, in my part of the woods out there in
Minnesota. People in smaller towns just do not go to that employ-
ment office for registration. They have had part-time employment or

'employment in a garage, for example, because we do not have large
industries and they are just out of work and I asked them, you know,
are you I am with people out there a great deal. Are you registered
down at the employment office? No. I did not get into town to register.
They are just out of work.

The reason I was trying to get your observation is why you come to
your conclusions. . .

Go ahead. .

Reverend PITZER. It is a very, real problem in an area that is
ecwionaically depressed and going downhill. We have only two large
industries, khoes and steel', which are both sick industries within the
country at the present time because of foreign importS, ctocetera. We
have plants closing all the time. We have the highest percentage of
per capita of unemployed fathers on ACDU in the State of Ohio. We
have problems tht,t are unbelievable and we have all the sociological
problems that hive been stated before, within these hearings about
migration, and things of that type. We are left with the people that
donot compete edkicationally or socially in the larger cities and the
other thing, they are sociologically hung up in the Appalachian-region

I am a northerner. I came into this area and tried to work with it.
I am chairman of the board of CHID. I am director, that is, without
pay. My parish pays my salary and all my expenses. The Community
Human and Industrial Development, Inc., in Portsmouth, a group of
people who work on group techniques, deciding what itic the needs of
people/and how you meet them. One of the first things we did in. our

.8
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procedures deciding on needs was that there WaA no system whatsoever
for adult nental.rettalls or for emotionaltv, physicOly disabled people
within our area. We could dot (lo anything on the local level. This is
something I would like to speak to.

We worked with 0E0. ye started a shelter workshop, mov Al from
abandoned car garages to a very lenge brick plant that 1 ad been
abandoned 10 years, now revised into a quite efficient plant for vari-
ous operations.

We started this system to administer or work with the mental
retards and that has brought us into almost a self-supporting
situation. Then we moved to the desperate need of the Appalachian
horn,' that is, for a very quick cash situation. We started a motor
cleaning; or environmental recycling, or whatever you might want to
call it, where you take apart car motors for the cast steel and alum-
inum, and various different metals. In this way you Ow .a.J,nan on .a
system where he gains a paycheck every Friday and -this. meets his
needs ifhe is between jobs and if it is too cold, to get lumber in the
woods or whatever the matiority of our people do in -the country.

From there we found that this ivas not solving taw problem. Theo-
t reticallr, I hear all sorts of ideas here tyoday but as a practical aspect

when you live in a position that I live in, you see men who are desperate
for a job and who walk into your office and actually grown men cry
because they cannot find a job within all area to feed their kiddies.

Arid so we isolated three prioyities in our corporation. One was the
area of job generation. That is 016 first priority. -Second was job
training, and the thi1d Was a product, a product being a vehicle to
accomplish the first two.

Isolated for the State of Ohio, by Battik Memorial IV., need
100,000 family living, -units- or housing units in southeastern Ohio

Q within the4next 15 years and that is a very interesting thing to, get
involved with.

So being practical people we" dove right into it and we had complete
assurance from all various GovernMent agencies that this is fine, you
lgtiow,_we are all for you.*

I'Ve set up. a housing factory. 1 beard -;onipone talking about stick
building boluses today and in the rural areas, with .Farmers Home,
and that turns me off absolutely cold because we cannot find a stick
builderin our country who will build anything less than $30,000 home
because the market is there for those homes and the market is not
there for the poor people to get a place to live., .

We started. an industrialized system. Up to this lime we have been
dealing with OE() mid tliey are compassionate people and have few
hangups and they are very much friend* Then we started to get
involved with the Department of Labor and that was the worst
thins we could have possibly done. Their delivery systems are terrible.
Their bureaucratic hangups---fantastic. And so finally, just by
getting Senators Taft `and Saxbe a d Congressman Ilarsha in the
office we were able to work with the --still it took months to obtain
a contract. -

By the time we found out when we would get the Department of
Labor grant,-no advance notice was given to set up marketing systems
or anything, so they basically ruined otir market. Then with the
Farmers Uome) and- this is what frightens me when' you talk about.,,.
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Department of Agriculture handling these development funds, if yo
are talking about a line through them by way of grants this is very,
acceptable for economic development within Ohio Appalachia,
especially, which is the only place I know. Being right across the
river for five and a half years in West. Virginia Appalachia. If you.are
talking about administering the funds through the Department of
Agriculture you take any supervisor and you giVe him millions of
dollars to finance houses and then give him thousands of dollars to
administer the funds. So you have time lags of 60 to 90 days before
you can ever work through any type of financing,on a home.

That is probably the most, serious problem that our corporation
has. In tact, we are at a place where we are going to have to start
selling out houses on the open market to developers. ,Instead of a
person getting a house anywhere from $10,0ff0 to $13,500 they will
be paying anywhere from $15,900 to $18,900 for it because these are
the only people who have the financial ability to carry . the terrific
interest costs, et cetera, or allow us to carry on by buying for cash
from us.

The local bankers today were talking about Federal programing,
It is very interesting that as long it's the Federal program isgoing to
be financially profitable to the local bankers, they 41re gung ho about
it. Let it be to try 'to solve the problems of jobs and poor people
getting house and then they have very, very serious problems unless
the Federal peqple will guarantee the 'loans, and this raises real ques-
tions with me.

I am not a socialist but -I am somewhat of a revolutionary within
the system and it raises real questions with me if we are going to
continue hi 0E0 or in social services or in the banks or anything
else, that profit from the poor people, and this is what I think has
happened in the rural areas. The business that would be most profitable
to many banks, et cetera, within the real rural areas, the businesses
who would profit the most, are those who would feed off the needs of
the'people who are in the areas.

Now, this might be not acceptable to .some people, this type of
thinking, but I feel very seriously that there must be some system
to solve these problenis and if the Federal Government is not going
to do it, nobody is going to do it. I speak from experience and not
from theory.

And so, taking housing for an example, 60 percent of our substandard
housing is in rural areas and only 25 percent of the funds come from
the Federal agencies into rural areas, there is something drastically
wrong. I think that Farmers Home ought to. change even their sys-
tems and you all could give them enough money to run their systems
and then they could work with sight drafts, things like that. But
industrialized housing, is the 'only answer that I see to the toed of
housing and it then, throughbut all the rural areas, creates a brand
new industry that has not been tapped and it creates a possibility
for industrial development.

I am very sympathetic to farmers. I farmed around rural Ohio for
2 yearsof my life before It to college but there is a desperate
need for jobs, for people who are not farmers and es,pecially when you
get into Appalachia. I do not know low you are going to farm
because it is straight up and down in most places.
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So there is. an answer to tis and that answer that we tried to work
is that we have set up a corporation, the starting industry. Every l

man works for us, 40 men in the housing alone, have come oft. welfare.1
They are men who have not been unproductive in their lives but
they hre men who have found at one time in their life there are no
jobs within this rural area and we do not even have a city over 35,000
in our area. We have taken these men, we have trained them to'be
productive. We have set up total market systems or tried to set up
total market systems and if we continue, we will. We can train a
management and worker group of people. We can set up flow systems
for materials. We have set up flow systems for work, and so we have
done all the startup that is necessary for a new industry within a

`rural area. Once we have done this and then within 18 months we
can, with the Ohio Co. or several others who will underwrite it.
start a brand nets industry by getting a SBA loan for a new plant,
selling stock for your capital and then borrowing working capital.

We can have a smooth flow transilion from a nonprofit to a profit-
milking corporation.

I think the State of South Carolina does this. I think the State itself
takes the new industry and trains all of their people; and then, when the
new industry starts, they have a totally trained work force. This is a
very creative approach, to me. I think there are answers to the problems
of fobs within rural America, but I do not think you are going to, in any
way, be able to deal with them under present systems.

A.nd so in some way we have to find new systems, new delivery
systems, new .approaches, and I am afraid sometimes that possibly
the traditional system that we work within our communities might
have to be changed, too.

'Thank .you.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much. As you have been

visiting with us, I have been, scanning over some of your prepared
testimony. Of course, it will he placed in the record. It is a very powerfUl
bit of testimony. Thank you very much for what you have said, had
to say andI hope that, us some of our governmental officials read the
testimony, they will look at what happens when there are these
incredible delays. It is just as you painted.

Reverend PLTZER. I would like to begin my testiminy by saying
that I am a revolutionary that works within the system. I'm dedicated
to trying to solve the problems of this country, and also I Must say
'that I' am a very hostile person at this time in my life. The heart
rending poverty, the heart rendering that you experience when you
see bureaucracy that is unresponsive to the desperate problems of our
society, have a tendency to make anyone hostile, d especially if they
operate with a Christian conscience and a Chi.' iiin concern.

For 3 years and over, I have worked with. her concerned people to
put, together the Community Human and Industrial Development,
Inc., that I will now refer to as CHID. CHID started out as a sheltered
workshop for the mentally retarded. It grew ont of an abandoned
automobile garage and moved into an abandoned 5;--acre plant, with
51,000 square feet under roof. In this Operation we employed the
mentally and physically disabled, who, in this part pf Appalachia, had
no chance of obtaining gainful employment. This program was started
and funded- initially by what 1 believe to be the only true friend of
the poor and forgotten, the Office of Economic Opportunity. During

74-041-72----L8
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the workshop's growth it would come close to being totally self-'
supporting. This is true except for the fact that we constantly add new
machinery to make the shop more efficient, and to be able to handle
contracts for certain wood products that no one else can handle in our
area. The workshop is a continuing thing, it is ongoing, it is viable,
having as its customers Norf6lk & Western Railroad, Ohio Stove,
Portsmouth Casting, Dow Chemical and many other companies that
buy pallets and wood products.

The next move we made trying to solve the problems of our society
was to isolate some of the needs of the area. One need that we isolated
was that many of the lower economic social groups itnive a need for
short -term work, if, for some reason they are out of wotk, or cannot
find any permanent employment. They need something 'to do, amply
to be able to feed their wife and kiddies. Because of this, we started
what we call a motor cleaningqpgration which basically consists of
taking apart used automobile engines. We could call it environmental ,
recycling possibly, but, it has to do with separating the cast, the
steel and the aluminum out of automobile engines, then we sell each
metal to industry within, our area. This, naturally is a: marginit
operation but it only allows people who need to have quick cash to
solve their problems: When we first advertised for men to take motors
apart in the newspaper we had, about 500 applicitions. It is.the hardest,
dirtiest job I know of. This can point up some of the problems that
we experience within Scioto County, winch is an Appalachittnregion.

Our Bureau of Employment Services will list 6- to 10-percent un-
employment, but it is quite realistic to say we have a 20-percent
unemployment factor within our county. We also have the highest
percentage per capita of unemployed fathers on ADCU in the State
of Ohio. Our population is declining, our economic base is declining
and jobs are impossible to find. We have prpblems that are hard to
comprehend when you live in any other part of the country.

The sociological fact involved, is that, these are not people who
have beyn basically unproductive and used to living as unproductive
members of our society. Granted they do not have the educational
standards to compete i ...,many of our large cities; but the majority of
the men who are une lbyed are men who, at one time or another,
were productive. Now t ey have a crisis point in their lives when you
cannot find a job. Naturally they become very bitter and very hostile
when they feel no one in our society or the Government cares.

Following the period when we ,set up the motor cleaning we went
through a time of self-examination, and through a time of group work
to isolate the needs of the area and how to meet the needs. The priori-
ties we came up with for CIIID were job generation first, job training °
second, and a product third. Then working with Battelle Memorial
Institute in an Appalachian study, we found that the product most
desperately needed iithin Ohio Appalachia was housing. One hundred
thousand hodsing units are needed within the next 15 years. We felt
that this product then created, or made possible, the vehicle to do
job training and lob generation using the modular sy:;tem of building
houses. A

If you would ask me why I'm hostile, I might say then the only
answer I would give you i-; the bureaucracy in this country, and the
poor delivery system of the various arms of government. .
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URg to the tim when we started the lion-ring factory, we were dealing
mostly with loc moneys and foundation moneys withiwour on area.
We , ere dealing with 0E0, who is a friend. Then we had to moveinto
a wider range an I deal with more established groups within the gov-
ernmental structures.

We began by dealing with'the Department of Labor, a very interest-
ing department. If we-would4'omp e how many man-hours, how many
meetings and how much travel the Departmeyt of Labor needed to
give us a simple jobs-optional training program,you wbiad-see why
it is interesting. Over year and a half we compute that the $45,000
that we were to get on the jobs opt:opal pregra7n would he more than
doubly(' by thr administrative expense of the Department of Labor.

Possibly I'm terrikAy touchy about in own honor and .about my
motivo when I am tin unpaid volunteer who puts a good 60-hour week
on CHID, 20 hours a week on my church and my church pays my

lary and my expensb account. The 450-odd souls that I am re-
ipponsitle for are very understanding, very lovable, concerned peoplel

who let me do this. But, I heeome hostile at a governmental system
that is supposed to solve the problems- of unemployment., but in some
way, have no contact with 'the people \\ Ito are unemployed. Many
people can't understand how I feel, when I it in my office and inter-
view men by the hundreds for 30 jobs7To see grown men it and cry
,because they have looked for a job for'fi months, they have no unem-
ployment and the welfare office turns them off. 'Po see grown men cry
because they want to feed,their children does something to you. It can
be a.positive or negative effect on a man like me; who, as my union
Mends say; a verf dangerous person because I am a free man within
this society, as is possible, because no one can pressure me. I am willing
to show nIy concern to the problems of human beings out of Christian
conscience any time that I can.

I think one of the problems that we had. was a Rhodes administra-
tion in power in the State of Ohio, and' their main theme was that
profit is not a dirty ward in Ohio. They turned us off cold, they would
not talk to us, and they couldn't understand the questions- we 'ask
them about jobs. Whe_ people are trying to (I() \\ 110 we are trying
to do under a nonprofit ,System of training people for IS months,
and then selling Mock to start a new industry in the community, to
give on-going and profitable sobs. For when they turned us down at
the very beginning, does that mean that hunger; lack of ,dignity in
not having a job, are these not dirty words then? Because of the
former administration and the Department of Labor, we had to go to

;Washington and have a meeting with two Senators and a Congress-
man. Then it took 4 months after this to obtain a job training contract..
We had our markets set up and we lost our markets because of time
lag. You begin to wonder if anything can ever be done in our society
to try to solve problems, to make people productive and to supply
jobs: How do you innovate new systems so that you can train people
under a sheltered system and then love them into a profit making
company. it's interesting to note, and I think it's South Carolina

ithat does this., The State itself trains the men so that when a new
industry comes in they have trained men. Our State was never that
enlightened, but, we, as nonprofit concerned dedicated people tried
to do it and there doesn't seem to be any way.

10';
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Once again, I Avant to-impress upon everybody's mind that through
till this 'chaos, there %vas very few ftoups that are the friends of peopler
like mit. Thu friend of the people in (lire and desperate need, people
who want to work, people who want to feed their kiddies, people
who want to'have some dignity within human life, and theyhire the
Office of-Econona Opportunity, and the present State administration..
They inqe their promises and they carried ihniugh with their
promises. l'hey, at !cyst gave us a-chance.

When %ve could supply decent !Musing to people for $10,000 a
11%14, 1,100 (plare feet,,aly1 still make enough to cover all expenses,
have a little bit of a cushion, then we ware winners. When we could
turn out three houses a week, when we could, in some way, show
what could be done with low skilled, low educated people, and then
because of the Department of Labor we lost our. sales contracts.
Because of the slowness in the bureaitcracy we lost our inamentum.
Everything is in the balance, now as to whether we continue. There
needs to be a reevaluation of the whole governmental system, there
needs to lie a,%vhole reevalutat ion of bureaucrats that are unresponsive
to the people in this country. Possiblylaws need to be changed to
allow, people like its to find, a home or at least to exist.

Another group that J am very 'sympathetic with, but they can't
help solve the type of problems we are dealing with in the Appalachian
region, is Farmers Home. I have my thing about them too. They
move very slowki. It is not their fault, it-is the fault of the legislative
branch of our -Government. We can allocate millions of .dollars for
loans. through Farmers Home, but we only give them thousands of
dollars to hire,_people to administer the loans. Any given county
supervisor has to take ears' of sewage. and water,, homes and farm
loans, and,reltabilit Minn loans. Our supervisor who has three counties,
finds that there is no human way that he can possibly administer
the moneys given to him. 1"

When we speak of proper housing I.would sincerely,hope that, the
. Federal guidelines would not be changed to allow for mobile lionkes
to be financed by Farmers Home. Mobile homes tome are kleenex
housing, whin they axe needed they are needed desperatTly. rn many
areas we need them ,desperately t oday; but when systems are developed
to supply housing that will appreciate rather than depreciate I feel
that they are not needed for the poor people's market, because,they
can't afford them. The elderly, the young coulph%, may need the
mobile home, but why should we take some poorAruy that works like
a dog in a gas station or in the lumber pirds or iii the forest, who
makes $60 to $70 a week and putt him into a mobile home that in
10 years will be depreciated? Why not put him into a normal house
that he can finance ovq-the Farmers Home 33-,year period, and by
the time he pays for it, it will be worth more thanwhen he bought
it under the inflationary system that we live with in this country?

To finish up this part of my testimony yAich comes from very gut-
teaking experience, I, plu.sonally do not know an answer to dealing
with the problems of unresponsive Federal agencies or conservative
bankers, tofthcaring power groups within the Appalachian region. I
know that lihave an answer' on how to employ people, how to train
people, how to put people in decent housing, and, hovein a very real
way, to btiilt1 new,industry within the Appalachian region, to give
ongoing jobs and hope to the people )3tho live there. When, in some
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way, you"can put. together the society to solve its problems then, and ("-
then alone, will We have a country'we can respect.'

My final word is an explanation that 1 tuna pragmatic thinker. Pm
not a theorist, I'm one of those techniciatts within ouriesociety- that

. been .highly trained throdgh my own experience, who has been highly
educated,. because Illy church requires it. I am sensitive to the needs

. of others, and I have an ability ,to organize and to put things together.
.1 find at nights, sometimes it -is hard to sleep in my very beautiful
rectory because of the desperate conilition of many of my brothers.
They are not-people who dd not want q, chance, all they want is a.
chance to prove that they can do soihething, that they can work, that
they:can, llold a job, btit when you have 20-percent unemployment,

. .how .do they find a job.;';' ,

- We have been able tti put people who lived in chicken, coops, and
I mean- thiS literally, live-in' chicken coops, into decent homeS... Old

`'People who live in shacks and could not go, through th6',, winter move
into. decent houses.

sometimes just DA Why? Why? Why, do I takr a chance on
ghortening my life, Why do I affect my fq,mily, why do I ruin my career
within the church for the good of these., people, for the good of God's
children? 1 have the 'aiiSwer gentlemen, and can theoretically give
the arahvei from a Christian point of view. I can Say, it is because of

.man's sinfulness that I run ,into these problems, of man's selfishness
and self-concern. I copout on the whole situtaion by blaming
everything on other people and possibly other people are to bl une,
and, yet I must always take a share of the blame because I aii a
m bee of_this race, of this human race.

here must be aq answer somewhere, somewhere hopefully, within
the system to the plight of the innocent poor, to the-rural American
who has been passed.by tcAhe ApPalachian pobr..who dagn't stand
a chance. There, must be some way 'to create jobs, that .are not deailend,
like political jObs,run Local government officials.. There must be
some why to.get people into houses, without paying through the,nose
by the Federal financing systems. There just-, in some way, must be a
way4hat we can give people dignity, that we can let them live with
honor, that we can give,them a chance to show them that somebody
Cares.- The only answer' they to' get from every area is simply
that our society just doesn't giVe a damn,

Senator HUMPHREY. Next is Mr. Fai-rington.

STATEMENT OF J. E. FARRINGTON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, OHIO
VALLEY HEALTH SERVICES FOUNDATION, ATHENS, OHIO ,/

. .
Mr. PARRINGT014. Tha k you, Senator Hemphrey. It is a pleasure

to 'appear before you to discuss our experiences in southeastern. Ohio
as to the need and im ct of rural health ,development programns.
I have been, sitting here several hours listening to others testify
and have wondered why I was held as "anchor man" to the hearing.
I've thought of two reasons: one, because health or the lack-of health
service:] in .rural areas has received much comment this afternoon,
and I appear to be the only person tooffer Kati y'on this problem,
or, two, because you wanted to end thef lI arihg rt311 a note of
optimism
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Senator HUMPHREY. That is what we want. A little upbeat before
we leave you herd.

Mr. FARRINGTON. Fortunately, the, seven rural counties triat I
represent have been designated by the Appalachian Regional Com-
mission as one of the 13 health .dernonstration areas 'under section
202 of Pfibli9) Law 89-4, as amendelf. As you know, the Appalachian
Regional Development Act of 1965 is one of the most daring ex-
periments for rural development, on a regional basis, ever attempted
b'x,rortgress. Our seven counties in rural Ohio,' -which 'are, part of the
Appalachia a health experiment are typical of the other 2,800 rural
&duties in the -United States. Weihad, and in certain arep,s still have,
all of the con'imon health problems..1-lealth services Were not readily

`accessible. Services were-not availalile. Often- the-.services that were
available were ,noriteceptable. There was no continuity for patient
referral: There were-noarternatives to acute" care. Except in rare
cases, there was no public accountability for how8the health dollar
was consumed or expended. Over 5p percent of the families in our
area earn $5,n00 and less, These people are medical indigents. Evon if
there fisiid existed e portal of entryfor serviceand the necessary
facilities and professional manpower to care. for their basic health
maintenance needs, these people could not afford treatment. We were
really in trouble.

In order to upgrade the delivery of 'health services in our area
through health planning and the Appalachian investment, we have
attempted to provide expanded services by making theM more
readily available, accessible, acceptable, accountable with continuity
of services with varied alternatives to patient management. This has
resulted in:

1. The devillopment of an interrelated hospital system of eight
facilities ;within 30 minutes or less driving time for all area residents.
These facilities offer or will offer the total range of services to include
ambulatory patient centers, emergency room facilities, acute, diag-
nostic, rehabilitative, long-term care and outreach home care pro-
grams. Nowhere in rural America will you find a hospital complex of
this significance.

2. All of the health and educational facilities wilt be interlinked
with a microwave (video) two-way audiovisual network that will
unify the systpm and eventually bring about shared services to
conserve scarce resources and facilities placement of the nonphysieian
in remote areas as a n.ewAportfil-of-entry for primary Health care. The
system will upgrade the4quality of patient care by bringing the
consulting health specialist to the bedside of the patient and augment
the rural health providers ability to render the highest quality of care
that normally can only be obtained in our major teaching medical
facilities. The initial medical. school involvement will be at Ohio State
University, but we hope that eventually the systeni will in-Alive the
medical school at Cincinnati and Morgantown, W. ya. This would
make the network available to a much larger rural area and population.

3. The development of a regional health manpower training
institution foittraming our indigenous manpower Pool-into new health
skills through an associate degree program, to .supply the manpower
needed fpr our expanding health service c''timplex.

.4. ,The initiation and provision of outreach family planning,
,maternal and child health care programs.

110'
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5. T e development of comprehensive Child development programa
for earl, case flOing, evaluation, 'definitive health care, educational
and tr mg services. To include day care centers and rehabilitative
services om preOenception through early childhood.

6. The evelopnaent and provision of emergency and invalid trans-.
portation ystemeor the sick and injured rural population, controlled
by radio spatch'and alert system.

7. The evelopment of specialty centers for t;uch chronic diseases
as black lu g, TB, alcohol, and drug ablise.

8. There is. an -extreme. shorts of physicians And other allied'
health professionals in our area. We have roughly 50 physitians per
100,000 population in comparisoh to the national availability of
150/100,000. There is indeed a ,maldistribution if not an actual
shortage in the Nation: It appears that the rural areas are suffering
moStfidm this \imbalance. In our area the available physicians are
phasing out of practice faster than- replacements can be recruited.
Our .present physician population is predominately over age 50, with
only 14 percent under age 40. Our problems will become more acute
during the nex 5 Years when the 26 percent over age 60 retire.
We are atteinp ing to correct these shortages by .using money to
assist in the rel cation and practice start up cost to meet our im-
mediate needs. F r the long haul, we will' be placing medical students
'under colitract b subsidizilfg their educational expenses for a com-
raitmentAla practi e medicine in our area once they are lic6sed.

Thn,efbove are oily a few of the highlights of what our agency has
been koing over e past 4 years in trving to rdsolve some of our
ruraUproblems. This has not been inexpensive. We have invested
apprOximately $14 million in Federal funds, which has stimulated
ronkhly $40 million in health service components. The 26 million that
augmented the Federal grants have been raised through many unique
approaches, gifts, loans, and fee for services have been the major
source of local funds. We still have a long way to go, because it is
still hard to get into the system. Our major weakness is still the lack
of finances for personal and public health care services, and the short-
age of primary care entry points for the people to enter into the
system to take advanta e of the health resources that are or will be
available to them in the near future.

I am not here today t claim that we have found the solutions to
rural health problems, it. I believe w0 have demonstrated that
comprehensive health plan ingas envisoned by Public Law 89-749,
with funding assistance to plement the planas provided by Public
Law 89-4can be successful. A well - conceived plan and priority
determination, coordinated and devised by community participation
the community trustee conceptis only as good as the communities'
ability to implement the needed programs. Implementation of a
plan requires money, but Money, alone will not assure the provision
of quality health services.

It appears to me that there exists between Congress and the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare, a dichotomy between
congressional intent and administrative implementation. I could cite
for you many other examples of conflict, but for the sake of time, I will
limit myself to this one.

On March 1, 1971, President Nixon said in a Wliite House address:
There 4 a shortage of doctors and medical personnel in this Nation; but there

is also a problem of distribution of medical services. Those in remote rural areas
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often feel this lack more acutely than those in the inner cities. Wenean to provide
Federal assistance to guarantee that the sick and injured in rural sectors of America
have the opportunity for the same high quality care that is available to Americans
in other places. To help bring such services to rural areas, we propose to establish
new area health education centers in medically under-served areas, and expand
programs to 'encourage doiors, nurses, and physicians' assistants to serve in
scarcity areas. '

, We in rural America applaud this laudable set of objectives and are
pleased that health, Ame third largest industry, is receiving the
national attention that i ut, we at the grassroots level of imple-
menting health services that a set of "objectives" without the
wherewithal to implement them is just another futile mental exercise.
Legislative health assistance programs devised by Congress to help
overcome our profslems are all too often inadequately funded and the
implementing regulations are aimed at the ever- growing problems of
the metropolitan centers and are not readily adaptable to the rural
health crisis. The legislative efforts ,are as fragmented and disjointed
as our critics say the health care system is.

The health practitioners are asked to change their method of provid-
ing health services. They ar6 asked to innovate and try new methods.
The 'President has suggested using physibian assistants to serve iti
scarcity areas. There is a growing. interest throughout the health care
system to do just thishowever, medicare/medicaid regulations and
other legal restrictions clearly prohibit payments of physicians' fees
unless the physician and patient come together face to face. Specifically
prohibited are payments, for nurses and paramedics working from
standing orders and telephone consultations with physicians.

Senator HUMPHREY. So really, what you have is a systep that
authorizes something that just does not permit it to work.

Mr. FARRINGTON. Right. The system for finan, g health care and
innovations is like the dance step ygtl referred earlier. One step
forward, two back, a shuffle to the right a sh to the left, two
steps forward, a step back.

Unfortunately, the reimbursement meths will become a greater
problem as we implement the first phase of a fig- distance microwave
telediagnosis video systemthe first in the wo dfor a run 1 popu-
lation in southeast Ohio next year. When we p ce the none ysician
in areas of scarcity, as suggested by the Prs-ident with f ds for
reimbursement provided by Congress using the most dvanc
automated technology available to insure physician's su rvi n
for patient, evaluation and quality of care, who will pay the bill?
It is now time for a marriage of congressional intent and adminis-
trative implementation in order that national philosophy can be
realistically achieved. In other words, the actions of the left hand
should be synchronized with the actions of the right (no pun intended).

It appears to me that while we are addressing ourselves to rural
development legislation, that the health component should be designed
to fit the unique problems of a rural population and not left to evolve,
as an afterthought, from the urban economic, ethnic and racial
crisis. I think we must face the actual fiat that rural health care is
different and initially will be more expensive than that for an urban
population. If we are to do something other than give lip service to
the growing expectations of our rural people, we must also be willing
to pay the price. The factors that will influence the cost of rural
health care are many but a few of the obvious are7a, higher per-
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centage of over age 65, higher chronic disease rates; poor transporta-
tion systems; wide dispersal of population (for instance, in 011E area
220,000 people are scattered over 3,000 square iniles, opposed to a
city where this number can live in a radius of a few square blocks) ;
high accident rates; no emergency patient transportation system;
inadequate and often obsolete medical facilities; extreme shortage of
health professionals; and an insufficient tax base to finance necessary
public services (to name only a few). .

Why are we throughout rural America still experiencing these
problems? The cause and effect have been known for years!

I think Congressman Roy of Kansas hit the nail with a solid whack,
when he addressed the House on November 11 on the Health Mainte-
nance Organization Act of 1971. His comments and our experience in
southeastern Ohio should be carefully evaluated when this subcom-
mittee makes its recommendations on a rural development program,
particularly as it addresses the health issue. Mr. Roy said:

Why does our health care system have problems with availability, accessibility,
and continuity? The answer must be one of responsibilityfor no one, no group,
no agency, no individual in our society today is responsible for assuring that
health care is deliveted to our people. No one is responsible for securing doctors
for our .riir I and Inner city populations. No one is responsible for assuring that
servicesd dors, nurses, clinics and hospitalsare located, operated, and sup-
ported by other social services in such a manner that all of those that need health
care can receive it. And too ofEen no one is responsible for asstoing that the indi-
vidual patient is approached and managed as ah individual peMn, with a history
and a personality, not merely a- discontinuous, unrelated nober of physical

' problems.
Who should be responsible for organizing the delivery of rural

health? My contention is that comprehensive health planning agencies
are viable mechanisms with the ability to accept this challenge. How-
ever, they lack the authority and funds to implement the product of
their efforts * * * the community identified priorities resulting from
the planning process. They should be granted the authority to control
the expenditure of a portion of the health dollars in order to assist in
the reallocation of our scarce resources on a regional rather than a
local basis, when this approach better serves the health consumer.
Funds from some source must be made available to assist in the
necessary start-up cost for new services and the reimbursement

. formuli must permit flexibility so that the health provider can direct
the consumer to the proper level of care in the most, economical
manner, thus opening up alternatiVes to acute hospital care.

I would hope that in the new legislative proposal that a specific
mention would he'made as to the need for a health portion of the
State plan and the commitment of funds to this end. Also, that those
health demonstration projects authorized initially under section 202
of the Appalachian Regional Development Act of 1965, be afforded
the opportunity to complete their demonstrations until fiscal year
1974 with sufficient funds not only for vontinutttion of component
projects, but for new .projects as well to complete the overall demon-
stration as set forth in our 5 -year, developmental plans. To cut off
funding assistance at this point could well jeopardize the investment
to dater and the effort developed may be lost to the national interest,
and particularly to rural health development.

Thank you, sir.
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Senator HuMPHREY. Well, I want to thank you, sir. I hesitate to
cut this off but I find out we have got severe weather problems and I
have got to get back for an executive committee meeting tomorrow
morning of the Committee on Agriculture. We have got a little
problem there that we are tryivg to take care of. I was going to

lklinneapolis, I want you to know. That was my intent but I have had
to change.

As we close these hearings, I want to merely mention That the-
record remain open for a period of 10 days for additioRal state-
ments xfr any additional testimony.

Secondly, those that did not appear today that were scheduled to
appear, their testimony will be incorporated in the record as if they'
had Pf.esented it. If they have not made it available to us now, we will
be back in touch with them to make sure that they do get their
presentations in.

Then I would like. to suggest in reference particularly to your testi-
mony on health, that we zmay get in touch with you because we are
going to do a special report on thewe plan to do that, special health
aspects in rural America. We will take this along but we most likely
will have somebody from our professional staff get in touch with you
and f am sure your Senators are knowledgeable of this as the Congress-
man has listened attentively to you here.

I would hope that you might share this testimony with the two
Senators and it might be very well all the way across the board to do
that. This helps build an understanding, of the probleMs so that we do
not look as if we are coming in with information that is unrelated .to
specific problems in the area of Ohio. .

Other than that, all I have to say is an eSpression of thanks for your
patience and your participation. We will try to be mindful of altiof
your suggestions.

I find myself much better informed after today.
Congressman Latta?
:Mr. LATTA. I lust wan commenk Senator, that I an pleased to

.hear the te- y I ect ying that the health program of Ap-
palachia has been somewihat successful because all the other testimony,
has been just the other Way. I was beginning-to wonder whether or not
any of the programs we have been ,passing for years and years, es-
pecially for Applachia, have been in vain and I think perhaps, Senator,
we ought to take another look at that Applachian program because
from the testimony here todiiy they just have not been doing the job \
with the exception of the health program.

Reverend PITZER. Well, the legislation of Appalachia is so res trictive,
in an organization like I mentioned CHID, we cannot fit under'
Appalachia. We can fit under the Department of Labor, so Appalachia
is a new issue to me in a sense, although I know the fantastic good it
has done in our area because Bill Harsha is very much inyolvedin it.

Senator HUMPHREY. I look upon some of these programsthey do
not all do the job, sort of like someone who has arthritis. We do not
have any cure. Somebody said are you not taking aspirin? He said yes,
but. it does not cure it. He said hoW would you like to. be without
aspirin? And agaiif, I know that some of these programs do not cure it
but they do get at some of the problems, 1 think.

You know, my original training was in pharmacy. I can always
keep that on the record because politics i precarious, as I found
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out but I learned something about that. If you give an underdosage
it would be better if you did not give anything; 25,000 units of peni-
cillin for an infection is about as useful as going out here and taking
and having a gumdrop, maybe actually less useful. A gumdrop has
some dextrose in it. It would be more helpful. But if you give them a
million units it most likelywill have a remedial effect, help clean out
and cure that infection.

Part of the problem with these Federal programs is that we just
plain do not live up to what we say we were going to do. We give big'
authorizations which is big news and then comes along the applopri-
ation.s. Take a look. We heard a lot abouttsewer and water for rural
America. Fifty percent of those fiMils are being held back.

Mr. FAnatNorox. May I coniment?
Senator HUMPHREY. We had people here from the REA speaking

about rural telephones. A lot of those funds are 'being held back.
There may be reasons for it but I want to say that, you know, we
'cannot knock the program if we do not put the funds in. If you go a
hundred dollars here and you are in need, oo use saying the human
body is weak if you only have half the amount of blood you ought to
have. You have got to get pumped up and much of.what the problem
hero is that we just do not get at it.

The housing problem; I listened here to housing. Here we have the
aerospace industry. The aerospace, industry is a construction industry
with vast amounts of research and development.

Now, any company that can make a fuselage for a B-52 or a 747
can make a house and make no mistake about it. And they can make,
good ones and there:are new materials, there are new methods, and
there are new ways of &ling things, .and we have got to find a way to
get at it, but part of the problem is even on the so-called prefab housing,
modular housing, it takes a lot of financing and when you have got
the uncertainty of interest rates and closing charges and the availa-
bility of moneys it is hard to get geared upfor it, but if you go to a
company and make a contract, if the Government really in a sense
underwrites a contract, and to the building tradesman and say, look,
here is a contract for 250,000 units of housing.and you have ga guar-
anteed employment for the yearyou do not have to work on a
seasonal basisyou would be able to produce that housing.

We can produce good housing right now. Good three-bedroom
homes right now can be produced and they are being produced for
$12,000 but they are being produced by small little plants. It is like
buildinglike General Motors trying to get by on producing 5,000
cars a year. But General Motors has financing, so it can produce
millions of cars and this is the way you are going to have to do it in
some of these big needs of ours.

*Well, I have my own prejudices on these .items but the main
prejudice I have is we are unwilling to break with the past. We are
just plain unwilling to try something ,iew around this country. We
keep on buildingwe are building houses like they built them in
the time of George Washington and Queen Elizabeth, one at a time.
If we built automobiles that way we would all be walking and
bicycles would be our main form of transportation. We do not build
houses one at a time.
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Reverend PITZER. Senator, one thing. I agree totally with you.
When 40 men who have been on -welfare can turn out three to four
houses a week, three-bedroom 1,100-square-foot houses equal to any
stick-built house, that is a new system.

Senator HUMPHREY. You bet.
Reverend PITZER. But why do you have to fight so hard to get _a

new system?
, Senator HUMPHREY. I do not know.

Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 5:55 p.m the hearing was concluded.)
(Additional statements filed for the record are as follows:)

Hon. HUBERT H. Iluftenimr,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY: Our cooperative would like to express its support
for your continued efforts in behalf of rural development and In particular your
sponsorship, of S. 2223, the ConPolidated Farm and Rural Development Act.

Lake States Forestry Co-op is engaged in several programs to provide Kilrvices
to loggers and lumber processors in rural Minnesota, Wisconsin, and the U.P.
of Michigan. Our major activities are a technical assistance progranb to help small
sawmills and related processors bedorne more efficient, and the operatiA of a
lumber inseketing service for small mills. We have been operating since February,
1970 and our business is gjlwing steadily..

Our staff has been providing technical assistance to Weal entrepreneurs and
business enterprises striving to start new wood using businesAes expand.present
operations. In almost every case the development process is hindered by in-
adequate financing. In many cases these businessmen are unaOle to get help from
existing financial programs (SBA, EDA, Banks) because of their limited financial
resources, lack of busibess experience, or simply because of the rather tightly
drawn policies of the agencies involyed. I

The present financing system does provide help to rural pcOple but too many
good, solid business and public investments are left in the feasibility rejitgt stage
and are never implemented;
-Enactment of S. 2223 would stimulate the economic development process in

the rural areas by supplementing the financial and credit services which are now
available. The major service as we :tee it would be the provision for business loans
for acquisifiorand improvement of real estate, for purchasing new equipment and
working capital. The wood-using businesses that we deal with are fully capable of
paying current 'market interest rates so that interest rate supplements alV not so
critical tO the development process. The provision of the business loan type of
financing is the key to rural economic growth.

However, we belielk that the ,business loans must be paired `with-a strong
technical assistance program to insure overall success. This assistance should be
provided both by personnel of the regional development banks and skilled persons
from the various federal and state agencies. It is important that the technical
assistance be recognized its an on-the-ground function which can only be provided
by persons who have specific technical skills needed by small busiossmen, public
officials a,nd other recipients of funds. Our experience indicates that in situations
where solid technical assistance is available the success ratio of development loans
is high. However .where technical assistance personnel adhere to the concept that
assistance should be provided at a distance and only in emergencies, failltfe rates
ate high.

Th order to strengthen the technical assistance portion of S. 2223, we would
recommend that an additional appropriation be made by the credit agency to
support appropriate techni.cal personnel in existing federal agencies who possess
skills needed to assist in organizing new btisinesses and assist these new businesses
through the difficult start up period.
"' To insure the equitable distribution of credit funds and services of the agency,
We believe that the present language of S. 2223 should be modified in Section 566
to insure that the high credit'needs of the State and local governments and mimic -
ipal do not absorb the lion's share of the credit and services available.
We would hope that the Act could in fact set the maximum percentage of funds
that could be allocated to various types ci potential users.

DULUTH; MINN., November 29, 1971.
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Our coop's members are encouraged by the'tremendous potential for egonomic
development which it contained in the consolidated farm and rural development
act. We are certain that if the credit and financial se, vices outlined in this act
were presently available, the economic situation in our hree state area of opera-

. tion Would be significantly improved. We trust that you will continue your efforts
on behalf of this bill and the entire rural development p gram.

Sincerely yours,
JOHN E. FISHER,

Director, Lake States Forestry Cooperative_

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. POOLE, VICE PRESIDENT OF', MARKETINO,
TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY, TOLEDO, OHIO

I am William R. Poole, vice president of marketing for the Toledo Edison
Company. I have lived virtually my entire lifetime in Northwestern Ohio. In my
present position those directly responsible for the activities described below re-
port to me. It is with this background that I address myself to the subject of
rural development in Northwestern Ohio.

_Toledo Edison Company, an investor-owned electric utility, serves 2,500 square
miles of Northwestern Ohio; mostly rural.

For several decades our coMpany has been leader in helping these rural areas
to maintain economic and population stability. Our approach has been two-
pronged. First we have worked directly with the family farmer, providing infor-
mation and technical assistance to help him operate his farm profitably. V4 e have
also worked with the smaller communities in an effort to attract industry which
not only bulds up the tax base but offers jobs to the people in the surrounding
rural areas.

We haVe met with considerable success in both efforts. The farms in this area
are among the most productive and profitable in the nation and virtually all of
the small communities are gainin* in population. I might add that these successes
have required a tremendous amount of time, well-trained manpower, patience,
perseverance and, above all, cooperation ut the local level.

Appreciation of the impOrtance of agriculture and "agribusiness" to the total
economic stability of Northwest Ohio is evidenced by the Toledo Edison Company
maintaining a staff of agricultural engineers since 1937 and an active area develop-
ment team since 1951.

The aim of the agricultural engineering staff is to aid in developing sound
agricultural programs which will benefit the family farmers in this area. We
recognize that profitable agriculure means economic vitality to the local rural
communities because. money from the sale of crops or livestock turns over at
least three times before leaving the community.

In addition to working directly with the farmer in solving his technical opera-
. ting problems we have also worked to provide rescrach and economic data useful
to farmers, financial institutions, and other business related to agriculture. This
is a broad and long range approach which provides the information necessary to
help the agribusiness of the area recognize the opportunities in certain agricultural
products as they develop. This effort helps the farmer adjust his business to the
times.

To accomplish the ends the Toledo Edison Company employed one of the
nation's most respected agricultural research firms to make market research and
economic feasibility studies of highly specilized agricultural operations exclusively
for this area. The studies were then presented to local banks, farmers, local sup-
pliers to farms, farm product processors, agricultural educators4 and county
agents.

One study, made in 1967 on poultry, resulted in a $3 million annual increase in
the area's rural economy. Another program, in 1969, pinpointed the potential in
swine for certain size operations and type of animal. The result was a boost to the
annual area economy of an estimated $1,400,000.

On completion of these studies our first contacts were with the financial insti-
tutions. This approach was taken because we realized that the lending institutions
had to recognize that the expansion of these specific agricultural activities were
sound investments in order to assure the availability of money.

We have attached copies of these two studies so you might sec the thoroughness
of these reports which we feel is essential to success.

As indicated earlier Toledo Edison.formally organized its industrial develop-
ment effort in 1951. Similar activities had been carried out for many years in a
less formal manner.

1 1 fi
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Malty years ago Toledo Edison reeognized the plight of the small rural com-

munity which 1.7a3 Peonomically stagnant an all! young people moved
to the metropolitan areas to find lobs. Our Initial industrial development efforts
Boomed on locating small induntrien which could be v.initnilatell into there coin-
raunitic:i without disrupting them.

This area of Northwest Ohio is dotted with small towns of 2,509 population
or under whieh have traditionally been rural trading, centers. An in other parts
of the nation, the improvement in transportation and the reduction in rural
population had resulted in diminishing hissiness in these communities.

Recognizing this trend, Toledo Edison set out on an educational campaign in
al1these communities to point out to them that their economic survival depended
on attracting nuittible industry to their town.

Concurrent with this educational campaign, Toledo Edison was developing a
profile of each community's assets which might prove attractive to industry. .A
typical -profile and site plan arc attached. This analysiti,helped to point out any
deficiencies which existed, such as thelack of adequate water, sewage, etc. The
company then worked with interested groups of citizens in organizing themselves
to- correct their inadequacies and to provide a ,group which could be depended
on to help a potential industry in the development of a plant site. At no time
were there any incentives offered to industrial Prospects such as tax abatement
or free acreage or free buildings.

During this tittle Toledo Edison was conducting a national advertising and
dieect contact campaign to attract the attention of industrial prospects to North-
west Ohio. The most important ingredient to the success of this program wits
enthusiastic grass -roots local involvement.

We have demonstrated in Northwest -Ohio that the rural areas need nat die.
However, there is the .need for leadership from an organization such as that
which our company hits .provided for this area. There is also the need to find a
way to help the rural eqinmunities Aolve their greatest and most-perplexing
problemthe lack of adeqfiate water and sewage facilitieswithout a tremendous
,burden under the normal financing procedures.

Some financing method needs to be devised so that adequate water and sewage
facilitios can be constructed to provide these -utilities which are essential to the
growth of the smaller communities. In most instances there simply iUnot enough
available capital in these communities to finanse these i tproJec.s.

The communities of Northwest Ohio have made good progress. With adequate
municipal services they can continue to grow.

We at Toledo Edison, have been actively working to further the healthy devel-
opment of rural Northwestern Ohio for many years and we take pride in the
progress which has been made so it was with Bonne restraint that we kept this
statement brief for your convenience. However, if you wish additions t details
about these activities We are eager to help.

(The studies referred to above are on file with the Subcommittee; the attach-
ments are as follows*

COMMUNITY PROFILEDELTA, OHIO

LOCATION AND POPULATION

Delta, with a population of 2,600, is located in east central Fulton County.
wo It is 30 miles west{, of TOledo, 87 miles southwest of Detroit and 213 miles east of

Chicago.
1 TRANSPORTATION

''+,HighwaysDelta 1,9 located on U.S. Route 20A and Ohio Routes 2 and 109.
Im.Wauseon interel*ge,of the Ohio Turnpike is seven miles away. Interstate

RailThe Pe n Cenal, Norfolk and Western and Detroit, Toledo and Ironton- 4.4f-5 is 16 miles.

railroads all i
Central,

erconnee%in Delta, providing excellent freight service.
TruckDa' y service is provided by Mohawk, Shippers Dispatch, Duff and .

Dundee trucl lines. \,

Bus --Shot Way and Trailways bus lines provide daily service to the town with
connections nationwide.

AirToledo Express Airpo\t is located just ten miles east of Delta. All types of
commercial aircraft, incluchnglets, provide extensive daily service. There is also a
grass strip for light planes at the east end of Delta.

'also
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I
GOVOAINGID.tiT

The local polieeforee ronsists of three full tune, and two part time employees.
The volunteer fire department has 27 !lien and sin trucks (one emergency squad
vehicle). Delta has an insurance classification of 6. A mayor and six councihnen
make up the city government,

0 T X It TE

The total tax rate of 43.70 mills based on an assessment rate oil 39% is broken
down as fonws: Schools 30,80, Town, 7.10; County, 4.40; Township, 1.20;
state, .20.

L SOB

The following entry wage rates are generally offend by
manufacturers:
Unskilled:

Fulton County

Male . $1. 60 $1. 83
Female _._ . $1. 60-$1. 85

Male- $1. 83-$2. 00
Female_ $1. h3--$9. 00

Skilled:
Male. _ _ $2. Ot1-89. 50
Female., . $2. 00-$2. 30

sor-sTay

'1'lle largest industries in Delta and nilbilier of employees are:

Total Male Female

Markey Bronze &piling Ca I50 121 29
Little Dada Trade t Manufacturing. 71 69 2
Delta Trailers, Inc -. . . 7 7 0
H. W. Madison Co. ... .... 34 12 16

Seasonal. . 60 42 18
Dunnage Engsnearing, Ins - ... 22 22 0

Seasonal. .... . . . ..... .. ..... .72 72 u

WATER, SEWER AND UTILITIES
.

The Municipal water system has a reservoir with a total capacity of 130 million
gallons 4VII iCh is to be tripled in size. Present average usage is 1,000,001) gallons
per day leaving. over 300,000 gallons availa le for new industry. Delta has a new
sewage treatment plant with excess capa 'ty. The Toledo Edison Company
supplies electricity and natural gas to the tow for both industrial and residential
use. Information concerning rates and available service can be obtained from the
Company's Area Development Department.

RECREATIONAL AND CULTURAL FACILITIES

Delta has a 22-acre town park, a five acre public playground, swimming pool,
ice skating rink and ball diamonds. Oak Openings State Park is a few minutes
drive from Delta. The town has a new library and town hall.

Fraternal and other clubs are Rotary, Service Club, Ame ican Legion, Eagles,
Odd Fellows, Masonic, Eastern Star and Isaac Walton Lea

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

The Delta Developmnf Corporation, through aircct ownership and land
options, has 200 acres of p erty. This propertvAonsists of several parcels of
land and some with railroad. he land can be divided as a smaller parcol is needed.
Water, sewer, gas and electric ty are available at the sites.

GP:NE:RAU INFORMATION

Fin ncialTwo local banks have, total assets of $13 million 'and deposits of
illion. A savingsand loan has resources of $16 million.,

_ .

1-1 9
'7%.
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Medical--Delta is servedby two dentists and two doctors. The nearest hospital
is seven miles away in Wauseon.

Communications -t'rhe Delta Atlas is a weekly newspaper. Three Toledo
ielevision Atations are received, as well as four from Detroit.

ChurchesFaiths represented are the Christian Union, Assembly of God,
Church of Christ, Lutheran, United Methodists, Church of N'tzarene and,United "
Brethren.

Schools--Delta has one grade school and a high school, with industrial arts
and home economics occupying separate specially designed buildings. The schools
are consolidated with Pike and York Townships with a total enrollment of 1652
students.

TOLEDO EDISON
SITE SERVICE

AVAILAILE INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
DELTA fl FRIAL PARK
DELTA, OiIIO

2

z

O

Location and Description: Delta Industrial Park, Delta, Ohio, located 30:miles.
west of Toledo, Ohio. Ground is level and clear with good drainage.

Zoning: Heavy Industrial. -

Railroad: New York Central.
Streets and Highways: Stone Street is a 60 foot wide black top road providing

access to U.S. Route 20 Alternate and State Route 2 which are principal east-west
highways. Site is seven miles east of Interchange 3 of the Ohio Turhike.

Power: 7200 volt primary, :34.5 KV sub transmission available from the
Toledo Edison Company.

Gas: 4" high pressure (50#) on Stone Street by the Toledo Edison Company.
A
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Sewer: Package plant installed for each industry south of New York Central
Railroad. North area served by municipal plant.

Storm Sewer: South area served by two 12" storm sewers on either side of
Stone Street.

Water: 12" on Stone Street from Delta Water Department.

Hon. HUIlliRT H. HUMPHREY,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DE/it SENATOR HumettEr: I feel rnysOlf extremely fortunate in that I was
abe to sit in on the hearings held at Bowling Green University on December 14, \
1971. I was especially pleased to have the chance to speak with you personally
and ask yo r permission to send along some information to be included' in the

4 conference testimony.
First, I as most impressed with Mrs. Papier's testimony on aging, and am

pleased that you found it so meaningful. I think a few substantiating comments
need to be made on this subject. Assistance payments under Ohio's Qld Age \
Assistance program are barely adequate. Of course when compared with Aid for
Dependent Children payments they are profoundly better. I think it can be said
that the average old age recipient can survive on Public'Assistanee, if they manage
carefully. One common complaint the elderly make is that the purchase price
of food stamps is often more than they spend for food. This says something
about nutrition among the elderly, but also makes me wonder if we could make
the amount of food stamps one must purchase per month more permissive,

There is no doubt that the elderly poor, as well as all poor people, are isolated
in our rural counties; This county has a good road system in terms of number
of miles of paved roads. However, if you have no means of traveling on them,
they are of little value. What inexpensive housing we have is in the country for
the most part, so the poor either move to the country or to the city to find cheap
rentals. In the city of Bowling Green apartments geared to the University com-
munity are rapidly taking over the low income housing areas. Rentals for older
houses and apartments in the "inner town" are averaging $150.00 per month
plus utilities, and many are more. The beginning wage for a custodial worker
at the University is $1.93 per hour. Soon there will be no one who can,afford to
Work for that wage because of lack of housing within driving distance of our
major employer.

Services are primarily located in Bowling Green or Toledo. Hospitals, medical
personnel, government agencies, major shopping areas, social agencies, etc., all
must be traveled to. Few agencies make any attempt to reach people in need,
except for the Department of Public Health and Public Welfare.

Therefore the poor person, young or old, must find transportation to the town
or city for nearly anything, and then must determine where to go to find what
he needs. Too nmAiy times he comes to Bowling Green for services that arc actually
located ill Tolalf5. "

This county is especially deprived in the area of health care. About 60% of
the people live On rural areas. However, there are only six Medical Doctors, four
Doctors of Osteopathy and two Opthamologists practicing in the rural areas.
Two of these are in North Baltimore, one in Grand Rapids one inoWayne, two
in Pemberville, one in Walbridge, and five in Perrysburg. We have one dentist
in North Baltimore. All the others are in Toledo, Bowling Green, or Perrysburg.
Many people along the northern border receive their medical care in Toledo,
which is a positive factor for consideration. .

We have one hospital in Bowling Green. The osteopaths cannot practice there,
which limits them to a tpledo -hospital. Bowli g Green has two obstetricians,
one psychiatrist, and one urologist. All other spcialists are in Toledo. Few
doctors are taking any new patients. As you e see the problem is serious for
all residents, and especially, for the poor. Some of our doctors refuse to "take'
Welfare" or to accept Medicare assignment, because of "red tape and, delayed
payments". I assume they are voicing their real motives for refusing these
patients. -

The Mexican migrant is in especially bad shape. For starters, they bring all
health problems that have gone untreated durinIN the winter with them when
they come in the spring. It is a fact that without a $150.00 average down pay-
ment, a pregnant woman in Texas is refused admission to most hospitals. Nutri-
tion among migrants is usually poor and many suffer from anemja, diabetes,
obesity, and high blood pressure, as well as toxemia in Pregnancy. We have had
Migrant Health Act funds since 1967. In 1971 the County Health Department

74-041--72,....--9

BOWLING GREEN, OHIO, December 21, 1971.
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received $51,000. for clinic services for migrants. When the program begart the
Health Department could pay 53% of billed hospital charges for inpatient care.
In 1970 they could pay 80% of the 1969 hospital expenditure. In 1971 the figure
dropped to 50%,and in 1972 it will drop to zero. In other Words, in 1972 theMigrapt Health Act cipinot pay anything for in-patient hospital care for migrants.
This *ill throw the whole burden on General Assistance (legally called "poor
relief"), funded by the state and local government. It is evident that Ohio needs
a broad health insurance plan for the poor.

One area of health need in rural America which is badly neglected is mental
health care. We, do have a public,Mental Health Clinic,, but it does nothing in
community education about mental health. 11, does provides us with out-patient
care, and some counseling services. Usually those'people in rural areas are leftlyith no facility for mental health care.

Finally, I feel one area which should be covered in testimony regarding rural
American life is the justice system. Under Ohio law, any licensed attorney may

. be elected judge. While in office he may hppoine anyone he wishes to positions
in investigation and probation. In our area, and I suspect in rural Anieliea iigeneral, guilt is assumed until innocenee is proven. The public news media has.
tendency to imply this, and I think this attitudelp.rries over into the courts.
I am especially saddened by our. juvenile juice 45rstern. Probation officers in
the rural areas are all too often law inforcement officers with no professional
training in the art of working with children. More important, they do riot see'themselves as working in rehabilitation of children with problems. The situation
is. complicated by the fart that Ohio has an "unruly child" law. This gives the
juvenile judge the authority to declare a child who has been u problem tinnily,
even though the child has committed no crime. This "unruly" child is then
turned over to probation authorities who are punishment oriented, When in fact
the child and the parents need professional help. The juvenkle courts in Ohio
confuse dependent and delinquent and unruly childnt. Custody is assigned
to probation or children's srvices or both concurrently, and no one knows who
has responsibility for the ease. I maintain that we are a helping profession and
probation should be the same. We should work closely together for the rehabilita-
tion of the child and family. Punishment oriented corrections just don't work;
this is certainly true of children.

I hope this random, information will be of some value in your spprly. Any of tis
working in agencies trying toTclp could go on and on talking Mout problems
in the system. I have tried to relate sortie problems I feel are importaitt, but could
not have covered them all concisely. In any case I submit this for what value it
has.

Again, thank you for choosing ouearea for this hearing. It way as helpful to
us as I'm sure it was to you.

Respectfully,
Et..t.swoarn M. EDWARDS-,, Dirlator, Wood County Departniera of Welfare.

STATEMENT OF MELVIN BORTON, WAUSEON, OHIO

My name is Melvin j3orton and I live at Wauseon, Ohio, which is approxi-
mately 35 miles west of Toledo. I am appearing before the Rural Area Develop-
ment Council as a farmer today to relate to you conditions as I see them in rural
Ohio. I would like to toneh on about four things today. (1) Where are we? (2) How
did we get here? (3) Irow it affects me. (4) How do we change?

WHERE ARE NVE?

We are presently in the midst of a rural or agriculture revolution. Who wins
this fight will determine not only the future of Agriculture; but the future of this
great country. Agriculture seems to he at war with large conglomerates, efficiency
experts, and even the government. Let me Mate how we are at war with each of
thesethe large conglomerates with their almost totally integrated plans where
they own the farms, the seed and fertilizer, petroleum, equipment and processing
companies, where they can control the product from the time it's planted (in the
case of feed grains, fruits and vegetables, and meat from the time of birth and
even hefore that) on through the growing, harvesting or slaughtering, processing,
packaging and in some cases even retailing the food or related product. The only
thing they lack control of is the consume? and when they have' control of Agri-
culture, then they will also have control over the consumer and that will be 100%
or total integration.
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The large calnglOmerate corporation has many tax advantages that the family
:farmer does not or cannot fully utilize in such fields as capital gainswhere the
family farmer has neither the legal know-how nor the long term capital available
as 'does the conglotherate. If efficienoy.was the only thing we were talking about
the family farmer could win this battle, but it's not. The conglomerates can operate
their farms at a break-even or even worse, a loss, for a much longer period of time.
than the family farmer. The young farmer paying for a farm and equipment has
to intake payments and interest on a regular schedule. The only way he can do
otherwise is to live on his equity a couple of years and that von has to oome to a
halt at which time the conglomerate wins, the farmer, consumer and country
loses. We are at war with the efficiency experts for they are constantly telling us
of ways to produce more when we are already in an exaggerated state of over-
production, and with almost all advice, there is a cost, the cost of new and larger
equipment, the cost of high interest rates on their capital which produces an even
larger debt, or even the cost of a new improved seed to help create even greater
surpluses. For too long a time the experts have been 'telling us how to be more
efficient which is all good in its place, but everyone knows sometimes the cure can
be worse t n the sickness. The efficiency experts hav#,been giving us the vure for
so long t at now our cure is worse than the sickn started withnow we
have to eve a cure for the cure.

It ost seems we are at war with the govert because they refuse to
give u a decent farm program to work with, one that doesn't create new sur-
pluses hat later canipe' used as a tool to further reduce prices on our products.
They a want us to sell at world prices so we can export more. This is fine except
who wan . to export metre at lower prices, if we lose money in the process? Some
times we farmers think it's not us the government has in mind when they
ask us to export more at lower prices but the priority is on the balance of gold
paymentsmaybe we should check to see who subsidizes who.

There are many things that Make it hard for a farmer to make a living today
{1) an antiquated pricing system (2)' lack of long term capital (3) high interest
rates (4) high property taxes and an assortment of others.

4 I
HOW DID WE GET HERE?

We got here by putting the priority on the wrong things. For too long a time
now we have put all the stress on production, nothing in relation to supply-
management or 'That the needs of the country are. We are too busy constantly
looking for new ways to grow more for less, to beat ihe impossible game. Farmers,
consumers and even the government have heed complacent for many many
years. The farmer even at the start should have realized the trap he was making
for himself but in his effort to get ahead he only slipped further behind. You have
all' heard the slogan THE HURRIEDER I GO THE BEHINDER I GET
this is the story of today's farmer.

HOW DID THIS EFFECT ME? 4

As a farmer I find myself effected in the same ways as the people I have been
telling you about, my neighbors my friends. I started in farming in the late 40's
with an FHA loan, but even this was hard to get and not nearly adequate to do
the job like it should have. But as I look k I see it was easier to make a living
and a fair return on my investment wit mall operation in the late 40's and
early 50's with a farming operation of o y' 5 acres, 17 milk cows and 10 brood
sows than it is today or yesterday Titling 750 acres an_ d with a large poultry
operation.

Even as early as 1953 the cost squeeze began to develop at which time I,
like many of my neighbors, started going to the factory in the winter time and
some of us all year round to supplement ouP farm wages becauge we realized this
was the only way we would ever get enough capital to move ahead like we had all
planned. By the late 50's many rural shops geared themselves to much slower
production thus forcing many of us farmers back on to the farm full time at
whish time we expected to meet the ever growing demands of farming and making
a living. I was sold a bill of good's along with many of my neighbors and friends.
The particular project I was- sold on was poultry laying flocks. I put up a 16000

'bird laying house but because of inadequhte local financing was forced to go to a
large feed company for financing and credit. At the end of the first 14 months,
I had lost better than $16,000 besides my interest and depredation.

At this point, again because of lack of long term credit, a take-over by. the large
feed company seemed unavoidable. Only through a process of some diligent
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scheming and connlving,on my part was I even able to continue, even with a large
feed company. I had to allow them to get their hooks further into me before I
could get a chance to get'but. To help cure my laying flock ills, I became involvedin a contract and profit sharing program with the same feed company and others.
The first year turkeys, I had approximately 5,000 birds at which point I received
250 a bird plus 10C a bird share of the profit. Our friends -in the large companies'
encouraged me to go furtherI then increased my flock to 25,000 on the samebasis but at the end of this contract year, received only my 25¢ contract price
per bird. Again the next year in the effort to be more'efficierit, I doubled the sizeof my flock, making a total of better than 50,000 birds. This time the return was
at a lower figure-20¢ a bird, again with no profit being made. Efficiency had not'helped. At this level I would only return my costs, so Imuickly divorced myself
from all turkey finishing operations. Meanwhile,, along With the turkey operationI had increased the laying flock to 18,000 and created a health problem formyself that I would have to live with for many years to come, also created a,
future that no man wishesI had literally forced my sons out of agriculture with
the kind of farming operation it took to make a living.

But again, I listened to the efficiency eEpertii as did most of my friends and
neighbors and expanded my farming operAon to 750 acres. The return per unit
on my investment-was not as large as it was at 360 acres. One thing for sure, Id put on myself a debt, load that would not be easy for any man to repay. My

lie went to work in town as many and most oth farmers wive. Today we arefaced with the dilemma of a high debt load, high Jute
property taxes and still an inadequate pricing system. You
keep on farming. I really don't know. What else is there to

ost unbearable-
k why do we
he cities with

their already over-crowded population is surely not the answer
a
nd now I ask

o

ROW DO WB ERA.NOBI

We change by putting the priority where we should have placed it many years
agoon pricing our products at a place where we can get cost plus a, fair return
on our investment and labor. To do this we will need a bargaining prOgram with
supply-management factor built in. We will also have to replace our antiquated
taxing structure. We will have to tax people on their income or ability to pay.
Also we must have a system of long range' capital financing, especially for youngfarmers with low interest rates. While we're at it, we must not forget other rural
people-7:we must have a plan, a policy, for adequate rural housing whereby ouryoung People will not be forced to leave the country because of inadequate
housing. We have been traveling too long without a map or plan. It's time we made
ourselves a map and learn how to read it and follow a course of action that will
be beneficial for all America.

(NOTE.Statcments'received too late to be included in the record
on S. 1612 (Part I) are as follows:)
Hon. MARK' 0. HATFIELD,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MARK: I would like to share my concern with you about the "Rural
Community Development Revenue Sharing Act of 1971," as amended. I am
aware of the very serious fiscal problems that you are confronted with at the
present time. However, I would appreciate it if you would give serious considera-tion to some of the very real problems that would be created in our state if thisproposal should become law.

I understand that the Cociperative Extension Service of Oregon State University
will be changed substantially. One of the proposals of the bill is that Extension helimited to working in areas where there are less than 100 people per square trifle;and, or are outside of standard metropolitan statistical areas. Washington County
is part of the standard metropolitan statistical area of Portland and as such wouldbe Inc of the areas. from which Extension would he excluded. In my judgment, the
Extnsion Service hts a great deal to offer both the rural and urban communities.I have observed first hand the impact of the Extension programs on youngsters,
especially through 4-H programs which are now tailored for Both the farm andcity youngster.

Also, one of the prow ions of the proposal would eliminate the franking privilegefor County Extension programstriThis would have serious effect on our countymailings on informational material, spray notices, etc. .

SALEM, OREG., June 8, 1971.
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There are many other ramifications connected with the national administra-
tioWs revenue sharing plans which I know you are aware of. I do know that you
must set priorities and I leave it to your good judgment to make these deciSions,
but I would appreciate it if you would keep the work of the Extension Service in
mind as you proceed with your work.

Thank you for your consideration in this important matter.
Sincerely,

TOM HARTUNO,
Oregon State Senate.

FORT COLLINS, COLO., August 13, 1971.
Senator HUBERT II. HUMPHREY,
Chairman, Senate Subcommittee on Rural DIvelopment, U.S. Senate Office Building,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR HumntamY: As President of Colorado State University, I am,

of course, deeply interested in the responsibilities of the Senate Subcommittee on
Rural Development which you chair eviewing S. 1612, the 1971 Rural Devel-
opment Act.

There are several features in the as now before you that are of. coutern
to those of us within the land-grant sys em. These concerns relate to the Coopera-
tive Extension Service. Some of them are:

(1) There needs to be added a provision in the Bill for mutual consent in
program development between the land-grant university and the Secretary of
Agriculture.

(2) There should be a provision for growth.
(3) As the Bill is now written, the ability of Cooperative Extension personnel

to use penalty- mail for official business would be terminated, and expenses of
regular mail service would be forced upon either the state or the individual counties.
This should be corrected.

(4) The proposed Bill would require the States to pay retirement and fringe
benefit costs of Extension federal appointees. These costs are now borne by the
Department of Agriculture through appropriation to the department; this current
practice should be continued.

(5) Under the proposed Bill, Extension would lose its present ability to pur-
chase supplies and equipment threugh GSA sources at greatly reduced rates
and apparently would lose its current authority to acquire exeess personalcprop-
erty which has provided a great saving in many states. Again, current practice
should be continued.

In spite of assurances by the Department of Agriculture that the intent is to see
the Extension Service assume a More significant role and to receive additional
funds, the Bill seems to lack definitive guidelines and, therefore, could permit too
wide a range of choices in future programs for funding and administration.

Personally, I an of the, opinion that the Extension Services must do better in
adapting their programs to meet higher priority needs of our society/I believe
these options are available to us under the current operating piocedures, but
greater effort to change faster will have to be made. Certainly, there is more built-
in opportunity for local citizen advisory inputs in guiding programs under the
program as currently operated than would be the case if Extension should be
included in S. 161p as it is now written.

A point of considerable concern is, of course, a strong possibility under S. 1612
that Extension could be placed in a position such that the protection of the Exten-
sion Service avinst political manipulation would be jeopardized. As an educator,
I "would express to you my most serious concern if any legislation would permit a
branch-of this University to he subject to becoming a political whipping boy.

In view of the lack of clarity in the Bill, because of the fact that Extension now
illustrates effectively many of the basic philosophies of revenue sharing and be-
cause of the potential the c&rent legislation poses for political domination of
Extension, I a.sk that you give serious attention to the possibility of outright
exclusion oLtrhe Extension Service from the legislation. It would seem that the
statements of the administration would be met if Extension were excluded. If for
some reason, the Congress feels that Extension should be retained in the legislation,
a series of amendments would most certainkpe required to clarify the intent.

Your serious consideration of these concerns will be deeply appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

A. R. CHAMBERLAIN,
President, Colorado State University.
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STATEMENT OF DR. C. BBIEE RATCHFORD, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI,
COLUMBIA, MO.

The University of .Missouri and many loyal recipients and supporters of Exten
sion are concerned about the proposed Rural Community Development Revenue
Sharing Act of 1971 and the effect such legislation, as presently set forth in Senate
Bill 1612, would have on the future of Extension endeavors.

,Concerns that have emerged include the following:
1. There is no provision for growth. Although growth is not prohibited, the

legislation would not entitle% Extension to share in increases at the federal level ,
for Rural Community Development. r . -

2. Although the federal retirement of those currently holding federal.appoint-
ment is protected in the laik, there is a question regarding the status of federal
employees in terms of their fringe benefits if the state should elect not to contribute
to the federal retirement program.

3. The loss of penalty mail privileges would reduce total programs by requiring
states to provide for this cost. A similar reduction in programs would occur if
states are required to pay retirement and fringe benefit costs now paid by the
federal governmtnt.

4. There is no proviskin in the bill for 'Juliana.' consent" 'between the State .
Cooperative Extension Service'and the Secretary of Agriculture. This could give
the Secretary unilateral authority to direct program priorities.

5. There is no national support indicated from the Extension Service-USDA
to the states. Althdugh this may have been an inadvertent omission, some recog- .
nition of this relationship would seem to be in order.

6. The reference to maintaining programs of the size and type conducted in 1971
',is notA definite statement and could be-interpreted in a variety of ways.

7. In those-cases where Extension is occupying space in federal buildings,
would this arrangement be permitted under the new legislation.

Extension as presently programed or funded under the provision of the Smith-
Lever Act meets the guidelines and principles proposed- under the Rural Com-
nitinity Development Revenue Sharing Act of 1971. Programs are planned and
developed with the local people. County, state,and federal governments share in
funding. Cooperative Extension Services are administered by designated Land-
Grant Universities that have the unique requisite of highly qualified professional
staff to perform teaching, research, and public service functions.t

STATEMENT OF DR. MARY NELL GREENWOODUNIVERSITY WIDE EXTENSION,
CUNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI, COLUMBIA; MO.

EXPANDED EDVCATIONAL EFFORTS

During the past decade, Extension Home Economists have intensified their
efforts to reach and effectively engage disadvantaged families in educational ef.
forts. This outreach and impact with the disadvantaged was shartily expanded
during 1969. The Missouri Cooperative Extension Service received an initial six
month allocation in January, 1969 in the amount of $259,000 from Section 32
funds for an Expanded Food and Nutrition Program. For the 1969-70 fiscal year,
Missouri's share of the 30 million dollar Smith-Lever earmarked allocation was
$746,000. For the current fiscal year Missouri received $1,266,483 of the 50
million dollar federal appropriation. No additional funds are anticipated for the
71-72 fiscal year.

PROGRAM PURPOSE

Problems of the "hard core poor" are multiple, complex and interrelated. While
the Expanded Food1 and Nutrition Program focuses upon food and nutrition, its
impact extends beyond foods. Other things happen, tool

Families will change their aspirations, their attitudes, their practices. Change
and progress seem slow, but changes are additive. One success lea4 4 Cher trys!

Basically, the goal of the Expanded Food and Nutrition Program o help low
income families improve the quality and adequacy of their diets. More specifically,
this program is designed to help them acquire knowledge and experi ce to:

Select and buy food to extend food dollars.
Plan and prepare nutritious meals.
Improve food care and sanitation practices.
Recognize the importance of nutrition to health.
Manage family resources and use community services.
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Use the family food assistance e.g., food stamp and 'commodity food, to
provide noire adequate diets.

This program utilizes "education teams" which are comprised of Extension
Home Economists and Para - professionals (nutrition education assistants in
Missouri) recruited from the target population in the communities to be served.
These education assistants receive orientation and on-the-job training as well as
supervision from !mites-lima) eXtension ivrsonnel. The education assistants; then,
involve and work with the low income families in either individual or group learning
experiences.

Recognizing the tremendous impact if diet on mental, as well as physical
devehlunent, of yluith and adults, NIissouri's prime efforts have been directed
toward low ine(inie families with children in the home. The average size of par-
ticipating families in the Helta is 6.4 persons'while the state average is 5.3.

The se "education teams' are currentryworking with 141w income families in 59
Miss( mri c(mnties and the City. of St. Louis. (See Attachment 1 for geographic
area served by the prograM).

PROGRAM OUTREACH

At the end of April, 1971 the nutrition education assistants were working on a
continuous basis with 9,1196 lbw income families. Adults and youth in these par-
ticipating, or "program", families exceeded 50,000. Of these 9,696 families, fifty
seven (57) per cent were participating in family food assistance programs, namely
donated foods or food stamp.

In addition to the 9,696 program families, or those involved on a continous basis,
another 8,256 families were reached with less intensified assistance such as ac-
quainting them with the program or assisting with specific problems. Thus, more
than 18,0004ow income families were reached in April.

An increasingly important element in. the Expanded Food and Nutrition Pro-
gram is involving and influencing young people from disadvantaged families.
During April, more than 8,400 young people from disadvantaged families were
involved in nutrition education programs. The total 'number of different young
people participating in the program since July 1, 1970 exceeds 18,000. In this same
time span, mow than 2,000 adults have contributed their time and energy to
volunteer endeavors supporting this, educational program. Increasing attention
is being directed to the recruitment and training of volunteers in order to increase
the outreach and impact of the program.

A noteworthy component in the youth program dimension is the "Little Green
Thumbers". Little Green Thumbers are 'young people from seven years to middle
teens who make a garden plot. This approach was conceived and piloted in the
Ozark Foothills region. In that region, more than- 2,000 youth will be involved
this summer. The idea has been transferred to other non metropolitan areas.

In addition to involving adults and youth in educational programs, another
outgrowth of this program has been meaningful employment for 200 nutrition
education assistants; most of whom were previously unemployed. For these
persons, the program has meant rewarding employment, development of accept-
able work habits, acquisition of new life styles and aspiration for and pursuit of
educational endeavors.

HUIHMARY

The Expanded Food and Nutrition Program focuses on a high priority concern
to society and a segment of the population in need of educational services. Among
the changes to date are improved dietary patterns, improved use of family food
assistance programs, improved home environment and more effective use of
community facilities and services. It must be recognized that establishing rapport
with the hard-to-reach is difficult; gaining adaptation of new practices is slow;
hope, faith, and abilities of the poor depend upon continuing involvements, services
and programs. Efforts to date indicate a viable, meaningful educational program
in which progress is being made. The work has only begun.'Thousands of additional
families deperately need this help. Thus, the university of Missouri Extension
urges the continuation and expansion of this program with disadvantaged families.

12
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LOCATIOAS OF ROOD PROS

4STATEMENT OF DR. DANIEL H. elltIGER, PROFESSOR OF LABOR & INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, EAST LANSING, MICH.

The need for manpower programs in rural areas is related to the growth of the
job economy. The iob has become the most important economic activity in the
lives of most Americans. Ninety percent of the labor force are employees. Farm
employment has steadily declined in the last forty years. Rural residents are for
the most part employees. They, like their counterparts in the urban areas, need
jobs. Since the evolution of the job economy,-preparing for a job, training for a
job/ seeking a job, obtaining a job, keeping a jobare Indeed important matters
for the bulk of the poptilation. The job economy puts the emphasis on all aspects
of the job.

With a job economy, the nation has become more aware of the need for man-
power policies. Manpower policies serve as the bridge between economic and social
policies. Manpower policies and programs contribute to a more effective function-
ing of the labor market. For example, the Public EmployMent Service is concerned
with bringing together the worker and the job more expeditiously. Skill training is
designed to improve the employability of the worker so that he can compete more '
realistically in the labor market. Basic Adult Education, likewise, improves em-
ployability. The recently enacted Emergency Employment Act of 1971 added an
aspect to the manpower policies; namely transitional public employment.

Manpower policies cap be viewed as being composed of three components. One
component deals with those policies related to hilman resource development,
such as education and training. Another component comprises those policies
dealing with the maintermnce of human resources. This includes health, safety,
and conditions of employthent. The third component of manpower policies deals
with utilization of human resources. Examples would be the public employment
service, the job bank, and public service employment. All three components in a
sense have a central focusnamely to facilitate the effective functioning of the
labor market.
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What hi the labor market? The labor market is a descriptive term. It is the
mechanism for allocating manpower resources. Like other markets, it has buyers
and sellers of labor services. The labor market is significantly affected by the
level of economic activity. Wage levels, employer hiring requirements, worker
expectations, worker skills or lack of skills, .foreign . competition, civil service
rules and regulations, among other things, affect the transactions which take
place within the labor niarket. The labor market is likewise, affected by the
quality and quantity of labor market and job market information available to
both job seekers and employers. The labor market, in a real sense, is a mirror of
the socio-economic problems of the nation, e.g., high welfare rolls, an unemploy-
mentment rate of six percent, lack of saleable skills on part of a large number of workers
poor housing and lack of housing where jobs are located, poor health whit
impedes a proportion of the worker from competing realistically for jobs, `zoo
public transportation which makes it difficult for workers to get to and from
jobs, and the lack of readily available job opportunities especially in rural areas.
The forces affecting the labor market are indeed varied and ever changing.

The Federal Manpower Programs are designed as we have noted, to improve the
functioning of the labor market. These programs, as indicated in the char' en-
titled, "Manpower Programs and Funding Patterns", involve a complex set of
governmental relations. It is essential that program administrators understand
the structure of these relationships.
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The Federally financed manpower programs are implemented through a complex
net work of the governmental relations. Currently, there are at least seven sets
of governmental relationships which are involved in the implementation of man-
power programs. Each of these relationships has its own set of peculiar character-
istics. 'These relationships include:
I Relationships betwek the Federal agencies

The principal federal agencies involved in manpower training programs are the
Department of Labor, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and the
Office of Economic Opportunity. These agencies have had to develop a working
relationship in the planning and funding of the manpower training programs.
Each has its own bureaucracy, its objectives and its .01,411 survival needs.
2 Relationships between the Federal Government and State agencies

The implementation of the federally supported manpower program involved
both federal deparments and. state agenvies. For example, the Federal State
System of Public Employment Offices established under the Wagner-Peyser Act
of 1933 is financed 100 percent by the Federal Government, but operated by
State emphryinent security agencies. The Manpower Development and Training
Act is jointly administered by the Department Of Labor and the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare at the Federal level and jointly implenwided at
t latSfate level e State Employment Security agency and the State Vocational
Education evil 3t,

Federal-State-lk relationshipa
The Institutional Training provisions of the Nlanpoer Development and

Training Act involved the Department of 11,alth, Education and Welfare providing
Ole guidelines and the funds to the State Vocat ional Education Agency which in
turn funds local school districts to conduct specific programs under the Act.
4. Federal-local relationships

In some Manpower programs, the U.S. Department of Labor finances the
program directly through local sponsors. An example would be the On-the-job
Training contracts between the Department of Labor and local Urban League
affiliates, or between the United States Department of Labor and Chrysler Cor-
poration. Under Model Cities and community action programs Om Department
f Housing and Urban Development and the Office of Economic Opportunity
espeetively, make direct grants to local sponsors.

State agencies relationships.
At the State level, there are a number of State agencies involved in Manpower

T Ming programs. These include the'State Employment Service, the State Voca-
tio al Education Agency, the Vocational Rehabilitation Agency, the Social Wel-
far Agency and the State Offiee of Economic Opportunity. In most states, these
age cies are a part of the State CAMPS (Cooperativ Area Manpower Planning
Sys m) Organization, Under CAMPS, each of these state agencies has had to
dove op a set of relationships with one another. In some states, this was a painful
wore se', in others, the state agencies have cooperated with each other in devel-
oping nd implementing Manpower Training programs. these state agencies have
their o n bureaucracy, policies and procedures, reporting functiOns to mention a
few, which impede effective cooperation.
6. Slat oval relationships

Both state agencies and Local Governmental units are involved in Manpower
Training efforts. For example, the State Employment Service has local offices
across the state. In some of the major metropolitan areas, the NlayOrs have become
more into ted in manpower. In these instances, the State EmplOyment Service
and Mayo are attempting to work together in manpower training activities.
Still anoth example of State-local relationships is the relattipshlp between the
State Education agencies and the local school district. As prt%'Cionsly noted, the
local school ,.istrict implements the institutional training progrnhas under the
Manpower velopment and Training Act. Another set of the StMe -local rela-
tionships inv lye the State Department of Welfare and the county welfare
agencies. This relationship will be enlarged significantly if a Family Assistance
Program is ena ted by the Congress.
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7. Local ?governmental relationships
In any given community there are a number of governmental agencies and non-

profit groups involved in manpower. These would include the local officeipf the
State Employment Service, local or county Welfare Office, local school dis,trict,
Model Cities, community action agency and Urban League, just to mention a
few. All of these agencies are involved in the implementation of the manpower
programs at the local level; all have their own identity to maintain.

These seven sets of inter-governmental relations qnderscore the complexities
involved in the planning, developing and executing manpower programs and
delivery manpower services. Under such relationships mounting an effective na-
tional manpower effort is an herculean task, fraught with frustrations and dis-
appointments. It takes real administrative skilkl to manage a program within this
framework. Moreover, there must be a will among agencies "to cooperate".

The chart also shows the enabling legislation and the programs emanating from
this legislation. It also shbws the funding arrangements between the Federal,
State and local agencies. Most significantly, it shows the multiplicity of agencies
at the local level which deliver manpower services to the client. With so many
agencies delivering certain manpower services, it is no wonder that the client is
confused and bewildered. After all, the end objective of these manpower programs'
is to serve the client so that his employability will be improved. Under the
Emergency Employment Act of 1971, the end objective is to provide a transitional
public service job.

These programs are designed to serve the nation and thus, brings to the fore
the special kinds of manpower problems confronting rural America.

Rural areas of America have not received its share of available resources.
Rural manpower problems do not get the attention or the headlines which the
cities do. The Federal Manpower Programs are urban oriented. Moreover,
Manpower Program Administrators for the most part, are urban oriented. They
are under pressure to serve minorities residing within urban areas. One reason why
rural America does not receive its share of manpower resources may be attributed
to Cost-benefit Analysis Congress and Program Administrators want the most for
the dollar. Distance and population make it more difficult to deliver effectively
manpower services in rural areas. There are no hard data available, but one could
probably say that it costs more to provide manpower services in rural areas than
in urban areas. This is indeed an area for further research.

There is another aspect to manpower problems in rural areas. There is inade-
quate labor market and job market information. Data though, imperfect, are
available for urban areas. It is ironical to note that the nation does a better job
of mapping timber resources and mineral deposits than it does in charting and
analyzing its manpower resources in rural areas.

Earlier it was noted that Rural America has low visibility in public affairs.
Moreover, rural areas do not have the political clout they formerly possessed.
With one manone vote, the composition of Congress and the State legislatures
has changed to reflect urban and suburban interests. The Governors in the last
two decades generally have not shown much interest in manpower problems,
either in the rural or urban areas.. With declining populations in rural areas,
there is now no effective spokesman' for Rural America.

PRESCRIPTION FOR IMPROVEMENT

The manpower problems in rural areas demand attention. One obvious pre-
scription for improvement is for Congress and the Program Administrator to
make more funds available for rural areas. Moreover, within the existing funding
levels more funds should be made available but this will take pressure from rural
America. In addition, to funding, there are other areas which could be impi.oved
which would result in more effective manpower services being delivered to rural
areas. Some possible areas for improvement are discussed below:
1. Better Functioning of the Labor Market

A. There is need for intensive labor market information such as characteristics
of the labor force, wage rates, unemployment, employment, employment skill
levels. This information should be collected on functional labor market basis and
not some artificial area, e.g.,.county. People tend to ignore county lines when
seeking employment. Each of the 5,100 communities across the nation which
are in the 2,500-50,000 population category has an independent economic
character.
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B. The need for extensive labormarket information
The rural labor marketcannot be viewed in isolation from the urban labor mar-

ket or what has been called growth center. With vast improvements in the nation's
highway system, the rural areas are suppliers of labor to the urban center. There
is, therefore, need tO study commuting patterns and to learn the relationship
between wage rates and distance travelled or time spent in travel. Increasingly,
there is a dichotomy between place of work and place of residence. The expansion
of the functional labor market makes it mandatory that information on job
openings in the urban center be made available on a regular basis to the labor
force in rural areas.
C. The job bank

The Job Bank is the mechanism for providing information on job openings to
residents of the rural areas. This is particularly true when the Job Bank operates
on a statewide basis. Even when the Job Bank covers the metropolitan area,
arrangements should be made to disseminate job openings, in nearly ruraVreas.

t D. Outreach centers in rural area's
.

.'
Experience has proven that outreach offices in the inner city have been success-

ful. Residents in the neighborhood have easy access to outreach offices. Moreover,
the state agency has gained goodwill by locating such offices in strategic locations
in the inner city. Demonstration projects should be carried out, whereby, outreach
offices would be established in rural areas to provide job information. '

One possibility which needs to be explored is to locate the outreach Office in the
local post offices which are located everywhere. The post office is an important
institution in rural America. In many post offices, there is already information

- available on federal civil service jobs. The Job Information Center (J.I.C.) could
be built on this small beginning. The Manpower Administration, U.S. Department
of Labor and the U.S. Post Office should develop sites for au E and D project. A
shott'orientation program on job information would be conducted for the post-
masters of these offices.
E. Use of mass media

The weekly county newspaper, radio and TV stations should.also be a dis-
seminator of local job market information. Of course, radio and television have
been used in the past. Most recently, TV Stations had live programs calling at-
tention to job prospects: Both radio and television are under pressure from the
F.C.C. to provide time for public service. Consequently, they should be contacted
for time to announce area job information. The smaller stations may need tts-
sistance preparing such programs.
F. Methods of obtaining labor market information

Collecting labor market information is expcnAe. The State employment security
agencies usually collect data on a standaregtatistical metropolitan area. Little
or no attention is given to other areas of the state. One possibility which should be
explored is to solicit the assistancee, of the Power Company Operating in a given
area. The electric company is a public utility. Moreover, almost all houses now
have electricity,`)-1 questionnaire could be developed and mailed with the electric
bill. Radio stations should he contacted to have spot announcements for the
residents in the area to complete and return the form when payment of the bill is
made. This may be one way to obtain data quickly. and cheaply.
2. Job creation ,

It is an understatement to say that Rural America needs jobs. There are,
however, Federal programs which can contribute towards the creation of jobs.
The Emergency Employment Act passed in 1971 does provi& funds for a limited
number of new jobs in the public service. The Public Works and Economic Devel-
opment Act of 1965 as amended provides project grants and direct loans to assist
in the construction of public facilities needed to initiate and encourage long term
economic growth in designated geographical areas. Federal funds are available to
expand health services in rural areas.

In addition to 'Federal funds, the private sector is also creating jobs. This is
particularly true in areas where recreational activities are available, e.g., ski,
snowmobile, fishing, boating.

Jobs outside of metropolitan areas have expanded in recent years in the manu-
facture of consume/1' goods, e.g. food processing, furniture, but also in electrical
and non-electrical machinery.

e.g.,
plants are moving out of central cities
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into the suburbs and beyond. In many instances, these plants are located adjacent
to the interstate highway which as noted has expanded the geographical labor
market area.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture in 1970 released a report prepared by the
Fantus Company entitled, "How Much Can We Influence the Growth of Industry
in Rural Areas". The Report calls attention to desirability of locating plants in
rural areas on a. planned basis.

Another aspect of job creation in the rural areas is employment in public
service. All levels of government have a presence in Rural America; towrei,
county, road commission, school districts, state agencies or state facilities, e.g.,
hospitals and the Federal Government. There is need to examine the kinds of
public employment available in Rural America.
3. Job Development and Restructuring of Jobs

Closely related to the creation of new jobs is job development within existing
firms and restructuring of existing jobs in order to increase the productivity of
professional staff. At the same time, restructuring of jobs permits the utilization
of paraprofesstonals and worker,: with less skills. Increasingly, paraprofessionals
are being used in education, health cure and social work. Through restructuring
of jobs, additional employment opportunities are created. Much more research is
needed to pinpoint other types of jobs which could be reAructured.

Rural Manpower Specialists will need some exposure to job engineVng in
order to show employers the advantages of job restructuring.
4. The Changing Job of the Rural Manpower Specialist

What is a Rural Manpower Specialist? What are his duties and responsibilities? ,
In view' of the many new challenges and demands being made upon the rurar
manpower specialist, there is a critical need to redefine his job description. He is
no longer a contractor of farm labor whose sole function was to solicit job orders
from growers and fill them from labor pools inside and outside the state. He is
now a community builder or developer, concerned with the entire rural com-
munity. He must be concerned with the young worker, the school dropout, the
elderly as well as the older worker and the impoverished farm worker. The Rural
Manpower Specialist must not only have an awareness but a deep understanding
of:

1. Agencies involved in the field of manpower and their relationship .to
his community, e.g., vocational rehabilitation, welfare, food stamps, avail-
ability of health care. a

2. Local tabor market data, i.e., the characteristics of the labor force, both
on the supply and demand side, the changing nature of the rural labor force
and ways of responding .to thesd changes.

3. Structure of the local school system, community colleges, and skill
centers 'n his area and the programs of institutions of higher education located
in his state.

4. He must have information on nearby growth centers and where job
opportunities are available or may arise for the la, or force in his area. He
needs to know the existing or potential commuting patterns of his labor force,
and at what wage rates people are willing to commute.

5. He must have knowledge of federal programs which have possibilities
for rural economic development, and joh training. He must develop the
conceptual skills in order to establish linkages between programs.

8. He must possess grantsmen skills or have access to such skills so that
proposals can be prepared to obtain money to meet the needs of the cotn-
munity group.

7. Finally, the Rural Manpower Specialist must become a forceful
advocator of rural America. The changing composition of the state legislature,
the number of public officials and program administrators who are urban
oriented and the federal emphasis on the problems of the city, to cite a few,
have muted, the voice of Rural America.

The Rural Manpower Specialist has the unique opportunity to provide economic
opportunity for Rural America which has been denied to him for more than three
decades. t

5. There is need for a strong rural coalition which will push vigorously for
improving both the quantity and quality of manpower services in rural America.
Such a coalition of interested groups who will work together is needed. A coalition
will enable all participating groups to work together without blurring the identity
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of the groups. Operation Hitchhike is a small but important step in the formulation
of such a coalition. The coalition between the Rural Manpower Service; U.S.
Department of Labor and the Cooperative Extensi(fn Faviersois designed to
accomplish a common objective. Each maintains their separate identity. Together
they seek to facilitate the employment process to the end objective that manpower
resources in rural areas are developed and utilized more effectively und'efficiently.
There is, ho never, a critical need to expand the coalition to include other groups
much as the cational Rehabilitation Agency, Welfare Department, the schools
and community colleges, employe, and unions. With such groups, a coalition
for Rural America can be established to serve the needs of the "pople left behind".
Such a coalition can a. list in the development of a commitment to serVing the
needs of Rural America.

Such a Coalit&on for Rural America should have as its top priority 'Ito turn
around to ehang6 the Federal and State policies which perhaps unintentionally
discritninate against Rutal America. The consequences of such polideiT has been:

I. to deny economic opportunity to Rural America
2. to deny equality of opportunity to Rural America
3. to 'ili+ny equity of access of services to Rural America
4. to force manpower resources to flow to the major cities of the nation

The Coalition for Rural America which has its beginning in Operation Hitchhike
is an important start to save Rural America by arresting and 'retarding the
forced flow of labor to the cities and to provide equality of opportunity.

Q
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